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Abstract—Legal documents contain regulations and principles
at different levels of abstraction. They constitute rich sources of
information for public administrations (PA) redesign and even-
tually for the software delivery that must comply with normative
regulations that are specified in laws and procedures. In order
to facilitate the alignment between these elements, systematic
methods and tools automating regulations modeling and analysis
must be developed. In this paper, we propose the integration
of process modeling (named VLPM) and goal-oriented (named
Nòmos) tool-supported methodologies to systematically model
and analyze laws and procedures in public administration. We
show that such integrated view would provide a framework that
allows tracing and reasoning either top-down, from the principles
to the implementation or, vice versa, bottom-up, from a change
in the procedure to the principles. Finally, we also believe that
this would provide a facility for interchanging models among
different tools and for sharing models among different actors.

Keywords—BPR; goal-orientation; laws & procedures; Nòmos;
public administrations; regulation compliance; VLPM.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of new systems and procedures requires a
careful modeling and analysis of laws to ensure that no conflict
arises between the way things are done (i.e., processes) and
the way things are meant. In that context, this paper provides
our efforts in modeling and analysis of laws and procedures,
which has its roots in process modeling and goal-oriented
frameworks. This work is based on a conference paper on
the International Conference on Technical and Legal Aspects
of the e-Society 2010 (CYBERLAWS’10) [1].

Typically, there are three elements on which governments
can operate to improve their public administrations (PA).
One important contributor to the efficiency and improvement
of PAs is the way in which the processes is (re)designed
and developed. The use of Business Process Re-engineering
(BPR) in that respect has become one of the recent trends
undertaken to redesign processes, reduce costs and improve
citizens’ participation in favor of PAs [2], [3], [4]. However,
there is a need to link procedures to the regulations by which
procedures are defined and directed within legal documents,
which contain information vary with respect to the levels of
abstraction. They also describe principles or general rules that
have to be followed, and thus requiring the implementation of
related processes.

Another important fact to mention is the social relevance
of information systems, which is determined by the way the
information system is initially conceived. If misaligned with
legal prescriptions, a functionality of the system can violate the
rights of users, thereby breaching the law [5]. Note, however,
that the system itself is not responsible for the breach, but
rather, it is the owner, the designer and/or the operator who are
responsible for the breach. Preventing this situation to happen
is in the hand of those who are called to define the system’s
functionalities: the requirements analysts.

In fact, there are various broad approaches that can be used
to mitigate (part of) the mentioned challenges, e.g., see in
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Different but complimentary approaches
are often preferable for different types of challenges within a
domain, and a combination of approaches would sometimes be
desirable. More specifically, the integration of tool-supported
methodologies with the aim of supporting the different levels
of abstraction in PA processes can make easier the modeling
and analysis of laws and procedures. One way to do this, for
instance, is by using tools and techniques to model and analyze
the underline low-level concepts of the laws as a business
process. With different approach, move the emphasis of the
modeling and analysis of the principles and procedures to a
higher-level abstraction by interpreting each individual piece
of information extracted from the law or principles as a root
goal that can be decomposed into one or more subgoals. The
results of these approaches would then be assessed, refined,
and integrated systematically.

Along this direction, previously we presented an approach
that takes the advantages of two existing tool-supported
methodologies to assist the different aspects of law modeling
and analysis. The first approach is based on goal-oriented
framework —named Nòmos [11], [5]. The second approach,
whereas uses the notion of process modeling based on subset
of UML diagrams —named VLPM [12], [13]. Both ap-
proaches offer related tools to support their methodology and
to allow traceability between the law and the corresponding
models at different level of abstractions. We also showed that
they individually have significant limitations. For example, the
VLPM does not provide notations and means to represent the
principles behind the procedure and to reason about possible
alternative implementation; instead, Nòmos does not provide
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low-level implementation of the actual processes impeding the
analysis of some components of the law.

This paper extends the work presented in [1] by further
elaborating the context of the two approaches. We detail the
underlying meta concepts and the current improvement of the
two frameworks individually and as combined in handling
(some of) the peculiarities in modeling and analysis of laws.
For example, the VLPM includes semantic knowledge through
the use of ontology. Its model sharing is now general enough
since all the information can easily be stored as RDF state-
ments [14] to maintain links between parts of the documents,
parts of the process models and also elements of other types
of models. It is exactly this connection that adds value to the
solution we propose and makes our approach more significant
than the simple juxtaposition of the two techniques. We also
provide a proof of concept of the advantages we can get by
putting the two together with an example.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section dis-
cusses the BRP context of modeling and analysis of PAs in
connection with laws. Section III discusses the goal-oriented
approach for law compliance by detailing how such processes
using the Nòmos framework can be realized at higher-level.
Section IVdiscusses the VLPM approach for supporting PAs
with new extensions. We discuss our attempt to support BPR
using the best out-of these two techniques with example in
Section V. Related work, and conclusion and possible future
directions are provided in Sections VI and VII.

II. MOTIVATION

In recent years, new laws have been enacted to explic-
itly regulate sensitive information related to businesses and
healthcare. Existing laws have been revised and also gained
new meaning when referred to an Internet-based activity. As
a result of this, concerns like security, privacy and governance
are increasingly the focus of (digital) government regulations
around the world. This trend has also created challenges
in the definition and redesign of public administration (PA)
processes and in the compliance of regulations. Consequently,
different entities —such as PA officers, lawmakers, software
engineers— are required to ensure that their software delivery
complies with relevant regulations, either through (re)design
or (re)engineering activity of a particular project.

In fact a decision in (any) project preliminary phase has
more relevant effects than those delayed to the subsequent
ones [15]. In the same way, normative choices and changes
in PA influence the law effective applicability with respect to
the desired system. In principle, we distinguish three different
kinds of reengineering projects:

1) System automation level. The goal of this kind of
project is introducing a new system to better support
one elementary task or limited procedure. Typically
small in scope, these kinds of projects provide limited
improvements but are simple to implement, since they
do not affect neither the procedures nor the laws.

2) Departmental level. The goal of this kind of project is
changing the way in which work is performed within

a functional unit, (often) to make it more rational and
efficient. These kinds of projects are more impacting,
as they require some kind of re-organization of the
work, often accompanied by the introduction of new
ICT systems. The impact on the laws, however, is null
or minimal.

3) Inter-departmental level. The goal of this kind of project
is providing a better implementation of those processes
that involve different departments or possibly change the
allocation of responsibilities or both. It is the case, for in-
stance, of decentralization projects, where competences
are moved from central government to districts. These
kinds of projects are clearly the most impacting, since
they act at all levels, including the normative one.

The first kind of project is a standard software development
project for which there is a rich choice of tools, development
cycles, and project implementation alternatives. However, the
other two kinds of projects pose two peculiar and closely
related challenges, which root is in the relationship between
the laws and the procedures that implement such laws. These
challenges are particularly common in PA domain, which are

• Laws provide the framework that constrains and lim-
its possible choices and alternatives in reengineering
processes. Providing tools and notations can allow to
explicitly model and reason about the alternatives and
constraints, and as the same time could help to develop
more efficient solutions.

• Laws and processes are intertwined as requirements and
implementation are in software development processes.
Providing tools to explicitly trace the connection between
laws and process elements helps for a more efficient
and coherent management of the system. This can help
ensuring that procedures correctly implement the law, and
at the same time it could help to understand which laws
might be affected by a change in the processes.

Interventions usually require to change part of the law.
However, in order to understand where and how to modify
the law we have to set, prepare, and validate new processes as
well as to recognize the new roles and people responsibilities.
Additionally, regulating a complex system or a new one
requires to understand about the procedures to activate in
order to answer questions like who is in charge of, when the
task should be done, how to face exceptional situations, and
so on. These all call a significant reform needed to provide
correct snapshot about the existing procedures, to propose the
(re)design and development of a new system.

As said before, one of the tools to enact this reform is
the application of BPR techniques. In PA, this is an activity
which involves (independently or in collaboration) law-makers
who amend laws, process designers who try to optimize
existing processes, and software developers, to support exist-
ing processes and/or procedures with technology. Modeling
facilitates the communication and understanding of the actual
organization among these users and is helpful in building a
shared vision between domain experts and technicians. It also
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provides an easier way of analysis in order to evolve towards
efficient and higher quality processes, if not pose related risks.

Unfortunately, most of the existing modeling techniques
were developed with the aim of optimizing supply chains
or production. This indicates that there are no as such clear
goals in modeling public workflows [4]. Thus, on one hand, it
is essential to know the constraints established by the law,
but, on the other hand, it is also necessary to support the
office in charge of such processes in order to decide the
changes required by the new processes. However, one of the
major difficulties encountered in this domain is the strong
dependency between processes and laws. As said before, any
implementation of software delivery requires a parallel action
on both the redesigning of processes and on the introduction of
law changes. This means that the current law (in a sense: rather
than the processes), must be considered as the constraint,
the engine, and the target of the reengineering activity. This
link between models and laws raises further issues related
to the maintainability of the models over time, since it is
necessary to guarantee coherence of the models with the laws
in order to have the models retain their value. We argue
that these situations can reasonably be tackled by providing
homogeneous and structured models of the current processes
(the business architecture), which in turn should allow to
redesign the new software delivery.

As we hinted in [1], it is important to devise a methodology
and tool that should help tackling the two aforementioned
challenges. In fact, we can apply techniques (e.g., goal-
oriented methodology) that can help tackling the first problem
by providing precise notations and alternatives to avoid mis-
interpretation and resolve ambiguities that can arise, and by
performing high-level formal reasoning. The Nòmos frame-
work [11], [5] fits for this purpose. In contrast, the second
challenge can be tackled through a proper BPR approach
—namely, by devising process modeling and redesigning
methodology and by developing its supporting tool. Thus, the
VLPM —a tool we developed for the purpose, by extending
work [16]— helps tackling the second challenge.

III. GOAL-ORIENTED APPROACH FOR LAW COMPLIANCE

When facing law we need to know the concepts used by law
to give prescriptions. Law is grounded on the notion of right,
which can be defined as entitlement (not) to perform certain
actions or be in certain states, or entitlement that others (not)
perform certain actions or be in certain states [17]. Rights are
classified by Hohfeld in the 8 elementary concepts of privilege,
claim, power, immunity, no-claim, duty, liability, disability,
and organised in opposites and correlatives (see Table I).

TABLE I
THE HOHFELDIAN TAXONOMY.

Legal relation Opposite Correlative
Claim Noclaim Duty

Privilege Duty Noclaim
Power Disability Liability

Immunity Liability Disability

Notice that in commonsense we might call right as a duty or
a liability, since the word has a slightly different meaning. Here
the more intuitive meaning of “right” is a Claim, which is the
entitlement for a person to have something done from another
person who has therefore a Duty of doing it. For example, if
John has the claim to exclusively use of his land, others have a
corresponding duty of non-interference. Privilege (or liberty)
is the entitlement for a person to discretionally perform an
action regardless of the will of others who may not claim him
to perform that action, and have therefore a No-claim. For ex-
ample, giving a tip at the restaurant is a liberty, and the waiter
cannot claim it. Power is the (legal) capability to produce
changes in the legal system towards another subject who has
the corresponding Liability. Examples of legal powers include
the power to contract and the power to marry. Immunity is
the right of being kept untouched from other performing an
action, who has therefore a Disability. For example, one may
be immune from prosecution as a result of signing a contract.

Two rights are correlatives [18] if the right of a person
A implies that there exists another person B (A’s counter-
party), who has the correlative right. For example, if someone
has the claim to access some data, then somebody else will
have the duty of providing that data, so duty and claim
are correlatives. Similarly, privilege-noclaim, power-liability,
immunity-disability are correlatives. The concept of correla-
tiveness implies that rights have a relational nature. In fact,
they involve two subjects: the owner of the right and the one
against whom the right is held —the counterparty. Vice versa,
the concept of opposition means that the existence of a right
excludes its opposite.

The choice to adopt the Hohfeldian taxonomy of rights is
due to several factors. First, as said above, the importance it
has in the juridical literature suggests that this is actually the
kind of information that we need to know about law. Second,
Hohfeldian has a range of concepts and level of abstraction.
These make its representation capabilities very close to the
expressiveness of legal texts. In fact this consideration mainly
comes from experience: constructs like powers, immunities
and so on do actually exist in legal texts. Differently, for
example, from deontic logic-based approaches, the proposed
taxonomy is able to successfully capture them. Finally, the
Hohfeldian concepts that have a descriptive nature, rather
than prescriptive, acting as the bridge between the world
of the “ought”, typical of legal prescriptions, and the world
of domain description. However, the Hohfeldian concepts do
not prescribe what stakeholders should do, but rather, they
describe what are the legal relations that bind them. This is of
particular importance in requirements engineering, whose first
step (early requirements analysis) is to describe the so-called
“as-is”, before specifying the “to-be”. So, linking a description
of stakeholders’ goals with a description of applicable laws can
allow to reason about compliance and compliant alternatives.
In the following, we (formally) characterize such a link.

Rights are not symmetric: the position of the claim owner is
different from the position of the duty owner. Generally speak-
ing, the two positions are called active (juridical) position and
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passive (juridical) position, and each right has exactly an active
position and a passive position. To capture this characteristic
in the meta-model, active Actors are in holder relation,
while passive Actors are in counterparty relation with
respect to the right (see Figure 1).

Actor

PrivilegeNoclaim

ClaimDuty

PowerLiability

ImmunityDisability

sourceArt
Right1 0..*

1
0..*

ActionCharacterization

0..* 1
holder

counterparty

concerns

Fig. 1. The Nòmos metamodel: elements of a normative proposition.

The last component of a normative proposition is called
action, the actual object of the right. An “action” designates
a description of the set of admissible states of the world.
To avoid confusion with a more common use of such
word, we refer to it as ActionCharacterization.
Each Right is in concerns relations with
exactly one ActionCharacterization, but an
ActionCharacterization can be addressed by a
number of rights, as depicted in Figure 1.

A. Modeling the Structure of Law

The concept of normative proposition allows to split the
complexity of legal statements into atomic elements. But the
legal prescriptions contained in laws have more properties that
have to be considered. In particular, legal prescriptions are
articulated structures built with conditions, exceptions, and so
on. It is important to capture the effects of these conditionals
in order to obtain a meaningful requirements set. We give a
uniform representation of conditional elements by establishing
an order between normative propositions. For example, a
citizen may have the duty to give his personal details to the
policemen. However, if the policeman does not identify itself
correctly as a policeman, then the citizen is free whether to
do it or not. Instead of trying to formalize the if [. . . ] then
[. . . ] condition, we split the problem in three steps. First,
we define a first right, r1, —a duty of the citizen —to give
personal details to the policemen. Second, we define another
right, r2, —a privilege of the citizen —to give personal details
to other citizens. Finally, we establish an order between the
two: r1 > r2 which means that, whenever r1 is applicable,
r2 is not. This is captured in the meta-model of Nòmos by
the concept of dominance (class Dominance), as shown
in Figure 2. This is connected to the class Right, which
establishes the priority of the source right over the target one.

The normative propositions, manually extracted and ordered
according to the meta-model, are put together to form the

Actor

PrivilegeNoclaim ClaimDuty PowerLiability ImmunityDisability

sourceArt
Right

1
0..*

1

0..*

ActionCharacterization
0..* 1

holder
counterparty

concerns

source 10..*

Goalwants 0..*1..*
realize Likelihood

Realization

Strength
Dominance

1
0..*

0..*

1
realizedBy

10..* target

i* meta-model NP Nomos

Fig. 2. The link between rights and goals as proposed by the Nòmos meta-
model.

model of the law. As the meta-model shows, such a model does
not contain anymore information on the physical structure of
the law given by its nesting into titles, paragraphs and so on.
Moreover, it it does not contain cross-reference information.
However, to each right (class Right) carried by a normative
proposition, we are able to associate its source article or
any further information to precisely record where does the
normative proposition come from. This would allow to ensure
full traceability, as pointed out in the following.

B. Bridging Law and Requirements

Existing requirements engineering frameworks generally
rest on the idea of deriving the requirements for a software
system from the analysis of the stakeholders’ goals that the
system-to-be will support once developed and deployed. This
approach has demonstrated to be effective in successfully
capturing strategic requirements. However, it hardly applies to
the need of arguing about the compliance of such strategic
requirements with the legal ones. As already pointed out,
rights concern actions which intuitively are descriptions of the
behavior wanted from the addressee actor, and can result in a
goal or task of that actor. However, an action characterization
in itself is not a goal neither a task for two main reasons. First,
a goal is a state of the world wanted by an actor, whereas an
action characterization is a state of the world imposed to the
actor. Second, an action is a state of the world prescribed to
an abstract actor —a class of actors, and as such it is also a
class of actions. A goal, whereas is a specific state of the world
wanted by a specific actor. This makes necessity to separate
the concept of goal from the one of action characterization to
avoid misleading shortcuts.

In Nòmos, to describe the concepts of the strategy, we adapt
the i* modeling framework [19]. Specifically, we use the i*
version as defined for the Tropos methodology [20]. Worth
mentioning that this choice is arbitrary —other frameworks
could be used or adapted to be used as well, as long as they
provide primitives for modeling actors, goals, and relationships
between actors. The i* framework models a domain along
two perspectives: the strategic rationale of the actors —i.e., a
description of the intentional behavior of domain stakeholders
in terms of their goals, tasks, preferences and quality aspects
(represented as softgoals); and the strategic dependencies
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among actors —i.e., the system-wide strategic model based on
the relationship between the depender, which is the actor, in a
given organizational setting, who “wants” something and the
dependee, that is the actor who has the ability to do something
that contributes to the achievement of the depender’s original
goals. An actor has the ability to achieve a goal if the actor has
in the set of intentional elements that characterize it (such as
sub-goals, tasks and resources) an element or a set of elements
whose purpose is the achievement of the goal; or, if the actor
can delegate the achievement of the goal to another actor —
i.e., the dependee. The concept of ability is important because
it allows to understand what are the characteristics of the
specific actor existing in the domain, w.r.t the abstract actor
addressed by the law.

With these ingredients, we are able to establish if a certain
goal or task fits the characterization given by law, and to
represent it in the model. In Figure 2, this is expressed with the
concept of realization (class Realization), which puts in
relation something that belongs to the law with something that
belongs to the intentions of actors. This will be the starting
point to argue about compliance of requirements models with
law.

Don't
disclose PHI

>

Hospital

Disclose PHI
(to patient)

>
Disclose PHI

(patient)

Assign key
to doctors and

call center
Monitor

electronic
transactions

Delegate
doctors to

disclose PHI
Encrypted

communications

AND

Electronic
clinical
chart

Personal
assistant

Provide
feedback
to patient

OR

Don't
disclose PHI
>

Hospital

Disclose PHI
(patient)

Assign key
to doctors and

call center
Monitor

electronic
transactions

Encrypted
communications

AND

Electronic
clinical
chart

Personal
assistant

Provide
feedback
to patient

OR

Don't
disclose PHI

Hospital

Assign key
to doctors and

call center

Monitor
electronic

transactions

Encrypted
communications

AND

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. An example: Law and Strategic Modeling using the Nòmos modeling
language.

Figure 3(a) depicts excerpt model of a law fragment taken
form the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), and the goals’ fulfilling law and tasks that
operationalize such goals. The fragment contains the duty
imposed to hospitals to keep patients’ Personal Health In-
formation (PHI) to be closed. The duty is fulfilled by the
Hospital by setting up an encrypted electronic communication
mechanism, which in turn is refined into the two leaf level
tasks “Assign key to doctors and call center” and “Monitor
electronic transaction”. This choice means that the running
system will need to support its processes with these activities.
Alternatively (Figure 3(b)), the law gives hospitals the possi-
bility to disclose patients’ PHI, if the receivers are the patients
themselves. The introduction of this new principle involves a
possible change in the underlying processes supported by the
system-to-be. Similarly, as in Figure 3(c), the introduction of
the last principle —a duty, for the Hospital, to disclose such

information to the patient upon request— further impacts on
the supported processes, as it requires the hospital to receive
the requests and to delegate somebody to disclose the data.

IV. ENHANCED LAW MODELING WITH VLPM

This section presents an approach where process models
for procedures are modeled, and changes in laws are mapped
in the models in order to highlight and review the impacts
on processes and vice-versa. This allows for a stricter collab-
oration among the different stakeholders usually involved in
BPR. These activities are mostly handled by the VLPM tool,
as discussed below.

A. The VLPM Tool

VLPM [12] is a tool supported methodology for process
modeling and re-engineering of PA, by providing a set of
functions to synchronize models and XML representation of
laws, thereby allowing traceability. The tool also supports
an automatic generation of documentation in a human read-
able form (e.g., PDF or HTML), and of skeletons of law
modifications based on the changes undergone by processes
defined by the original law. The extended design of the
framework makes the tool more flexible and functional in
various areas. Among which we mention: support for different
XML representation of laws, which are used by VLPM for
linking process and laws; more flexibility in deployment —
e.g., by allowing integration with freely available UML tools;
integration with formal analysis techniques and methodologies
for simulation and verification.

Figure 4 shows a high-level representation of the model
elements, i.e. a meta-model for the VLPM tool. The diagram
mainly shows the internal representation of the model ele-
ments. In the diagram, a process is realized as an observable
activity executed by one or more actors. Actors can be
extracted from the text of the law or can be defined manually.
They are identified by means of an unambiguous identifier
(extracted from the XML file containing the law information or
manually specified) and a name. This could easily be extended
in order to add more features. In the same way as actors, assets
can be either extracted from the law or defined manually. If
the assets are extracted from the law, we then store their initial
states in the model and use our notation to define the changes
that the assets undergo.

In addition to the modeling elements, we use a generic
relationship elements to create specific sub-classes of rela-
tionship as shown in Figure 5. These are defined separately
from the elements of the model. Actor-Actor relationships have
different properties from Actor-Process relationships (e.g., the
allowed stereotypes) and from Process-Process relationships.
The association of a process with its executing actors is based
on the static assignments of the responsibilities (set of roles,
R) to the actors. This information can be extracted from the
law or manually assigned after the actors have been identified.
The use of an abstract relationship object allows us to create
as many types of relationship as we need, with the only
requirement of defining also a suitable translation of each
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relationship to UML. The model also explicitly support the
Asset-Process relationships that define the semantics for the
asset flows.
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Fig. 5. Relationships among the modeling elements.

The model represents the static information of the busi-
ness processes, while the dynamic properties (namely, asset
transformation functions) are defined in a specific notation.
The model is associated to the laws that regulate its business
processes to allow the association of a single process with
relevant law parts that define them. Notice, however, that the
law is not included in the model. Although our model is
designed to support XML format for laws representation, it
can be easily extended to support other formats (see at the
end of this section).

B. Methodology and Usage Scenario

We devised a methodology to automatically extract infor-
mation from XML representation of laws and map them into
process models. The core modeling elements are process,
actor, asset, and relationships with triggering conditions. The
methodology comprises of three steps.

The first step is the preparation of the data and structure of
the model. Particularly, this step is responsible for identifying
the actors, assets, stereotypes and terminologies, as well as
responsible for collecting laws (the enumeration of laws which
rule or influence the domain under analysis). The second step
focuses on the use of UML use case diagrams to statically
capture and analyze actors and processes independent from
their execution. This is particularly important to breakdown
processes hierarchically, to associate actors with responsibil-
ities in the process breakdown structure, and to define and

associate law paragraphs to processes in the use case diagram.
Finally, the evolution of assets and processes are captured
and analyzed using UML activity diagrams. Activity diagrams
describe the processes workflow by emphasizing sequential
and parallel activities (using the triggering conditions iden-
tified in step one) whose assets are needed and how their
state evolve —i.e., how they change after being executing
associated activities. The activity diagram also highlights the
assets on which the processes operate. The connection between
processes and assets are labelled with one or more of the
following stereotypes: create, read, update, delete. In addition
to the standard notation borrowed from the CRUD matrices
[16], it is also possible to specify use, send and receive as
stereotypes. This allows us to systematically translate into
executable code (e.g., model checking) for further analysis,
e.g., to perform procedural security analysis (such as, see in
[21]).

The methodology also allows to link the laws and models.
This particularly increases the traceability between laws and
processes, with the goal of helping the law makers elab-
orate models in collaboration with software developers or
process engineers, and understand the impact of law or process
changes to their counterparts. This helps, first, to justify the
existence of a particular process by providing a reference to
the parts of the law that define it, which in turn allows us to
link the process to all the constraints in the law that regulate
it. Secondly, it allows to understand the impact of a change
both in the law and in the process model. When a change is
made to the law, on the one hand, being able to identify which
processes are defined (or regulated) by the modified part of
the law allows us to modify the process model accordingly.
By looking at the model, it is then possible to determine what
processes “interact” with the processes affected by the change
in the law. The modification can then be propagated to all the
relevant processes and makes the model up to date. On the
other hand, the re-engineering of processes may result in a
need to modify some parts of the law. Maintaining law-model
traceability allows to automatically identify which parts of the
law should be amended by tracing back to the parts of the law
that originally defined the modified processes.

The points discussed above are supported by the VLPM
tool, which has the following usage scenario (Figure 6 and
see also in [12] for further detail):

1) A law written in natural language is marked with XML
tags.

2) The user imports the law formatted in XML and VLPM
generates a skeleton of the model. The user needs to
verify and complete the generated model in order to have
a reliable as-is view (i.e., a “process-tree” view) of the
law. This model can be exported in various formats for
documentation purposes (e.g., PDF).

3) The user imports an Explicit Text Amendment that
modifies the law that has been previously modeled
with VLPM. The tool highlights the impacts of the
amendment on the law and on the model, allowing the
user to focus on the affected parts of the model. This
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Fig. 6. Law modeling process handled by VLPM.

greatly simplifies the model revision process.
4) The user modifies the process model, re-engineering

some processes. At this point documentation can be
generated to be shared among the stakeholders and
to compare the as-is and the to-be models. Moreover,
VLPM can be used to generate the XML skeleton of a
new law that amends the originally modeled law.

Furthermore, since the first version of VLPM focused on
modeling the procedural aspects of legal documents that
would allow to perform the necessary changes to the as-is
business logic with the purpose. However, much information
necessary for the reasoning cannot be easily extracted from the
multitude of legal documents that regulate a domain without
a background in jurisprudence. For this reason, the current
version of VLPM (i.e., VLPM 2.0) exploits semantic markup
on the laws to generate skeletons of business process models
that can be traced back to the laws describing them. This
allows lawyers and functional analysts to round-trip between
laws and processes.

With VLPM 2.0, the components which produce the models
from a set of legal documents provide some regulations for
a certain domain. The information is layered hierarchically,
where the bottom layer is the textual information and on top of
which meta-data and structural information are added via the
Akoma Ntoso [22], [23] markup XML format. We developed
an OWL-DL ontology in order to add semantic information
about processes described in legal texts, by extending the
concepts of LKIF-core [24], [25] with a business process meta-
model that borrows several entities from the BPMN meta-
model [26]. We then defined some concepts that can effectively
address our needs. We used Pellet Reasoner to identify and
consolidate equivalences and other relations with LKIF-core
classes. The VLPM 2.0 ontology is not a specification of
the BPMN meta-model in OWL. Instead, it abstracts the
core entities of a business process from the BPMN meta-
model in order to obtain a smaller but more generic ontology.
In the sense that a set of instances of the classes in such
ontology can easily be transformed to BPMN as well as

UML Activity Diagram (AD) [27]. Finally, we intend to
support supplementary ontologies to allow the representation
and modeling of other aspects of the domain, such as goal-
oriented information.

V. COMBINING NÒMOS AND VLPM TO SUPPORT BPR
SCENARIO

Laws can express principles at different levels. Two levels
are particularly apparent, high-level principles usually com-
prise of rules and requirements, and a set of procedural and/or
operational level laws [28].

As we discussed previously, VLPM provides a robust envi-
ronment to effectively manage the re-engineering of processes
regulated by the set of operational laws. One significant
limitation of the tool, however, is that it does not provide
notations and means to represent the principles behind the
procedures (or, better, motivating the procedures) and to reason
about possible alternative implementation. Even from the busi-
ness re-engineering point of view, such principles represent
an essential part since they provide the framework and the
constraints for the definition of new procedures and laws.
This, in turn “moves” part of the re-engineering activity back
to the “natural language” domain where inconsistencies and
ambiguities might arise.

To overcome this problem, we propose the integration of
goal-oriented methodology supported by Nòmos framework
with the process modeling methodology supported by VLPM.
The situation is depicted in Figure 7. On the left hand side,
we have the law (possibly split in various documents) and
typically describing general principles (e.g., “all citizens have
the right to free health-care”) and procedural and operational
aspects (e.g., “to get free health-care you need a Social Secu-
rity Number”). On the right-hand-side, we have to modeling
techniques:

• Nòmos, in the upper part, provide a graphical notation
and a methodology for modeling and reasoning about the
high-level principles.

• VLPM, in the lower part, provide a graphical notation
and methodology for modeling and reasoning about the
procedures and lower-level operative principles.

Nòmos can represent the principles of the law via its
constructs. In particular, as depicted in Figure 3(a) it is
possible to represent the parts of a normative proposition such
as the “Personal Health Information (PHI) closed”, focusing
on the actor, “Hospital”, specified in the text of the law,
also giving the possibility to specify the kind of right (in
the case of the example a duty). Moreover, the framework
allows to specify the goals that are induced by the text of the
normative proposition, such as “set-up an encrypted electronic
communication” and the specification of the actions that fulfill
the goals and that represent the links to the procedural part of
the law (in the example “Assign key to doctors and call center”
and “Monitor electronic transaction”). Thanks to these repre-
sentation, Nòmos maintains the complete knowledge about the
principles at the bases of the operative part of the law, and of
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the possible alternatives for the law fulfilling (see Figures 3(b)
and 3(c)).

Law
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Fig. 7. The proposed approach for modeling and analysis of law.

VLPM extracts processes and actors from XML represen-
tation without the semantic knowledge that allows to reason
on alternatives and here comes one of the essences of the
Nòmos framework. Notice that the leaves of the Nòmos model
can be analyzed on their fulfillment and on their compliance
with the actual norm/law. There are also correlations between
leaves in Nòmos and activities in VLPM. Thus, it is straight-
forward to say that such leaves can help enriching the VLPM
“process-tree” —hierarchical decomposition of processes and
actors using UML use cases— with more semantics on the
management of activities in the VLPM model.
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Fig. 8. A simple illustration using the proposed approach.

Figure 8 illustrates how the approach actually works. The
Nòmos model contains the description of the principles that
should be respected by the stakeholders. Moreover, it contains
the description of the strategic goals that the stakeholders
develop to be compliant. The presence of goals allows to make
a domain-dependent analysis, which takes into account their
specific objectives and needs, besides those of the law. The
VLPM model contains a description of the system architecture.
More precisely, it contains a description of that part of the
system whose definition has been extracted from the annotated
law. In the bottom part of the figure, the compliance condition

is depicted. Basically, the compliance condition consists of a
representation of the achievement condition of the goals of the
Nòmos model. The condition says that the compliance goal
“Prevent unauthorized transactions” is satisfied when the sys-
tem is in a state represented by the value of the three variables
t, a, and r, where t is an instance of the class Transaction,
a is an instance of the class Authorization, and r is an
instance of the class PatientRecord. The state represented
by the condition is such that the transaction of certain data is
linked with the patient’s authorization to transmit that data. In
the picture, this is considered true if:

• the transaction has also been associated to an authoriza-
tion (r.authorization == a);

• the authorization is specific for that type of transaction
(t.type == a.type);

• the transaction has actually been recorded into at least one
patient record (t ∈ r.transactions) – i.e., no transaction
happen, which are not registered and do not respect the
other conditions;

• the subjects, among which the data is exchanged match
the role type declared in the authorization for that trans-
action (∀s ∈ t.subjectss == a.subject class).

Given this compliance condition between any possible state
of the system, described in terms of the values of its variables
and the principles expressed by the law, it is possible to
exhaustively check for states that are allowed by the system
but not acceptable for the law.

An important aspect to highlight is the traceability offered
by the two approaches are complimentary. For example, if
you decide to remove a process from the UML model that
corresponds to one of the leaves of the Nòmos model, the
Nòmos framework can trace up to the root goal and check if
this action is complaint with the actual norm (from which
the leave is derived). It is worth mentioning that when a
new process is added to the model, VLPM generates a list
of suggestions that can be used to produce an explicit text
amendment from the changes undergone by the model, thus
allowing the law to be realigned to the model. This can be
further refined and enhanced by using the power of Nòmos
analysis.

This conforms the connection between the Nòmos model
and the VLPM model. The leaves of the Nòmos model, in
fact, correspond to the procedures of the VLPM model. This
provides a framework that allows to trace and reason either
top-down, from the principles to the implementation, or, vice-
versa, bottom-up, from a change in the procedure to the
principles.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several strategies have been proposed in the literature to
understand, model, and analyze business process models.
Three aspects are central in these approaches. The first is tools
used for creating (business) process models. Second, notations
used to represent the modeling elements and concepts. Third,
techniques used for formally specifying and verifying how
such models respect the intended goals.
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With respect to modeling of business processes, for instance,
various works in the past have been proposed for modeling
business processes. These approaches span from workflow
nets to event-based process chains, from flow-charts dia-
grams to UML Activity diagrams (ADs) and Business Process
Execution Languages for Web Service (BPEL4WS)[29] and
several other works such as [30], [31], [32]. In particular,
[33], [34], [35] widely discussed the usage of UML ADs for
modeling business processes as well as workflow modeling
and specifications.

While these works demonstrated their usage scenarios for
the modeling, specifying, and analyzing business processes
and workflows of complex system, the attempt to model laws
and procedures, as well as to perform formal analysis in favor
of the public administration (PA) is not satisfactory.

In recent years, however, a number of governments have
been adopted such techniques to support their PAs. Works
like [3], [2], [36], [37] particularly have been discussed BPR
support for public healthcare services by identifying different
levels of process support and by distinguishing among generic
process patterns. The use of BPR for better government has
also been discussed earlier by the U.S. federal government
and the U.S. Department of Defense and its use in taxation in
[38]. The importance of modeling in the legal framework and
documenting the knowledge about the legal constraints within
the process model itself is stated in [4].

In particular, Olbrich and Simon in [39] discussed an
approach based on event-driven process chains and suggested
how to translate law paragraphs into process models using
the Semantic Process Language (SPL). Their main goal is to
the visualization and formal modeling of a legally regulated
process. The interesting aspect of this work is not only the con-
sideration of the given law when developing business process
models, but also the explicit derivation of a process structure
which is implicitly specified within the paragraphs themselves
using the SPL. The SPL enabled them to articulate language
structures into executable workflow models, using Petri Nets.
The presented approach could provide means for verifying
whether process-like behavior fulfills the selected paragraphs
formally. Related to processes and their verification, in [40]
the authors propose a UML-based approach to define, verify,
and validate organizational processes, especially in the context
of software process improvement and the CMMI (Capability
Maturity Model Integration) framework.

Related to goal-oriented approaches for modeling and rep-
resentation of laws and with the compliancy of set of require-
ments to laws. Three of them are particularly relevant for our
work. In [8], the authors used KAOS as a modeling language
for representing objectives extracted from regulation texts.
Such an approach is based on the analogy between regulation
documents and requirements documents. In [9], Goal-oriented
Requirement Language (GRL) to model goals and actions
prescribed by laws and exploit Use Case Maps (UCM) to
describe the impact of laws on the business processes is
discussed. This work is founded on the premise that the same
modelling framework can be used for both regulations and

requirements. In [28] is shown that two levels exist in legal
systems: the Rule level, which gives prescriptions in an Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) style; and the Requirements level,
which expresses desirable state of affairs to be achieved by
addressees. It also argues that the requirements level cannot
exist alone: it depends on the rule level for actuation and
enforcement. However, it tackles only with the requirements
level while discussing the integration of laws into enterprise
configurations.

Breaux et al. in [41] develop a systematic process called
semantic parameterisation using the Cerno framework [42].
The approach consists of identifying in legal text restricted
natural language statements (RNLSs) and then expressing
them as semantic models of rights and obligations [10] (along
with auxiliary concepts such as actors and constraints). Secure
Tropos [43] is a framework for security-related goal-oriented
requirements modeling that, in order to ensure access control,
uses strategic dependencies refined with concepts such as:
trust, delegation of a permission to fulfill a goal, execute a task
or access a resource, as well as ownership of goals or other
intentional elements. The main point of departure from Nòmos
is that the Nòmos use a richer ontology for modeling legal
concepts, adopted from the literature on Law. Additionally,
the legal models one builds using Nòmos is different from the
mentioned usage —i.e., Nòmos allows to check compliance
between an i* model of system requirements and a model of
a law fragment.

VII. CONCLUSION

The application of BPR and goal-oriented in law modeling
and analysis can facilitate the work of PAs by favoring the
involvement of citizens in (the law) decision process. The
definition of strict constraints for the structure of a law
facilitates its readability and editing, but —in the case of laws
definition procedures —the use of (visual) representations,
their modeling, and formal reasoning can take this even further.

This paper proposed an approach intended to provide sys-
tematic support for modeling and analyzing laws. Our ap-
proach combines two existing complementary frameworks that
tackle the discussed concerns in different levels of abstractions.
While one (i.e., Nòmos) exploits goal-oriented approach, the
other (i.e., VLPM) focuses on the use of UML-based BPR
approach. We emphasized on the integration of these two
approaches for realizing principles, procedures, as well as
operational aspects of the law, and for developing a system
that can maintain and support the laws.

The resulting analysis method of the Nòmos approach takes
advantage of two key ideas, namely the concept of intentional
compliance to verify law-compliance of requirements models,
and the idea of combining a law model with an intentional
model of requirements for preserving the explicit represen-
tation of compliant alternatives resulting from goal analysis.
In contrast, VLPM is based on well established technologies
for legal knowledge representation such as LKIF and Akoma
Ntoso, including process and goal-oriented ontologies. The
current VLPM framework will have the possibility to play
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an important role in the “ICT for law” initiatives and even-
tually become an actual tool for the improvement of Public
Administrations.

In summary, the proposed approach has given promising
clues to trace and reason laws either from the principles
to the implementation, or, vice-versa, from a change in the
procedure to the principles. Although, the snippet example
used for our proof-of-concept is not complete, we believe
that the proposed approach can be refined and (re-)used to
model and analyze different laws, as long as the laws describe
both the principles and procedures. Namely, as long as the
the laws define, regulate or in some way affect procedures,
e.g., PA procedures, company policies that need to comply
with certain regulations. Moreover, the implementation of the
approach in terms of a tool is not discussed. However, we are
currently working on enriching the two frameworks because
this would allow us to develop a machinery for the combined
activities. We are also looking for a real case study to evaluate
our approach.
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Abstract—This paper gives an extended overview of chal-
lenges creating complex integrated information and computing
systems. It covers implementation, legal, and security issues
with these processes and how the overall complexity can be
reduced using collaboration frameworks with Distributed and
High Performance Computing resources in natural sciences
disciplines for building integrated public / commercial infor-
mation system components within the e-Society. Focus is on
using a collaboration framework for implementing computing
resources, interfaces for data and application interchange,
based on current developments regarding infonomics systems,
last years case studies within the long-term GEXI project, and
Active Source. A suitable framework base has been created
over the last years, being used for a number of scenarios in
research environments, using High End Computing resources.
Application of these methods for commercial service structures
affords the consideration of various legal, security, and trust
aspects. In collaboration with international partners from nat-
ural sciences, industry, economy, and education the framework
has been found the solution to overcome the legal cooperation
barrier. Established on this work, international cooperations
are currently built. In addition, this paper presents two major
implementation case studies in order to show the application
of the collaboration framework, one for environmental and
energy exploration information, computing, and resources
management and another for epidemology information systems.

Keywords–Legal Frameworks; Collaboration Management;
Implementation; Legal Issues; Security; Distributed Systems;
High Performance Computing; Grid-GIS house; e-Science;
Geoscientific Information Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Todays information system design, development, imple-
mentation, and usage are in many cases characterised by
dynamism and fast varying means, heterogeneous content,
access and information security in complex environments,
short-term financing, and individual architectures. About
over a decade now, the amount of information available
as well as the computing power has been continuously
increasing, but there is no integrated information-computing
system actually really bringing these vast resources together.

Research on overcoming these shortcomings for interna-
tional collaboration management is going on for the last

years [1]. Over the last years a long-term project, Geo
Exploration and Information (GEXI) [2] for analysing case
studies, has examined chances to overcome the deficits.

This paper presents the current results with a collaboration
framework that has been developed and successfully used as
a solution for various cases. It delivers the results collected
from a study taken on participating national and international
collaboration projects regarding the sections High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC), Distributed Computing (DC) and
services, and natural sciences. There is a number of factors
limiting the vigors that are devoted on the development of
integrated systems. These are the problems with distribution
of valuable resources like High End Computing (HEC)
needed to be integrated on one hand and the legal diversities
as with automation, personalisation, security, and differences
in professional, national, and international context on the
other. As resulting from the developments of a suitable
framework for DC and HPC, this work provides the legal
complement for the technical and scientific base currently
used for various international collaborations, building infor-
mation, processing and decision making systems. Two case
studies are presented in order to discuss the different aspects
of “trust in computing” and “trust in information” emphasis.

II. MOTIVATION

Geoscientific information systems belong to the most
advanced information systems available today. A driving
force behind the development besides public interests is from
applied natural sciences, exploration and energy, resources,
and environmental management. Oil and gas, climatology,
aerospace and automotive industry for example depend on
privacy for their computations. Neither services nor security
in general will change the advised behaviour within the next
decade. It is uninviting to expect the driving force from
the resources engineering approach only. It is a common
misbelief that industry will use any distant foreign HEC re-
sources for economically interesting or critical calculations,
for computing or storage in context with their strategic data
or with production. The research projects of the last years
have shown that we need a legally integrated comprehensive
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collaboration framework for complex modular design and
development [3] as well as new methods and algorithms on
the geoinformation side [4] regarding distributed resources
and secure communication.

This paper is organised as follows. Section three presents
preliminary work and cases studies. Sections four and five
describe legal frameworks, regulations and name the prob-
lems addressed. Section six describes the new collaboration
framework. Section seven explains the status of the imple-
mentation regarding the participating key player topics. Sec-
tion eight reports evaluation and consequences for primary
topics on technology and legal issues and the collaboration
portal. Section nine gives an extended presentation of se-
lected case studies, implemented following the collaboration
framework. The focus is on implementation, legal issues,
and security aspects faced by the resources, services, and
disciplines columns. Section ten shows the lessons learned
and Section eleven summarises the conclusion and outlook
on future work.

III. PRELIMINARY WORK AND CASE STUDIES

This discussion of legal issues is the result of the success-
ful work of the last years, in the disciplines of geosciences
application architecture [5] (Active Source), preparing an
interdisciplinary Grid-GIS house framework [6], project
case studies, and the adjunctive configuration of various
HEC (HPC, Distributed, Grid, Cloud, and GPU Computing)
resources over the last three years [4]. Work is ongoing for
developments in cooperation with international industry and
economy partners [7], [3].

The analysis of these case studies showed that the coor-
dinated cooperations have a strong need to address the legal
and security base for handling critical data (e.g. business
relevant development and exploration data), computing and
geo-processing as well as components used.

At todays level of information integration, with the overall
complexity of information and decision making systems,
there is a neccessity for building flexible and extendable
information systems for cognostic purposes that consider
aspects of security and economy in complex environments.
For future cooperations and implementations it is most
important to focus on legal issues regarding the frameworks.

IV. LEGAL FRAMEWORKS AND REGULATIONS

As in this context, there exists no collaboration develop-
ment framework, there is a number of partially interesting
international and national legal topic-frameworks (Table I)
for information systems, regarding content and structure.

Table I
LEGAL FRAMEWORKS WITH GEOSCIENCES.

Name Framework and Reference

GMES Global Monitoring for the Environment and Security [8]
GEOSS Global Earth Observation System of Systems [9]

of the GEO (Group on Earth Observations) [10]
SEIS Shared Environmental Information System [11]
GSDI Global Spatial Data Infrastructure [12]
INSPIRE Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe

directive (2007/2/EC) [13]
GDI-DE Geodateninfrastruktur Deutschland [14]
PSI/EPSI Public Sector Information directive /

European Public Sector Information [15]

Besides these frameworks there is a number of laws and
legal regulations regarding geo data in Germany: copyright
law (Urheberrechtsgesetz, UrhG), data security and privacy
law (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, BDSG), freedom of informa-
tion law (Informationsfreiheitsgesetz, IFG), law on the reuse
of information from public institutions (Gesetz über die
Weiterverwendung von Informationen öffentlicher Stellen,
Informationsweiterverwendungsgesetz, IWG), environmen-
tal information law (Umweltinformationsgesetz, UIG), law
on accessing digital geo data (Gesetz über den Zugang
zu digitalen Geodaten, Geodatenzugangsgesetz, GeoZG).
These regulations do concern many aspects, contributors and
participants of a modern information system, content as well
as implementation, access, and usage.

V. PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

Currently there exist traditional information structures,
old non-intelligent applications and data formats, but the
data-barrier at various media is still omnipresent. Although
the earliest of the fundaments of the named academic
frameworks are dating back into the year 1998 there is still
no information system available integrating the technical
and legal diversities. But all of these frameworks can be
seen complementary to comprehensive information system
frameworks for geo-computing and geo-processing. What
we target to, is legally conform modular applications and
data formats for integrability of all resources.

A complementary effort is necessary for integrating in-
dustry, economy, and legal expertise into this process of
creating a next generation information system framework
at an international level. Further industrial and economic
impulses originate from exploration, geosciences, energy-
sciences, climatology, and education for handling data on
resources management, observation, environment, biodiver-
sity, weather, medicine.

In these disciplines many applications do need an inte-
gration of information systems with simulation and virtual
reality. Not only that oil and gas industry, insurances, town
planning, tourism industry and many others do have strong
needs to be integrated into this processes. The integration
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will provide chances for new insights into complexity of
the environmental systems. Therefore, primary goals are
implementations based on the collaboration framework:

• integration of academia, industry, economy, law,
• modularisation of system components,
• structuring of data and information,
• integration of HEC and storage resources,
• legally conform georeferencing of data and objects,
• licensing (e.g. topography, remote sensing),
• personalisation of information and services.

VI. COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK

Illustrating the directions of integrating and co-developing
large collaboration target frameworks and applications for
service-oriented DC and HPC, Figure 1 shows the columns
of the infonomics system and Figure 2 shows the dependen-
cies of market and services (green colour, shingle and cross
pattern), computing services (red colour, brick pattern), HPC
and distributed resources (blue colour, gravelly pattern), and
resources to be provisioned or developed (gold colour). The
proposed Computing Industry Alliance ([4], Leadership in
Research consortium) will be a suitable umbrella organisa-
tion for distributed and HPC and geo-exploration sciences.
The framework described is an example currently building
the base for creating efficient interdisciplinary industry re-
search cooperations for implementing the next generation
of dynamical applications on distributed and HPC resources
based on the “Grid-GIS house” [6]. Interests to force this
development exist, not only in the Gulf of México region
but as well in Russia and Saudi Arabia.

Resulting from the GEXI project [2] started in the
year 1996 as a public and private support network, the
components and mechanisms have been topic of several
information science, HPC, Grid Computing cooperations and
European activities of the last years [16].

Three key player collaboration sections from HPC and
Distributed and Grid Computing, from services and technical
development, and from geosciences and exploration are
currently building the next generation of information and
computation system.

With support of international partners from geosciences,
high end computing industry, economy, and education an
extended Grid-GIS house [6] for the geosciences and explo-
ration disciplines has been created this year [3] and legal
aspects are currently discussed for further cooperation.

VII. STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

A. Infonomics system and interactions

The entirety of the essential columns of the framework,
geosciences and energy-sciences, Distributed Computing
and services, and HPC forms a well balanced infonomics
system. The necessary interactions for the information and
computing systems build the interfaces for the columns of
the infonomics system (Figure 1). For integration into the
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Distributed

Computing

High Performance

Geo e−Energy Decision Infonomics System

Market

Customers

Geo−Information

Geosciences

Energy−Sciences

Environment
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Broadband

Tracking

Services
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Interfaces

Geo−Update R & D Operating/Service

Legal Issues

Figure 1. Columns of the infonomics system.

market, suitable services (e.g. Software as a Service, SaaS)
will be provisioned as geosciences and e-Energy seek a
complex information and decision making environment.
Efficiency and effectivity is important from various perspec-
tives: Fast networks (broadband, InfiniBand) are needed for
distributed resources and HPC, interfaces for services and
scientific applications, complementary to the simple OGC
Web Processing Service (WPS), as well as parallelisation
for geoscience algorithms is currently expedited with the
collaboration framework in order to be employed on HPC
resources.

Supplies for the natural sciences disciplines will be done
with updates of data and algorithms and the computing
resources do need a continuous operating as research and de-
velopment are essential for interaction between the columns
of the system. As the market does not only want to “trade”
electronic goods, a suitable coupling with the information
systems is necessary for physical identity tracking and
monitoring, e.g., RFID for container cargo and Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS). Legal issues regarding all of these
topics are omnipresent, for the columns and for the market.

B. Legal focus points

The entirety of these aspects describes a next generation
“Information and Decision Making Environment” for the
future internet, containing electronic and physical operations
like information system components and logistics and track-
ing support for objects and goods.

Figure 3 shows the important legal focus points and
dependency relations.
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Figure 3. Legal focus points with GEXI.

As some related issues (yellow colour) strongly overlap
with different columns they should be worked on in a
collaboration development between disciplines, providers,
and computing industry.

There have been implementations regarding a number
of issues within case studies and future topics have been

identified. Table II shows a compact overview of the imple-
mentation focus points and the current directions (3 mostly
done, à future tasks within project). As the table points
out, a number of issues is already done others will have
to be worked on, for integrating new features needed for
the next stage for an upheaval in system complexity. Some
other issues will have to remain undone work with regard
to standardisation as they afford an individual configuration,
parametrisation, and optimisation, like access to HPC re-
sources or because there are suitable solutions like MPI for
parallelisation.

The number of legally safe application scenarios in focus,
working with these resources and technologies should be
increased by the participating academia and industry. These
scenarios include commonly shared interactive distributed
resources usage for computation and information storage
and processing, distributed among international partners with
different legal conception and regulations regarding privacy
and anonymity.

There is a number of selected topics, being in the focus of
current implementation and usability studies. The following
passages show some topics important for the interdisci-
plinary context of the case studies.

C. Security

Physical and logical aspects and features, hazards and
threats have been considered within the last years.
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Table II
IMPLEMENTATION FOCUS POINTS AND DIRECTIONS.

Issue Implementation & Status Future

Access individual 3 à standardisation
Distributed Comp. 3 (—)
High Perf. Comp. 3 (—)

Trusted Comp. sandbox, security policies 3 à porting, PKI
Transfer encryption / keys pairs 3 à WebServices

broadband — à industry/federal
QoS categorisation — interdisciplinary
Content composite data — interdisciplinary

vector, raster 3 à standardisation
attribute data 3 à standardisation
event data 3 à standardisation
references 3 à standardisation

Licensing individual — à license mgmt.
QoD level cognostics — interdisciplinary
Referencing automation — à scripting

georeferencing — à categories
recherche / search — à spec. engines

Algorithms parallelisation 3 à standardisation
loosely coupled 3 (—)
MPI, OpenMP, Java 3 (—)

Tracking phys. identification — à RFID
Accounting non-commercial acc. 3 à undisputable

integrated solution, SGAS 3 à modules
Pricing individual, flatrate 3 à compound units
Billing individual, flatrate 3 à cumulative

• Restrictions on hardware usage.
• Restrictions on access.
• Trust in information.
• Trust in computing.
• Trusted scripting.
• Inter Process Communication (IPC).
• Active Source methods.
• Accounting security, bidirectional and undisputable.
• Sandboxing and policies.

In the implementation case studies these aspects had to be
handled in order to implement real-life systems. This will
be discussed in some of the next sections.

D. Sandboxing policies

Various sandboxing mechanisms have been experimented
with. The Tcl architecture supports very flexible features
for sandboxing and policy implementation. With dynamical
client-server applications the Tcl plugin supports Tcl/Tk
applets, so called Tclets. The Tcl plugin implements the
standard Safe-Tcl subset and defining new policies. For the
Safe-Tcl interpreter various commands can be removed from
the Tcl interpreter by configuration, used to run Tcl applets.
A limited version of Tk has been added. This sandboxing can
be used in the most flexible way with high level languages
and other scripting languages. With the case studies, control
for the following commands has been found most important,
in order to gain trustable modules.

• exec (execute programs),
• load (dynamically load shared libraries implementing

C or Tcl language commands),
• open (open a file, restricted open-read-only version

available),
• send (send Tcl commands to other applications),
• cd (change directory),
• socket (open a network socket),
• source (load script files),
• exit (terminate a process).

Tk images cannot be created or read from files. Image create
photo commands take strings of base64 encoded images
instead. Further commands are handled with the Safe-Tcl.

• wm (window manager control),
• toplevel (create toplevel windows),
• menu (display a menu),
• tk (set and query Tk application names),
• tkwait (block on events),
• bell (ring terminal bell),
• clipboard (access the clipboard selection),
• glob (match file names in a directory),
• grab (grab the cursor),
• pwd (query present working directory).

These and additional functions and commands can be con-
figured for the executing sandbox environments.

E. Accounting implementation

An integrated accounting and billing approach has been
developed in the last years. The SweGrid Accounting System
(SGAS) [17] has been considered most useful for Distributed
and High Performance Computing. It supports scalable
resources and capacity allocation [18], [19], decentralised
concepts for fairshare scheduling [20], OGSA-based bank
service [21], distributed usage logging [22], and support
for federated cloud infrastructures [23]. The integrated ac-
counting and billing approach supports market-ready secure,
transparent, and flexible resources management.

The following section evaluates the current status and
describes the lessons learned for implementation, technical
and legal consequences.

VIII. EVALUATION AND LEGAL CONSEQUENCES

Some aspects like loosely coupled (with Grid, Cluster, and
HPC) as well as MPI parallelisation for Massively Parallel
Processing (MPP) and Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP)
have been successfully implemented and used for various
purposes (e.g. in the projects Condor-network, ZIVGrid,
ZIVHPC, ZIVSMP, HLRN) [6], [4]. It has been proven
viable to use a collaborative implementation strategy to
integrate individual solutions for making long-term invest-
ments sustainable. International work is currently done for
parallelising application-triggered algorithms for interactive
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use on huge HPC resources. Focus is on management, explo-
ration, and environmental applications for geosciences, en-
ergy management, and information sciences. Invited industry
partners are currently implementing parallelised application
suites. From the legal point of view, protocols and exclusive
commercial use of resources have to be implemented for
reliable use of HEC resources.

For accounting, pricing, and billing individual solutions
mostly based on flatrates have been used (DC and HPC).
Future focus will concentrate on compound units and mod-
ular solutions. An integrated distributed accounting and
billing solution considering national and international legal
regulations must be implemented for infonomics purposes.

Up to now various methods and technologies have been
implemented for use with the new features. There will
have to be strong standardisation efforts for secure and
ergonomic access, quality management, and new types of
content specification, allowing flexible separation of data,
information, and functional parts. Considering legal aspects
is crucial for the design of these specifications in order to
create a suitable structure based on the legal frameworks.

Physical aspects for infonomics systems have often been
neglected in the past. Data sizes have been sized small and
only transferred for small distances. Prominent topics are
broadband for public use with data transfer and physical
identification for real world tracking. These will be needed
for transfer of large amounts of computation data in national
and international context, for monitoring and logistics in
exploration and environmental management. Projects are
experimenting with large data sizes (> 100 TeraBytes) on
international data transfer for use with applications. These
are expected to be industry topics in the near future. Broad-
band networks will allow to transfer larger amounts of data
using secure channels on external networks.

The implemented data handling is suitable for data types
and applications currently used. The case studies of the last
years have shown that there is need for standardised cognos-
tic categories. Large size applications with composite data
types do need data-categorisation for generalising, integra-
tion, automation, georeferencing, and search engine facilities
in order to minimising conflicts with legal regulations.

Operation and updates will be interesting for providers
and industry. Legal regulations demand a transparent least-
invasive access and update concept for complex information
and computing systems.

A. Primary topics on technology and legal issues

A number of primary topics resulting from the interactions
within the columns of the infonomics system exist from
user point of view: security, safety/privacy, consistency,
international standards, legal issues, and primary associ-
ated laws and regulations, identified with the GEXI case
studies (Table III). This table shows some of the most
important components, that are not worked out ultimatively

Table III
RESULTING PRIMARY TOPICS AND FUTURE EMPHASIS.

Topic Column Sec. Saf. Con. Int. Leg. Law (DE)

Services
Services DG (3) (3) — — — BDSG GeoZG
Georeferencing DG — — — — 7 BDSG
Automation DG — — — (—) 7 BDSG

Communication / Transfer
Networking DH (3) (3) (3) (—) (—) BDSG

Distributed Computing
Accounting DHG (3) (3) (3) 7 7 BDSG
Billing DHG (3) (3) (3) 7 7 BDSG

High Performance Computing
Computing HD 7 7 7 7 7 BDSG UrhG
Networking/IB HD 7 7 7 7 7 BDSG UrhG
Storage DH (3) 7 3 7 7 BDSG UrhG

Disciplines
Inf. Systems GD (3) (—) (3) 7 7 IFG GeoZG IWG
Geosciences G (—) (—) (—) 7 7 IFG GeoZG IWG
Exploration OG (—) (—) (—) 7 7 IFG UrhG IWG
Environment OG (—) (—) (—) 7 7 IFG UIG IWG
Medicine OG (—) (—) (—) 7 7 IFG BDSG IWG
e-Science OGD (—) (—) (—) 7 7 IFG BDSG IWG

(3 partially done, 7 worked on within interdisciplinary coop-
erations, G: Geo, H: HPC, D: DC, O: other). Only some topics
like storage consistency can be considered done for mid-
term, as there are means of creating suitable solutions.
Other topics like safety within the productive employment
of geosciences, exploration, medicine, and e-Science can be
considered specific to their discipline. There are some topics
most important as they concern several of the topics and dis-
ciplines: facilitate market use of HEC resources and creating
collaboration frameworks for national to international use.

B. Collaboration portal

The GEXI case studies have shown the additional need
for a single access point, a frontend portal. Resulting from
the integration of the consolidated academic and industrial
interests, Figure 4 shows a sketch of the prototype GEXI
portal addressing the geo-exploration-energy market.

Figure 4. Sketch of the GEXI portal.

The portal is aimed to provide a collective collaboration
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platform for the columns of the infonomics system in order
to prove the conjoint economic and legal feasibility. Clients
for disseminating the provisioned services, information and
distributed resources will be integrated with this portal. Such
a portal is capable of providing a solution to technical-legal
diversities as with access, services accounting, licensing,
QoD, automation, personalisation, security, and internation-
alisation, handling focus points within and between the col-
laborating columns at the backend and reducing complexity.

IX. IMPLEMENTATION CASE STUDIES

A. Application scenarios

The information and computing system components make
use of various technologies, IPC, sandboxing, embedded
applications, browser plugins, remote execution, network
protocols, computing interfaces as well as public and sen-
sible data. Figure 5 shows some of the basic application
scenarios.

There exists a number of scenarios showing how “trust
in computation” and “trust in information” can more easily
be achieved by reducing complexity for the partners in
otherwise very complex systems. The following sections
give an extended presentation of selected case studies,
implemented following the collaboration framework. The
focus is on implementation, legal issues, and security aspects
faced by the resources, services, and disciplines columns.
The following collaboration matrices show what topics the
columns Resources (R), Services (S), and Disciplines (D)
had to take care while realising the components regarding

• implementation (i),
• legal issues (l),
• security (s).

The column partners have been responsible for the topics
respecting the work packages designed respecting the col-
laboration framework.

B. Environmental information and computing

Various information resources are available for environ-
mental and energy exploration. Mostly all of the imple-
mentations making use of these resources are standalone
systems. Computing resources are not considered part of
the implementations at all.

For the future, integrating information, monitoring, man-
agement, and computing systems is necessary for effectively
and efficiently using these resources. As an example, the
information on private, governmental, and industrial land
use, national parks information, and energy and mineral
resources exploration is very complex. The parameters of
wind energy and solar energy are highly dynamical. Cal-
culation of weather impacts, construction and simulation of
new facilities offshore and onshore leads to new demands
on information and computing.

The case study showed that “trust in computation”, re-
liability and suitability of information, QoD, and security

of critical investments are most important for the academic
and industrial partners. As a result, for this scenario it has
been regarded necessary for the services to implement and
configure a complex combination of the following features:

• dedicated networks,
• firewalls, access lists, routing,
• sandboxes,
• trusted scripting,
• shared and non-shared use,
• queue limits,
• demilitarised zone,
• access control and keys,
• resources monitoring and accounting,
• local auditing, communication packet filtering, security

management,
• job logging,
• encrypted data transfer and communication,
• services monitoring,
• on-site support and management.

Table IV gives a summarising excerpt of the collaboration
matrix, showing columns (Resources, Services, Disciplines),
topics (implementation, legal issues, security), the location
where the activity is concentrating on, and the focus topics
with their priority (highest priority is marked ‘!!!’).

As the table shows, emphasised priority with this case is
on computational aspects. No individual client applications
have been regarded necessary for the users with this case
study. The standard client is a Secure Shell client accessing
resources and implementing individual automation facilities
using access key pairs and batch system services. User
groups will develop many of the algorithms and tools needed
for processing. Public keys are not the primary means
for authentication with this scenario. Data encryption is
triggered by users. Decision flow and overall priority is on
the users side. Security and reliability concentrates on
computation and shared resources usage. Legal aspects are
handled on disciplines/users side. The collaboration matrix
shows that both the disciplines and services have had to
concentrate on the legal topic-framework implementation as
the services layer had to be staffed with privileged users as
well as operated and managed by services groups.

With assignment of distributed resources, legal and se-
curity aspects of information security and access require
transparent handling on services side. The Active Source
concept has been used for the implementation, based on
a modular server-client and services interfaces architec-
ture. Figure 6 shows a screenshot from the environmental
application case study, showing an Active Map of the
National Parks information system and some distributed
online information [24], [25]. The implementation targets
on environment-geosciences information and energy explo-
ration based on High Performance Computing (HPC) and
Distributed Computing (DC) services.

For the current collaboration, [26] resources management
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Figure 5. Basic application scenario implementations from the GEXI case studies examples.

for geosciences, energy sciences, and mobility is based
on the collaboration framework. A couple of aspects of
future Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are most
relevant for supporting integrated HEC and Information
Systems in industrial applications in this scenario:

• combining distributed and parallel techniques,
• transaction processing,
• highly parallel communications,
• loosely parallel communications of highly parallel ap-

plications,
• industrial systems,
• expanding scalability,
• improving the number of compute nodes for industry

fields of application, currently less than 100 compute
nodes,

• open up access to scientific scenarios with currently up
to over 500 compute nodes,

• preparing new solutions for complex industrial
information-computing systems.

These are objects for further implementation on the re-
sources and services columns. The implementations for
global monitoring software and expanding the physical dis-
tribution for PSI strongly depend on their availability.

The case study further showed that “trust in computing”
and reliability are most important for the academic and

industrial partners. It has been possible to transparently
separate nearly all of the implementation aspects for the
three columns. The most prominent conjoint implementation
issues having to be worked on for the future is national
laws and regulations as far as there is no general solution
for securing critical data, and computation with distributed
usage cannot be supported by signing some kind of black-
box “computation objects”.

C. Epidemology information and computing

Interdisciplinary research in the ecology and epidemology
of vector-borne diseases produces huge amounts of data
regarding to biological and epidemological processes [27],
[28].

In epidemology a vector is an insect or any living
carrier that transmits an infectious agent. Examples are
hematophagous arthropod vectors such as mosquitos, ticks
and flies which are responsible for transmitting protozoa,
bacteria, and viruses between vertebrate hosts, causing dis-
eases as Malaria, Lyme disease, and Sandfly Fever. Exam-
ples for processes are disease prevalence, abundance, and
distribution of living organisms.

These parameters are highly dynamical and are influenced
in time and space by a number of biotic (e.g. vegetation) and
abiotic (e.g. temperature and humidity) factors.
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Figure 6. Environmental application case study showing a distributed multi-discipline Active Source implementation.

There are three main types of objects: epidemological
objects, environmental objects, and sociocultural objects.
The following listing showing the simplified example matrix.

• epidemological: disease case numbers, vector distribu-
tion, number of vectors with pathogen,

• environmental: landscape structure, meteorological
conditions, vegetation coverage, micro climate change,

• sociocultural: interchange of organisms by human travel
and commerce.

The case study showed that using security enhanced,
PKI/CA and PKC [29] based integrated Information and
Computing System components for scientific application
including industry participation has been regarded most
suitable. By these means evaluation of data, generating
various views, querying distributed information and visually

summarising information by calculating multi-dimensional
views varying in time and spatial representation can be sup-
ported in a secure and flexible way. For locally distributed
information spatial information processing algorithms can
be employed. Partners from several disciplines will be
able to evaluate and analyse this data, e.g., human health
epidemologists, public health authorities, and physicians.

A well balanced infonomics system will allow for the
input, storage, data manipulation, analysis, and visual pre-
sentation of georeferenced data and is particulary suitable
for identifying local clusters of diseases, and for analysing
spatial relationships between diseases and risk factors.

Table V gives a summary for the collaboration matrix.
As the table shows, emphasised priority with this case is on
content and utilisation aspects. Special client applications
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Table IV
COLLABORATION MATRIX FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

AND COMPUTING CASE STUDY.

Column Topic Location Focus : Priority

Physical
R – – i – s provider compute resources security : !!
R – – i – s provider storage resources security : !!

Application
– – D i – s prov./user content access client : !
– – D i – s user services automation : !
– S – i – s provider process communication security : !!!
– S – i – s user execution security : !!!

Computation
R – – i – s prov./user comp. res. availability : !!!
R – – i – s prov./user resources access security : !!!
R – – i – s provider interfaces security : !!!
R – – i – s provider computation reliability : !!!
– S – i – s provider power-on encryption : !!!

Content Information
– – D – l – user pollution data legal regulations : !!
– – D i – s user functional content security : !!
– – D i – – user object data regulations : !!
– – D i – s user event data security : !!
– – D i – s user autoevent data security : !!
– – D i – s user power-off encryption : !!
– – D - l – user national legal context : !!

Utilisation Information
– S – i – s provider content data transfer : !
– S – i – – provider user and client access : !
– S – i – s provider content storage security : !
– S – i – – provider modification and transfer : !
– S – i – – provider reliability of communication : !
– – D l – – user information signing : !
– – D i – – user distribution of information : !
– S D – l – provider national laws and regulations : !

are necessary for authors and users with this case study.
The user groups will not develop services on their own,
neither algorithms nor tools needed for processing. The
centre of the information system is the PKI/CA and PMI/AA
infrastructure. Processing uses the signed objects within
the services layer, only accessible via dedicated service
interfaces.

Security therefore concentrates on information and more
or less computation. The physical shared resources usage
can be critical due to the storage/scheduling location being
currently not predictable while being effective. The services
column is responsible for the system and client security.

Legal aspects are handled on disciplines side. The col-
laboration matrix shows that the disciplines column has to
concentrate on the legal topic-framework implementation.

With this scenario “trust in information” is twofold,
regarding the content information domain and the utilisation
information domain. It has been possible to transparently
separate nearly all of the implementation aspects for the
three columns.

The case study showed that for the application within
the integrated information and computing system the three

Table V
COLLABORATION MATRIX FOR THE EPIDEMOLOGY INFORMATION AND

COMPUTING CASE STUDY.

Column Topic Location Focus : Priority

Physical
R – – i – s provider compute resources security : !!
R – – i – s provider storage resources security : !!

Application
– S – i – s prov./user content access client : !!!
– S – i – s prov./user services automation : !!!
– S – i – s provider process communication security : !!!
– S – i – s user execution security : !!!

Computation
R – – i – s prov./user comp. res. availability : !
R – – i – s prov./user resources access security : !!
R – – i – s provider interfaces security : !!
R – – i – s provider computation reliability : !
– S – i – s provider power-on encryption : !

Content Information
– – D – l – user epidemiol. data legal regulations : !!!
– – D i – s user functional content security : !!
– – D i – – user object data regulations : !!
– – D – l s user content data security : !!!
– – D i – s user autoevent data security : !!
– – D i – s user power-off encryption : !!
– – D - l – user national legal context : !!

Utilisation Information
– S – i – s provider content data transfer : !!!
– S – i – – provider user and client access : !!!
– S – i – s provider content storage security : !!!
– S – i – – provider modification and transfer : !
– S – i – – provider reliability of communication : !
– – D l – – user information signing : !!!
– – D i – – user distribution of information : !
– – D – l – provider national laws and regulations : !

main types of objects need role-based data access for users
and clients. Objects have to be signed with digital signature
and timestamps of the originating authors and manipulation.
For real life scenarios network transfer encryption has to
be used. Due to a distributed storage environment host-side
encryption has been regarded necessary.

Figure 7 shows the workpackage layers view. As well
as in other disciplines, in epidemiology sciences on the one
hand there is a strong need to assure accurate data objects all
over the life-cycle of objects, thus for content guaranteeing
“trust in information”. On the other hand a suitable access
control infrastructure has to be established.

Strong authentication and authorisation by means of cryp-
tographic techniques specified as Public Key Certificates
(PKC) and Attribute Certificates (AC) in Public Key In-
frastructure (PKI) and Privilege Management Infrastructure
(PMI) environments [30] provides a framework for adressing
important security considerations of authentication, confi-
dentiality, authorisation, and integrity (PKI) and allows for
particularly controlled data access (PMI). In this regard the
authority (CA) signs the public user keys in order to main-
tain the integrity of the public key, expiration information
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Figure 7. Workpackage layers for the epidemology information and
computing case study development.

and other important information contained within the user
certificates. Attribute Authority (AA) is the authority which
assigns attributes (permissions and privileges) by signing
the attribute certificate. Digital signatures are used in both
PKI and PMI as the mechanism which binds the issueing
certification authority to the certificate. CA and AA are
separate authorities and should be established independently.

A sophisticated trust management system using X.509
Attribute Certificates [31] can be used to store the user roles,
based on Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [32].

In case of multidisciplinary working and development
groups (Figure 7), intending epidemiological analysis of
infectious diseases, the procedure has been used as follows.
For an operation example with the case study this means:

• Disciplines layer: The author of a data object, the orig-
inator, e.g. co-worker of a human health organisation,
signs the created object, e.g. disease case numbers, with
the private key of the author and according timestamps.

• Services layer: The object is processed by the appli-
cation services.

• Resources layer: The processed object is stored to the
distributed storage.

• Disciplines layer: An user, e.g. a member of a research
team at an university, requests an object.

• Services layer: The user is authenticating at the au-
thentication service via AC/RBAC, the signature of the
corresponding author is validated. The authentication

service requests the object or service operation.
• Resources layer: The object is collected from the

distributed resources.
• Services layer: The object is calculated, accounted, and

provisioned via services for the user client.

X. LESSONS LEARNED

The environmental case has been found more heteroge-
neous than the epidemological example. This is the result
of the fact that in these disciplines many interest groups are
dealing with algorithms, simulations and spatial planning
for over the last decades. These disciplines will be able to
develop some own services components and make broader
use of sophisticated High End Computing resources. It has
been more transparent to define interfaces for discussing
and integrating legal frameworks and regulations into the
multi-disciplinary implementation process. Nevertheless for
the majority of use cases, smaller scenarios can be seen
where strict separation of disciplinary work, services and
development, and operation of resources will be lived.

This leads to the conclusion that in the future of integrated
information and computing systems we will need to create
means of securely submitting modular application compo-
nents into the services pipeline.

A collaboration framework for development and operation
in combination with and integrated information and com-
puting systems handling these features should be able to
address many of the heterogeneous conditions regarding im-
plementation, legal issues, and security existing in national
as well as international context. It will support stearing of
data, information, and application workflows being conform
with legal regulations and data security standards as well as
obeying policies.

XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Developing international cooperations within the fields of
geosciences, exploration, and computing, based on an inter-
disciplinary collaboration framework is regarded a perfect
solution for all partners in the GEXI study for the different
case study scenarios, in order to modularise information sys-
tem development and reduce complexity. Technology suit-
able for solving open problems with implementation, legal
environment or trust is still in the genesis. For instance with
trust and encryption regarding Distributed Computing and
shared resources, full homomorphic encryption techniques
are desirably. Currently basic algorithms are available.

The modular integration of services and disciplines within
a collaboration framework has proven best results to be flex-
ible and efficient for large international projects with various
legal characteristics as separating technical and legal work
packages. With this, the future allocation of responsibilities
and integration of specialist frameworks has become a more
transparent process.
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The ongoing work is oriented towards the consequences
resulting from the evaluation. The legal aspects for these
topics will attend the next steps in order to elaborate the
framework for use with a collaboration portal with support
from legal working groups.

At this point it is essential for complex implementations
to integrate the national legal regulations (in Germany e.g.
IFG, GeoZG, IWG) with securely managing content and
workflows into the international context as well as to refine
the interactions within the collaborating sections:

1) For legal issues with geosciences and exploration, the
aspects of data contents, cognostics, data combination
and automation (georeferencing) and parallelisation
for HPC and shared resource usage are in the focus.
Integration with the national and international legal
frameworks (e.g. GDI-DE, INSPIRE, GSDI) will have
to be forced in order to accomplish a base for future
information and decision making systems for commer-
cial and educational purposes.

2) Regarding the Distributed Computing and services
column, desktop user interfaces, services and security,
networking, and undisputable distributed accounting
have been set top on the working list.

3) With High Performance Computing and resources
standardisation and a secure networking model with
PKI, privacy, and encryption support for future HEC
architectures development is priority.

Further on with implementation and legal issues, the
security aspect are on the rise for any complex system.
Even though PKI technology offers means to attest, iden-
tify, manage the exchange of encryption keys an secure
transmission between parties, there has not been broad-
based adoption of PKI technology by public and private
organisation. After all, a significant number of countries
recognise digital signatures as legally binding. In case of
security enhanced integrated information and computing
system components object signing provides a robust solution
to facilitate “trust in information” and to overall support
“trust in computing”. In order to put this implementation
into international public practice there is a need for future
PKI development and deployment offering a global public
key cryptosystem for the Future Internet.

Preliminary work has created a common base for an eth-
ical understanding of cross-disciplinary use of data. Various
trust situations, important for services providers on the one
hand as well as for disciplines on the other hand could be
described, handled, and implemented with the separation of
work packages. This work showed that it is possible to bring
complex information and computing systems to life, being
able to create interfaces that can also be interfaces between
the logical columns and interest groups.
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Abstract—Despite its potential to tackle many security
challenges of large-scale systems such as pervasive networks,
self-managed protection has been little explored. This paper
addresses the problem from a policy management perspective
by presenting a policy-driven framework for self-protection
of pervasive systems called ASPF (Autonomic Security Policy
Framework). Enforced authorization policies in a device are
adapted according to the security context, both at the network
and device levels. ASPF describes how an autonomic security
manager may control OS-level authorization mechanisms sup-
porting multiple classes of policies. Evaluation of an ASPF
implementation shows that the framework enables effective
self-protection of pervasive systems. ASPF is also applicable
for autonomic security management of other types of large-
scale infrastructures such as cloud environments.

Keywords-Autonomic Computing, Self-Protection, Policy
Management, Authorization, Pervasive Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in pervasive networking are rapidly taking us
to the final frontier in security, revealing a whole new
landscape of threats. In open and dynamic environments,
malicious nodes may enter a network undetected, and vari-
ous malwares may invisibly install themselves on a device.
When roaming between heterogeneous networks, each with
its own protection requirements, a device may also take
advantage of security policy conflicts to gain unauthorized
privileges. In embedded settings including limited and often
unstable computing and networking resources, denial of
service attacks are easier, with little lightweight security
countermeasures. Finally, these decentralized, large-scale
systems make end-to-end security supervision difficult. Ad-
ministration by hand is clearly impossible, with the risk
of some sub-system security policies not being up-to-date.
These threats may only be mitigated with mechanisms highly
adaptable to execution conditions and security requirements
(e.g., supporting multiple authorization policies), with lim-
ited overhead. Above all, protection mechanisms should
be self-managed [1], following the autonomic approach
to security introduced by IBM [2], which defines a self-
protecting system as a system that “can anticipate, detect,
identify and protect [itself] against threats.” [3].

To realize context-aware autonomic adaptations, the
policy-driven paradigm has successfully demonstrated its
flexibility and generality [4]: system functionalities are gov-
erned by a set of policies. As the context changes, other
policies may be selected to activate within the system func-
tions better adapted to its new environment. Unfortunately,
this type of design was little applied to self-protection of
pervasive systems.

In this paper, we validate the viability of this approach by
presenting a policy-driven security management framework
called ASPF (Autonomic Security Policy Framework). ASPF
describes the design of an autonomic security manager for
pervasive systems. The framework is built on an earlier
implemented OS security architecture called Virtual Security
Kernel (VSK) [5]–[7] that specifies the managed security
mechanisms. VSK implements kernel-level policy-neutral
authorization, and supports dynamic policy reconfiguration,
but without describing any control strategy of adaptation.

The original features of this framework are the following:
• ASPF enables the selection of the most appropriate

authorization policy to be enforced in the device in
order to match the estimated risk level of the current
environment. Two levels of adaptation are possible,
policies being tuned (or generated) according to the
security context of the network and of the device.

• Policies are specified in an XACML extension for the
attribute-based model of access control [8], which pro-
vides a fairly generic manner to describe permissions
in open systems.

• An authorization architecture is also defined to refine
the ASPF models, and is implemented above the VSK
authorization mechanisms.

Performance, resilience, and security evaluation results
show that the combined ASPF and VSK frameworks enable
to achieve effective self-protection (Section IX-B evaluates
the autonomic maturity level achieved with ASPF regarding
security mechanisms). Moreover, ASPF is generic enough to
be applied to other types of large-scale infrastructures such
as cloud computing environments by defining the proper
framework refinement.
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This paper is organized as follows. After reviewing related
work (Section II), we introduce briefly our self-protection
architecture (Section III). We then describe the ASPF de-
sign principles (Section IV), policy model (Section V),
framework (Section VI) and authorization architecture (Sec-
tion VII). We present an ASPF implementation over the VSK
mechanisms (Section VIII), and some evaluation results
(Section IX). We finally show how ASPF may be refined
for self-protection in cloud environments (Section X).

II. RELATED WORK

Self-protection has so far been explored very little. While
quite an early idea [2], it was discussed at the level of
principles with few frameworks available, mainly for en-
terprise information systems [9], [10]. To orchestrate the
components needed for autonomic security management,
a policy-driven design [4], [10] seems promising, since
the approach has been successfully applied to other self-
* properties: indeed, several generic policy management
frameworks [11]–[13] have been proposed to automate de-
vice and network reconfigurations to respond to context
changes. Unfortunately, these frameworks hardly considered
security. Notable exceptions are [13] for large organizations
and [14] for pervasive systems which supports authoriza-
tion and obligation policies. But with those frameworks, it
remains unclear how to specify and federate authorization
policies described in different security models to overcome
heterogeneity of network security policies.

Three main elements seem to be missing: (1) descrip-
tions of self-protection strategies; (2) specifications of secu-
rity policies; and (3) authorization mechanisms supporting
multiple policies and/or their reconfiguration. A promising
approach for (1) is based on Domain-Specific Languages
(DSLs) [15], but does not yet address security. For (2) and
(3), one main challenge is the great diversity of access
control models [16] proposed to describe policies. Policy-
neutral access control (PNAC) languages [17] allow support-
ing several models, but lack real enforcement mechanisms.
On the other end, several PNAC frameworks have been
proposed [18], [19] but without generic enough specifi-
cation languages. An interesting mid-term is described in
[20] which combines a highly expressive security model
(ABAC) [8], [21], a PNAC language (XACML) [22], and
an authorization architecture. However, self-management of
policies is not described. Further work is therefore needed.

III. SELF-PROTECTION ARCHITECTURE

We now provide some background on the solution we
explored for self-protection of pervasive networks [5]–[7].

We consider a pervasive system to be organized into a flat
number of clusters, each containing a set of nodes. Nodes
may join or leave a cluster dynamically. A cluster enforces
a cluster-level authorization policy, applicable to nodes in
the cluster. Nodes have various resource limitations, ranging

from sensors to laptops, and enforce different node-level
authorization policies. We now focus on a single cluster, but
the approach can be generalized to any number of clusters.

For self-protection, we consider a security architecture
divided into 3 abstract layers (see Figure 1). For each
node, an execution space provides a running environment
for application- or system-level services, encapsulated and
manipulated as components. Node security management is
performed in a (security) control plane using the VSK
component. It oversees the execution space, both in terms
of application-specific customizations and of enforcement
of authorizations to access resources. Finally, a distributed
autonomic plane supervises the VSK authorization policies
in each node and performs the necessary adaptations at the
cluster and node levels using several feedback loops. This
paper provides an answer on how to design that layer using
the ASPF framework.

VSK implements the managed OS-level security mecha-
nisms in a node. It consists of a Virtual Kernel (VK) and an
Access Control Monitor (ACM). The VK allows to reconfig-
ure the execution space by providing run-time management
functionalities over components and their bindings. It also
efficiently controls access to the execution space resources,
playing the role of an enforcement point for ACM decisions.
Otherwise, the VK remains hidden in the background to min-
imize interactions with the execution space for performance
optimization. The ACM is a decision engine allowing run-
time selection of multiple authorization policies described
in different access control models. Its design is compliant
with the ABAC vision of access control [8], [21]: security
attributes and permissions are separately managed (by an
Attribute Manager for subject-attribute mappings, and by a
Rule Manager for attribute-permissions assignments), and
may be dynamically updated. More details regarding the
VSK design may be found in [7].

We now present ASPF, a policy management framework
which realizes an autonomic security manager above the
VSK. The general idea is to adapt system security function-
alities to the environment by context-aware change (tuning
and/or generation) of authorization policies, such as adapting
the policy strength to the ambient risk level.

The following sections describe the ASPF design prin-
ciples, policy model (which specifies how to represent
the managed authorization policies), security management
framework, and resulting authorization architecture.

IV. ASPF DESIGN PRINCIPLES

We now describe the requirements for the framework.

A. Design Requirements

Several requirements should be met for such a self-
protection framework.
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Figure 1. A 3-Level Architecture for Self-Protection.

1) Policy neutrality: Different types of authorization poli-
cies may be enforced in clusters and nodes. Policy-neutrality
is thus mandatory to account for heterogeneous security do-
mains by supporting several classes of authorization policies.
Moreover, policies should be able to be reconfigured dynami-
cally (including between different classes) when nodes move
between security domains, or when the context changes.

2) Scalability: Pervasive systems are highly open and
dynamic: nodes can enter and leave a network at run-time.
The numbers of connected nodes may thus vary greatly in
time, scaling network capacity both up and down, while the
infrastructure remains unchanged. Scalability is thus a major
challenge for the underlying protection framework, which
should support both small- and large-scale systems.

3) Consistency: At the device level, a single system
component (e.g., the security kernel [23]) usually controls
all access to resources and enforces authorization policies.
However, at the network level, each node still applies its
own policy, but some nodes may share resources. The lack
of a centralized module for enforcement of authorizations
may lead to inconsistent network security policies. A solu-
tion for policy administration is thus required to guarantee
consistency of distributed authorization policies.

4) User-friendly administration: Pervasive systems be-
come increasingly complex, involving multiple users with
different roles. Thus, the issue of system administration
with minimal human intervention cannot be ignored. A
security policy management framework should therefore
simplify administration tasks and make system modifications
transparent to users.

5) Context-awareness: Openness and dynamicity of per-
vasive networks induce rapid changes in the system context,
calling for context-aware administration and protection. For
instance, node availability may affect access privileges,
as in ASRBAC authorization policies [24]. A node part
of some clusters may have specific types of permissions

that cannot be assigned to nodes in other clusters. Node
migration between clusters may thus require update of access
privileges. The management framework should thus select
security functions based on evolution of the context.

6) Other Requirements: The security framework should
also take into account requirements such as unified modeling
of heterogeneous nodes, efficient protection mechanisms
compatible with embedded constraints, or collaboration of
decentralized security infrastructures.

B. ASPF Overview

Administration of authorization policies includes creation,
deletion, and maintenance of access attributes and rules, and
management of run-time constraints. To achieve this goal,
ASPF applies the autonomic approach to make systems self-
protected. Moreover, ASPF is policy-driven, i.e., the security
behavior of the system is entirely governed by policies.
The main distinguishing features of the framework are the
following:

1) Policy-based management of authorization: The
policy-driven approach is well adapted for administration of
systems in open and dynamic environments: evolutions only
trigger updates of applied policies, without changing the
enforcement mechanisms. In our case, we use authorization
policies to control protection. ASPF enables to modify,
deploy, and enforce them through out the whole system.

2) Attribute-based authorization enforcement: Attribute-
based access control [8], [20] is more suitable for open
environments than traditional identity-based authorization:
pervasive devices are not known by their exact names but by
a dynamic set of attributes. This paradigm presents benefits
in terms of expressivity and flexibility: it enables to support
a large set of existing authorization policies, making policy-
neutrality possible without developing a fully-fledged spe-
cific architecture. Separation of attributes from permissions
also improves flexibility for dynamic policy reconfiguration.
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3) Decentralized validation of authorizations: A scalable
distributed system avoids using a central authority for vali-
dating authorizations. Our framework is based on a hybrid
architecture using the concepts of cluster and node. Each
node enforces a local authorization policy. Authorization
policies of nodes inside a cluster are centrally controlled
by a cluster authority which guarantees policy consistency
between nodes. Policy synchronization between cluster au-
thorities may be either centralized or decentralized. This ar-
chitecture allows decentralized enforcement of authorization
policies, while maintaining an efficient central control of
policy deployment.

4) Integration of self-protection control loops: To satisfy
the context-awareness requirement, ASPF regulates security
using several self-protection feedback loops to select the
authorization policy best fitting the system security context.

5) Self-configuration control loops for policy deployment:
To guarantee consistency of decentralized policies, and facil-
itate system administration, self-configuration control loops
allow the system to configure itself with minimal human
intervention. Modification of chosen authorization policies
will thus be automatically propagated through the whole
network to guarantee consistent policy deployment.

V. ASPF POLICY MODEL

In a pervasive system, different classes of authorization
policies may be enforced: for instance, policies specified in
the Domain and Type Enforcement (DTE) [25], Multiple
Level Security (MLS) [26], or Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) [27] models.

ASPF allows to express those different models by de-
scribing authorization policies using the ABMAC (Attribute-
Based Multi-Policy Access Control) model [20]. In this
model, distinguishing features of system elements (subjects,
objects, environment...) are described by attributes on which
access decisions are based. Access attributes include princi-
pal identities, group membership, roles, security clearances,
labels, or any other authorization information. Attributes are
clearly separated from access rules, enabling independent
modifications, e.g., activate/deactivate a role depending on
location without reloading a full authorization policy.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<DTEPolicy>
<Rule>
<Target>

<SubjectAtt... name="domain">Trusted</SubjectAtt...>
<ObjectAtt... name="type">Private</ObjectAtt...>
<ActionAtt... name="operation">write</ActionAtt...>

</Target>
<Effect>grant</Effect>

</Rule>
...

</DTEPolicy>

The ASPF policy model is shown in Figure 2. An ASPF
policy consists of an attribute map and a set of rules. The
map links system elements to their attributes. Elements may
be subjects, objects, actions, or context data. Examples of

Figure 2. The ASPF Policy Model.

corresponding attributes include security domains, resource
types, read/write operations, or location/time information. A
rule contains a target, described by several attributes and an
effect (allow/deny). A sample DTE policy is shown above,
granting write authorizations to private resources for subjects
in a trusted domain.

The result is a quite expressive model, while still remain-
ing policy-neutral: as for XACML [22], specific authoriza-
tion policies may be supported by refining the model through
profiles. For instance, DTE, MLS, and RBAC policies are
simply specified by defining the right types of attributes
(domains, types, labels, roles...). Similarly, context-aware or
history-based policies may be defined by adding specific
context or history attributes.

As a drawback the processing of XACML policies may
induce a performance overhead when dealing with policies
with a large number of rules. This issue can be tackled by
adopting an XACML policy optimization approach such as
proposed in [28].

VI. ASPF DESIGN

ASPF is a security management framework that governs
authorization policies enforced by underlying VSK mech-
anisms. This section presents the ASPF design, based on
several types of models.

A. Overall Design

The ASPF design is organized into three models:
• A core model describes system resources, security, and

autonomic functionalities.
• An extended model refines the security and autonomic

models for each type of resource.
• An implementation model describes the realization of

the extended model, organizing functionalities into
components to be implemented.

Those models are defined in the three steps shown in
Figure 3. The core model consists of a resource model, a
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Figure 3. ASPF Overall Design.

security model and an autonomic model. These models are
then refined into the extended model which involves a cluster
extended model and a node extended model for cluster and
node resources. Finally, these two models are refined into
the corresponding implementation models.

B. ASPF Core Model

Figure 4. The Resource Model.

1) Resource Model: The resource model describes the
structural organization of the system. The main concepts are
those of System, Cluster, and Node, as shown in Figure 4:

• A Resource is the top-level concept which may be
extended if the framework needs to be refined. It
serves as coupling point with other models to describe
different system functionalities.

• The System class represents the overall system to be
protected (i.e., the pervasive network). It is organized
into clusters.

• A Cluster is a coarse-grained structural unit including
a set of nodes which collaborate to achieve some tasks,
e.g., to provide a given service.

• A Node is the minimal structural unit. In pervasive
networks, it represents a mobile device able to perform
several functions and communicate with other nodes.

Figure 5. The Security Model.

2) Security Model: The security model specifies the au-
thorization functionality to control access to Resources. The
main concepts are those of Access Control Monitor (ACM)
and Authorization Policy as shown in Figure 5:

• The ACM is a reference monitor which controls all
access requests to resources.

• The Authorization Policy expresses conditions under
which authorizations are granted or denied. It is speci-
fied according to the policy model previously described.

3) Autonomic Model: The autonomic model specifies
how self-configuration and self-protection are achieved in
the system. The self-protection model adapts authorization
policies according to evolution of the context. The self-
configuration model customizes authorization policies ac-
cording to resource types, user preferences, or administrator-
defined security governance strategies.

Figure 6. The Self-Protection Model.

The self-protection model describes how adaptations (se-
lection of adequate security counter-measures) are launched
at run-time, driven by evolution of the security context.
Adaptations are performed both at the cluster level and at the
node level. The main element of the model are the following,
as shown in Figure 6:

• The Self-Protection Manager controls and orchestrates
all activities related to self-protection. Its main role is to
monitor the context and update authorization policies.

• The Self-Protection Governance Policy captures the
administration strategy for self-protection. It drives
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decision-making, specifying how to select the right
authorization policy according to context information.

• The Context captures all information about the system
environment which may influence such decisions.

• The Initial Policy is the current authorization policy,
input for the context-aware security adaptation process.

• The Resulting Policy is the authorization policy output
of the security adaptation process. This policy is gen-
erated by the Self-Protection Manager.

Once a Resulting Policy has been generated, this new
policy should be propagated through the whole network
for enforcement. As ASPF targets large-scale distributed
systems, global policies should be translated into local ones
to be enforced by each node. The self-configuration model
specifies this translation process. The main element of the
model are the following, as shown in Figure 7:

• The Self-Configuration Manager is the component in
charge of the self-configuration process. It generates a
Resulting Policy based on an Initial Policy according to
a Self-Configuration Governance Policy.

• The Self-Configuration Governance Policy contains the
guidelines for the translation process. It may be speci-
fied by condition-action rules.

• The Initial Policy is policy output of the self-protection
model, input for the self-configuration process. It typi-
cally represents the new network security policy.

• The Resulting Policy is a policy derived from the
Initial Policy, customized for each resource. It typically
represents the new node security policy, adapted to
the node-specific setting, e.g., by filtering all network
access control rules not involving directly that node to
comply with node computational limitations.

C. ASPF Extended Model

The role of the ASPF core model is to describe the
security framework independently from the type of large-
scale system. However, to be useful in practice, the frame-
work must be described in a concrete setting. This is the
purpose of the extended model which specifies the security
framework for a specific type of large-scale system such
as pervasive networking or cloud computing infrastructures.
We now present an extended model for the pervasive setting
which was the core focus of our study. However, another
extension for cloud environments is detailed in Section X.

As pervasive systems are modeled as clusters and
nodes, two extended models are defined to describe self-
management of security at the cluster and node levels.

1) Cluster Extended Model: The main elements of the
model are shown in Figure 8.

• The Cluster Self-Protection Manager captures the over-
all intelligence for self-protection of a cluster, coordi-
nating the different necessary components.

• The Cluster Context class captures information about
the context of a cluster. It may be specified using a more
detailed context model such as DEN-ng [29] describing
multiple dimensions of context.

• The Cluster Self-Protection Governance Policy captures
the strategy to select the most adequate security func-
tion based on the cluster context.

• The Cluster Initial Authorization Policy is the starting
point for the security adaptation process. It may be
initially one of a set of predefined policies.

• The Cluster Resulting Authorization Policy is the result
of the security adaptation process, and is generated by
the Cluster Self-Protection Manager according to the
current cluster status. That policy will then be applied
to all nodes of the cluster.

The ASPF modular design into several models makes
it more easy to select only the features necessary for the
considered setting: compared to the core model, the cluster
extended model only integrates the self-protection model.
Authorization and self-configuration are left aside since: (1)
policy enforcement is performed directly in the nodes; and
(2) policy propagation towards nodes will be specified in the
node extended model.

2) Node Extended Model: The main elements of the
model are shown in Figure 9.

• The Node Self-Configuration Manager coordinates the
components for self-configuration at the node level, i.e.,
to propagate adaptations decided at the cluster level.
Such operations will be performed according to the
Node Self-Configuration Governance Policy.

• The Node Self-Protection Manager orchestrates the
components for self-protection of a node. Such oper-
ations will be performed according to the Node Self-
Protection Governance Policy which describes reac-
tions (i.e., authorization policies) to apply in security-
sensitive situations, based on the Node Context.

• The Node Resulting Authorization Policy is the final
output of the ASPF framework: after the adaptation
process, both at the cluster and node levels, this policy
will be installed inside the node for access control
enforcement by the Node Access Control Monitor.

Overall, at the node level, self-management of security is
a combination of self-configuration and self-protection: the
result of the security adaptation process at the cluster level
(Cluster Resulting Authorization Policy) is transformed into
a Node Resulting Authorization Policy (self-configuration).
Updates on the Node Resulting Authorization Policy will also
be performed based on the node context (self-protection).

D. ASPF Implementation Model

The previous models are now refined at the implemen-
tation level, different implementation architectures being
possible. In the sequel, we present an implementation model
which fulfils the requirements presented in Section IV-A.
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Figure 7. The Self-configuration Model.

Figure 8. A Cluster Extended Model.

1) Cluster Implementation Model: The elements of the
model are shown in Figure 10.

• The Cluster Authority component implements the Clus-
ter Self-protection Manager class. It coordinates all
self-protection tasks in the cluster.

• The Cluster Context Monitor provides a representation
of the cluster security context. It aggregates low-level
inputs from different sources (system/network monitor-
ing probes, sensors,...), relying on context management
infrastructures or intrusion detection systems.

• The Cluster Authorization Policy Repository contains
a set of initial cluster authorization policies to enforce
protection within different potential situations.

• The Cluster Governance Policy Engine generates secu-
rity adaptation strategies to tune authorization policies
to the environment, e.g., use DTE (resp. MLS) policies

in a friendly (resp. hostile) setting. It may also define
new policies to cope with unknown situations.

• The Cluster Resulting Authorization Policy is the output
of the cluster-level security adaptation process.

2) Node Implementation Model: The main elements of
the model are shown in Figure 11.

• The Self-Configuration Manager and Self-Protection
Manager functionalities are implemented by two com-
ponents, the Node Authority and the Node Adapter.
The Node Authority typically resides on a server at the
cluster-level, while the Node Adapter is a component
local to each node. The Node Authority is the main
control point to administer security configurations and
customize authorization policies. The Node Adapter is
a local security controller in the node with two roles. It
is a proxy for the remote Node Authority, executing its
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Figure 9. The Node Extended Model.

Figure 10. The Cluster Implementation Model.

decisions and installing in the node authorization poli-
cies customized at the other endpoint. It also realizes
node-level self-protection to adapt node authorization
policies based on the node context.

• The Node Profile refines the Node Self-Configuration
Governance Policy by describing the node capabilities
(CPU, memory, storage...). As a cluster might contain
many nodes, a large part of cluster policy rules might
not be relevant for each node and should be filtered.
In our design, node-level self-configuration is viewed

as filtering the cluster authorization policy according to
constraints described in this profile.

• Other components such as the Node Context Monitor
or the Node Governance Policy Engine play the same
roles as on the cluster side, but for the node setting.

• The Node Resulting Authorization Policy is the final
output of the node-level security adaptation process.
The corresponding access control rules may then be
enforced in the node with a lightweight authorization
overhead thanks to the underlying VSK OS.
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Figure 11. The Node Implementation Model.

Figure 12. Cluster-Level Self-Protection Loop

E. A Double Control Loop for Self-Protection

ASPF regulates security at two levels, using separate
feedback loops, both at the cluster and node levels. The
previous implementation components interact as follows.

1) Cluster-Level Self-Protection: This loop shown in
Figure 12 aims to mitigate threats against a cluster. The
Cluster Context Monitor aggregates security-relevant events
to reach a representation of the cluster security context. It
notifies the Cluster Authority in case the context changes.
The Cluster Authority then updates the Cluster Authorization
Policy, according to the strategy specified in the Cluster
Self-Protection Governance Policy. This operation may be
performed by selecting a predefined stronger/weaker policy
from the Cluster Authorization Policy Repository.

Nodes have severe resource limitations, for instance in
terms of computing capabilities or power consumption.
Execution must therefore be optimized. The chosen cluster
policy is further interpreted by each node according to its

specificities (CPU, memory, battery, etc.) captured in the
Node Profile, generating a new node authorization policy
(Node Resulting Authorization Policy). Policy rules not
relevant for each node are notably discarded. This policy
is then loaded into the node authorization sub-system for
enforcement. This customization improves efficiency and
scalability. It also makes the system more manageable by
reducing the number of authorization rules.

2) Node-Level Self-protection: A simpler loop also oper-
ates at the node level to defeat attacks on a single node as
shown in Figure 13). Based on information about the node
security context (captured by the Node Context Monitor),
this loop tunes security attributes such as assigning a differ-
ent role to a subject in order to reduce his privileges in a
hostile environment, without modifying the rest of the node
authorization policy. For instance, when a node is attacked,
the security level of a highly sensitive resource could be
increased from Confidential to Top Secret to minimize
possibilities to access the resource.
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Figure 13. Node-Level Self-Protection Loop

Figure 14. Authorization Architecture

VII. AUTHORIZATION ARCHITECTURE

The ASPF authorization architecture integrates the self-
configuration and self-protection models into the XACML
authorization framework (see Figure 14). XACML defines
4 main components for policy enforcement (PEP), decision-
making (PDP), administration (PAP), and management of
attributes (PIP) [22]. In the VSK architecture: the PEP is
the Virtual Kernel (VK) component, which enforces autho-
rizations on execution resources; the PDP is the Decision
Engine component; the PIP is the Attribute Manager (AM)
component that provides additional information for access
validation. The authorization policy is stored in the Rule
Manager (RM) component.

Access requests to resources (located in the execution
space) are forwarded to the Decision Engine and transformed
to an ABAC-compliant request. Attributes are fetched from
the Attribute Manager, and the request is validated against
the authorization policy. The decision is then enforced by
the VK by reconfiguring the execution space to establish
access to requested resources.

ASPF may be seen as an enhanced PDP. Pure decision-
making is extended with autonomic capabilities to generate
or tune the security policies contained in the VSK ACM
based on policy sets written by a cluster network adminis-
trator.

Figure 14 shows how ASPF realizes the two self-
protection control loops described in Section VI-E. The
cluster-level self-protection model together with the node-
level self-configuration model achieve a global control loop
which updates both rules and attributes of authorization
policies according to cluster context and node profile in-
formation. The node-level self-protection loop tunes security
attributes based on node context information. The overall ar-
chitecture not only performs access control enforcement and
decision-making. It also improves management of authoriza-
tion policies, notably by enabling context-aware adaptations
thanks to autonomic features.
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VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

A first prototype implementation was realized including
a set of devices running a kernel composed of VSK and
of a node-side ASPF component (implemented using the
THINK [30] component-based OS framework), and a cluster
authority server (implemented in Java). DTE, MLS and
RBAC security policies are currently supported, with 10
subjects (threads) and 60 objects (system calls) to model
a typical embedded OS environment, and 3 security levels
for the cluster security context. Cluster policies are filtered
according to active subjects or objects described in the node
profile. The resulting attribute mappings and rules are then
loaded inside the VSK via a dedicated reconfiguration inter-
face ReconfVSK allowing to change dynamically security
attributes and policy rules.

IX. EVALUATION

The self-protection capabilities of the framework
(ASPF+VSK) were evaluated in terms of overall response
time and resiliency to attacks. A qualitative assessment
of the security of the framework is also given. All
measurements were performed on a 2.7GHz DELL
OptiPlex 740 desktop PC with Linux/Ubuntu 9.04 and 1GB
of RAM, on which are run the cluster authority server and
node simulations.

A. End-to-End Response Time

We measure the overall latency to complete a full self-
protection loop for adaptations at the cluster and node levels.
Evaluation results for each step of the loop are shown in
Figures 15a and 15b for different types of security policies.

In the first benchmark, detection of an attack on a cluster
of 100 nodes in a steady state is simulated by direct update
of the cluster security context. In practice, this step would be
performed by an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) such as
Snort, with 1ms as typical order of magnitude for attack
detection and countermeasure initiation. The next steps
are generation of a node-specific policy (given times are
averaged on the number of nodes), invoking the node VSK
to load the policy, kernel reconfiguration with the new policy,
and return to the steady state. The overall latency averaged
over different security models is 33.92ms.

In the second benchmark, attacks are detected by a
node context handler. The next steps include invoking the
VSK, tuning security attributes to adapt to the new security
context, and returning to a steady state. The measured overall
latency for this adaptation loop is 1.15ms.

Overall, the adaptation response times seem reasonable,
since the time between two policy reconfigurations is typ-
ically from a few seconds to one minute, for instance
when switching between wireless networks in different
locations. As expected, node-level adaptations are much
lighter than cluster-level reconfigurations. This is in part due
to the ABAC approach: the same authorization rules may

be applied, only attributes values being tuned. For highly
dynamic environments, this design makes self-protection
more lightweight, allowing to follow small variations of the
context, without regenerating a full policy.

B. Resilience

To measure the effectiveness of self-protection using
ASPF, we use the methodology for benchmarking self-*
capabilities of autonomic systems proposed in [31] based
on injection of disturbances (see Figure 16a). The idea,
coming from dependability benchmarks, is to introduce in
the System Under Test (SUT) disturbances in the form
of attacks or faults, and to measure the impact on the
performance workload. This type of benchmark, already
used to assess self-healing abilities, measures how well the
SUT adapts to the injected changes in terms of speed of
recovery, impact on performance, etc.

In our case, the SUT is the set VSK+ASPF on which
is applied a workload to validate access requests from the
execution space. We measure the impact on throughput
(number of requests per second validated by the VSK, av-
eraged over a sliding sampling time window τ ) of updating
security policies to respond to injected attacks. An attack
from a malicious node is simulated by directly changing
the cluster security context at the beginning of an injection
slot, and waiting from the SUT to come back to a steady
state. The results are shown in Figure 16b for τ = 1ms
and τ = 0.16ms, which is about the latency value for
an end-to-end reconfiguration. The decrease in throughput
due to security adaptations depends on the sampling slot
value: 89% for τ = 0.16ms (worst case), but only 15% for
τ = 1ms (standard situation). These results show that the
system is able to protect itself effectively with a reasonable
performance cost. The recovery time is almost immediate
for τ = 0.16ms, and about 2ms for τ = 1ms. Thus, the
system is able to complete successfully its reconfiguration
in times which are largely acceptable. These metrics tend
to show that ASPF provides self-protection with minimal
impact on system resources.

C. Security Evaluation

Evaluating the quality of the autonomic response is
harder: does the system remain secure after a security re-
configuration? To avoid rogue third parties to directly update
node authorization policies inside the VSK, a single recon-
figuration interface (ReconfVSK) is introduced as unique
entry point to control the VSK. This interface remains
internal to a node, to avoid policy update requests coming
from the network aiming to lower node security settings.
ASPF behaves as a distributed security management plane
which guarantees complete mediation over this interface: all
authorization policy modifications may only be issued by
the Node Adapter, Node Authority, and Cluster Authority
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Self-Protection Latencies: (a) Cluster-Level; (b) Node-Level.
(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Benchmarking Self-Protection Capabilities: (a) Principle; (b) Results.

components along a trusted path. The link between node-
side and cluster-side ASPF components is also assumed to be
a secure, authenticated channel to avoid man-in-the-middle
attacks or rogue cluster authorities. Finally, an MMU-like

hardware mechanism in the node prevents circumventing the
Node Adapter component. These features qualify ASPF as a
strongly protected management plane over VSK authoriza-
tion mechanisms.
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The underlying VSK infrastructure which serves as foun-
dation for ASPF was also evaluated in terms of security.
Three main threats were identified:

1) An application-level component gains illegitimate ac-
cess rights through an existing binding. For bindings,
the current THINK framework does not distinguish
between read and write actions, i.e., a binding for a
read access action could be used to perform a write
invocation. Thus, a malicious component could per-
form a privilege escalation through such a binding, as
there is currently no checking mechanism in THINK
to prevent it.

2) An application-level component illegally accesses an-
other such component by bypassing VSK protection.
The VSK limits itself to checking and validating
access requests based on presented attributes. How-
ever, an illegal access bypassing the kernel remains
possible, as in THINK an invocation may directly
access to a physical address without any control.

3) An application-level component illegally accesses the
VSK. This threat is an extension of the previous one:
since VSK is also built on the THINK framework,
access to the kernel by directly jumping to a physical
address may be possible.

The first threat may be mitigated by extending the definition
of interfaces of the THINK framework with access action
types. During compilation, checking may be included to
determine if method invocations match authorized access
types. The second and third threats correspond to bypass
attacks. A MMU-based hardware mechanism is usually used
to avoid circumventing reference monitors. Such mecha-
nisms may be used to prevent bypass of VSK authorization
checks. One MMU solution for component-based OSes
was implemented in CRACKER [19]: the MMU organizes
components into different memory pages according to their
security level, and performs additional checking for inter-
page invocations. For some hardware platforms like AVR or
ARM which do not support MMU, a tool was proposed for
code checking which replaces memory access by a pointer to
a manager for security policy validation [32]. We believe that
isolation between application-level components and the VSK
may be achieved through these two categories of solutions.

X. APPLYING ASPF TO CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURES

We now further validate the framework design by showing
through a short case study that ASPF is generic enough
to be applicable to other types of large-scale systems than
simply pervasive networks. In the sequel, we focus on cloud
computing infrastructures. We first recall some of the main
security issues of those environments (Section X-A), high-
lighting the need for self-protection mechanisms. We then
present the targetted self-protection scenarios (Section X-B).
We finally show how the ASPF core model (Section X-C),

extended model (Section X-D), and authorization architec-
ture (Section X-E) may be refined to realize and coordinate
several self-protection loops in a cloud setting.

A. Towards Self-Protecting Clouds

Cloud computing raises many security challenges [33],
notably due to vulnerabilities introduced by virtualization of
computing resources, and unclear effectiveness of traditional
security architectures in fully virtualized networks. One of
the main issues is how to guarantee strong resource isolation,
both on the computing and networking side in a multi-tenant
environment.

Few solutions are available, usually addressing only one
of the two aspects [34], [35]. The extremely short response
times required to activate system defenses efficiently, and
the impossibility of manual security maintenance call for
a flexible, dynamic, and automated security management
of cloud infrastructures, which is clearly lacking today. A
framework enabling self-protection of a cloud infrastructure
could provide answers to some of those challenges, making
ASPF an interesting candidate to reach this objective.

In the cloud, virtualization has two facets:
• Computing resources are abstracted away from the

hardware in the form of virtual machines (VMs) isolated
by a hypervisor on each server of a data center. Threats
come at two levels of granularity: at the host level,
through weaknesses either in the VM (guest OS) or the
hypervisor; and at the cloud-level, mainly in the form
of network-level attacks found in traditional security
environments (e.g., DDoS). An autonomous security
management framework for the cloud should thus put in
place self-protection loops at each of those two levels.

• Network resources (routers, firewalls,...) themselves
become virtualized, e.g., as virtual appliances. Net-
work zones where traffic could be separated physically
or logically using VLANs or VPNs are replaced by
logical security domains which may have variable
boundaries. It is thus critical to be able to manage
security autonomously in such “islands”. The security
management framework should thus also provide self-
protection abilities in logical security domains, called
VSBs (Virtual Security Domains) in the sequel.

B. Cloud Self-Protection Scenario

We explore the realization of adaptable quarantine zones:
a number of VMs considered as compromised are isolated
from the data center temporarily. Confinement may be lifted
when the risk has decreased, and the VMs not considered
hostile any more.

We assume that on each physical machine of the data
center is installed a firewall component which allows to con-
trol strictly communications between VMs: an authorization
policy specifies which interactions are allowed/forbidden.
This virtual firewall may for instance be located in the
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domain 0 of a Xen hypervisor. Additional firewalls may
also be placed at the cloud level to control inter-machine
communications. The authorization policy is reconfigurable
dynamically according to the estimated level of risk. Self-
protection of the virtualized infrastructure then consists in
adapting this set of policies according to the execution
context of the data center, more or less hostile. Depending
on alerts generated from an IDS (local or distributed in the
data center), the most adequate authorization policy is au-
tonomously selected, and installed in the different firewalls
to realize hardened control over VM communications, and
enforce the quarantine zone (see Figure 17).

In what follows, the quarantine zone is implemented at
three levels of granularity: (1) within in physical server
(machine-level self-protection); (2) within a VSB (logical
self-protection); and (3) at the cloud level (system-level self-
protection). The next sections describe how the ASPF core
and extended models may be refined to realize those 3 self-
protection loops.

C. ASPF Core Model

1) Resource Model: This model describes the organiza-
tion of a cloud infrastructure (see Figure 18). As for the
pervasive case, entities derive from a generic Resource class.

• The System class represents the overall cloud infras-
tructure to be protected, physically composed of a set
of machines and logically divided into several VSBs.
Both physical and logical isolation are realized through
Authorization Policies.

• A Machine is a server in the data center. It hosts several
Virtual Machines (VMs), isolated by an hypervisor,
which may create, destroy, or migrate VMs on demand.

• The VM is the first-class architectural component of
the cloud. It runs a guest OS on top of the hypervisor,
which manages VM resources.

• The VSB is a logical unit of VM isolation, e.g. to
compartimentalize different services. VMs belonging
to a VSB may be distributed on several machines.
VSBs may be strictly isolated between each other using
network-level mechanisms.

• A Local VSB contains all VMs of a VSB which reside
on a given machine. It realizes local isolation from
VMs of other VSBs in the machine. VM isolation at
the VSB level is achieved by collaboration between all
the corresponding Local VSBs.

2) Security Model: As for the pervasive case, access to
resources is controlled by authorization policies. However,
in the cloud, the security model features several types of
policies since the resource model is richer (see Figure 19).

• The System Authorization Policy contains all access
permissions to cloud resources. It will be enforced by
the System ACM component at the cloud level.

• The VSB Authorization Policy contains access permis-
sions in the scope of a VSB: it controls VM access

at a logical level (the VSB security domain), regard-
less of the VM physical location. If we assume that
access between two VMs belonging to different VSBs
is always denied (strict isolation between VSBs), the
System Authorization Policy may be viewed as the
collection of VSB Authorization Policies. Policies in
each VSB may be specified in different authorization
models (e.g., DTE, MLS, or RBAC), as each VSB is a
security island where policies may be administrated in
a specific manner.

• The Local VSB Authorization Policy is the projection
of the VSB Authorization Policy inside a machine, and
thus corresponds to two types of situations: VMs are
co-located on the same machine; or VMs reside in
different machines. In the former situation, access may
be directly validated by at the machine-level. The latter
calls for inter-machine collaboration.

• The Machine Authorization Policy is the collection
of Local VSB Authorization Policies for all Local
VSBs in the machine. Due to possible heterogeneity
of authorization models between VSBs, in the general
case, the Machine Authorization Policy will be a set of
Local VSB Authorization Policies specified in different
models. This policy will be enforced by the Machine
ACM component residing on each machine.

In our cloud model, to control inter-VM communications,
policy enforcement is performed both at the machine level
and the system level. We describe next a simple solution,
other alternatives being possible.

If the VMs reside on the same machine, the Machine
ACM applies the Machine Authorization Policy to vali-
date the request. Since by default the VMs reside in the
same VSB, validation is straightforward by enforcing the
corresponding Local VSB Authorization Policy. However,
since Local VSB Authorization Policies may be described
in different models, a policy-neutral solution is required
for access control enforcement at the machine level. Using
ABAC for policy specification allows to achieve that goal
as in the pervasive case.

If the VMs reside in different machines, the Machine
ACM of the requesting VM checks in its Machine Autho-
rization Policy whether this VM has permission to access an
external machine. Control is then transferred to the System
ACM which checks in the System Authorization Policy
whether inter-machine communication to the target VM is
allowed. Finally, the Machine ACM of the target VM checks
that requests to this VM coming from a remote machine
are allowed. Such a three-step validation of requests allows
authorization to be more efficient and scalable (local policies
do not deal with inter-machine communications) and to
check consistency of distributed policies at the system level.
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Figure 17. An Adaptable Quarantine Zone.

Figure 18. Cloud Resource Model.

D. Extended Models

The extended models describe the realization of several
self-protection loops at different levels of granularity in the
cloud, to address threats targeted at a machine, a logical
security domain (i.e., a VSB), or the cloud itself by updating
the corresponding authorization policies.

1) Machine Extended Model: If a malicious VM com-
promises the hypervisor [36], [37], the threat may spread to
all the VMs residing on the machine, which may need to
be confined. Defeating such attacks is the objective of this
self-protection loop (Figure 20).

When an attack is detected by the Machine Context
monitor, the Machine Self-Protection Manager applies a
Machine Self-Protection Governance Policy to adapt the
Machine Authorization Policy to the current situation, policy
which will be propagated to the authorization policies of
each Local VSB on the machine. At the same time, the
manager collaborates with the System Self-Protection Man-
ager to determine whether further counter-measures should

be triggered at the cloud level.
2) VSB Extended Model: This self-protection loop (Fig-

ure 21) addresses a wider scope: it aims to defeat attacks
which have spread into a logical security domain, e.g., by
isolating compromised VMs. The VSB Authorization Policy
is updated to fit the evolving VSB Security Context – those
modifications are propagated to the System Authorization
Policy to maintain policy consistency. A self-configuration
loop is then launched to refine this policy into corresponding
Local VSB Authorization Policies – the modifications being
propagated to the Machine Authorization Policies.

3) System Extended Model: Two events may launch
the system self-protection loop (Figure 22): detection of
a cloud-level attack through System Context monitoring;
or a request from a Machine Self-Protection Manager for
increased counter-measures, faced with an anomaly which
cannot be handled at the machine level alone. Regarding
self-protection, the System Self-Protection Manager tunes
the System Authorization Policy following the run-time
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Figure 19. Cloud Security Model.

Figure 20. Machine Extended Model.

adaptation strategy defined in the System Self-Protection
Governance Policy. This update is propagated towards the
relevant VSB Authorization Policies. As in a pervasive
case, on each machine, a self-configuration mechanism then
translates each VSB Authorization Policy into a Local VSB
Authorization Policy, finally updating the Machine Autho-
rization Policy.

E. Authorization Architecture

An authorization architecture called SECloud was defined
to implement the previous self-protection models. SECloud
refines the ASPF authorization architecture. As shown in

Figure 23, authorization validation is the result of a col-
laboration between System and Machine ACMs. SECloud
consists of a number of server-side components installed
in the cloud service provider network to control System,
VSB, and local VSB functionalities, while the machine-side
components essentially apply authorization policy adaptation
decisions taken at the other end-point, and control access
among local VMs. Such an architecture is currently under
implementation.
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Figure 21. VSB Extended Model.

XI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented ASPF, a policy-based security man-
agement framework illustrating the design of an autonomic
security manager to control OS-level authorization mech-
anisms in a pervasive device. ASPF implements several
self-protection loops, authorization policies being adapted
according to security context variation at both the network
and device levels. Policies are described with an attribute-
based extension of XACML to support policies specified
in multiple authorization models. Performance, resilience,
and security evaluations show that, together with VSK,
ASPF provides strong and yet tuneable security while still
achieving good performance, making it suitable for self-
protection of pervasive systems. ASPF is also applicable to
other types of large-scale systems such as cloud computing
environments.

Current work focuses on the definition of the security
adaptation strategy. We are currently investigating the ap-
proach where autonomic management strategies are spec-
ified using domain-specific languages (DSLs) [38]. Cur-
rent ASPF adaptation strategies are purely action-based.
However, higher-level strategies using objective or utility
function policies are also desirable [39]. By enabling the
specification of governance strategies with richer types of
policies, the DSL approach should allow describing self-
managed security at different levels of granularity which
can be refined (e.g., with notions of policy continuum [40]),
and thus evolve towards greater autonomic maturity in the
corresponding systems.
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Abstract - Organizations are increasingly exposed to manifold 
threats concerning the security of their valuable business 
processes. Due to the increasing damage potential, decision 
makers are permanently forced to pay attention to security 
issues and are raising their security investments, but often (i) 
without considering the efficiency of the investments made, (ii) 
neglecting to involve people in order to raise security 
awareness and (iii) without full awareness of the importance of 
the decision at hand. This paper provides a crucial extension to 
the established risk management solution AURUM and 
extends its functionality by introducing the AURUM 
Workshop, which allows the selection of efficient safeguards 
based on corporate business processes. It highlights typical 
problems of (group) decision making and provides a solution to 
eliminate those shortcomings. Thereby, it supports decision 
makers in (i) refining the basic infrastructure elements to the 
specific requirements of the corporation, (ii) focusing on the 
most relevant risks and (iii) improving their awareness for the 
problem at hand. 

Keywords-Risk Management, AURUM, Decision Support 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Security hazards, such as viruses, hacker attacks or data 
theft, pose major threats to corporate assets and affect profit, 
shareholder value and a company’s reputation. The 
increasing usage of the Internet leads to a rise in the 
frequency of security breaches related to information 
technology. Garg, Curtis and Halper [2] estimated security 
investments within US companies to reach about $30 billion 
by 2005. CERT estimated that about 90% of big and 
medium-sized companies were affected by security incidents 
in 2006. In May 2009, the New York Times reported on a 
billion dollar contract the US Government signed with 
security companies and universities with the aim of being 
equipped for so-called cyber warfare. Due to the continuous 
increase of information technology use and its monetary 
importance, the main questions posed by companies’ 
managers are how to determine the optimum level of security 
investments and which measures are necessary and efficient. 

This work provides an extension to the established risk 
management solution AURUM (AUtomated Risk and Utility 
Management; cf. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]). AURUM 
provides a risk management solution that allows decision 
makers to evaluate security investments based on corporate 
business processes and infrastructure defined in a security 
ontology. A Bayesian network supports the risk definition, 
whereas an interactive multiobjective decision support 

approach is used for selecting safeguards. This paper extends 
the functionality of AURUM by introducing the AURUM 
Workshop. The AURUM Workshop provides the missing 
link between the ontology comprising corporate business 
processes and infrastructure, the Bayesian network, and the 
decision support module that allows the interactive selection 
of efficient safeguards. It takes typical psychological and 
social influence factors from literature into consideration. 
Thereby, it supports decision makers in (i) refining the basic 
infrastructure elements to the specific requirements of the 
corporation, (ii) focusing on the most important risks (risks 
with a high frequency, a high impact, or both) and (iii) 
improving their awareness for the problem (risks) at hand. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the state-of-the-art related to group decision 
making, whereas Section 3 gives a deeper insight into the 
psychological and sociological factors of group decision 
making. Section 4 introduces the AURUM Workshop. 
Sections 5 and 6 focus on describing the roles and the 
methods needed in the Workshop process. Finally, the 
Workshop process is described in detail in Section 7. 

II. GROUP DECISION MAKING 

Groups of persons are commonly employed in a various 
ways: to counterbalance individual subjectivity of goal and 
preference systems, assist creativity, compensate for 
complexity, and to increase members’ identification with a 
decision (cf. [10], [11]). According to Frech [11], groups are 
similar to teams and characterized by "face to face contact of 
more than two persons over a longer time period oriented 
toward a goal identical to all members". 

He argues that within a group, certain phenomena can be 
observed:  
 A sense of togetherness also referred to as cohesion.  
 The emerging of certain rules and restrictions in formal 

and informal interaction.  
Staehle [12] uses these psychological facts to explain the 

difference between groups and teams. He defines a team as a 
focus-oriented work group with a stronger cohesion (team 
spirit) and stronger internal psychological relations. The role 
structure is more oriented to a team leader vs. member 
situation and the time span of working as a group is normally 
shorter. The designation of a team as "work group" leads to a 
point where teams are working toward a common goal, and 
individual preferences have to be shelved. This common goal 
leads to a higher level of cohesion in combination with high 
conflict potential. Groups bound by instructions, 
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characterized through the goal of achieving a common 
purpose, will be discussed below. Autonomic groups are not 
part of these considerations (cf. [13] for a definition and 
further discussion of autonomic groups). 

 

A. Structure of Group Decisions 

A group decision is the result of a group decision process 
(GDP). Laux [14] describes this process as two stages: the 
information process and the choice process (cf. [10], [13]). 
Paschka [15] divides the information stage into: 
 Problem definition: Measure methods to elicit goal 

values. The problem definition can be predetermined by 
the management. A common approach is a comparison 
of actual and targeted business results that ends in a 
clear formulation of the problem’s context.  

 Detailed specification of the goal system: This means 
mainly the annulment of goal conflicts, approaches and 
intervention techniques in order to refine preference 
orders. A diversification of goal conflicts can be found 
in [16].  

Paschka’s choice stage consists of the following steps (cf. 
[14]):  
 Determination of alternatives for action: These are 

multiple different methods, mostly selected via voting or 
exclusion approaches (or both), which also include 
decision finding based on these techniques (cf. [17]).  

 Realization: Methods and techniques, for example 
project management to execute the decision.  

 Control: Methods and techniques to compare the 
received results.  

Once the information has been gathered, a discussion about 
possible alternatives and their results has to be carried out, 
usually leading to a voting process and a decision. This 
phase may possibly be influenced by members who try to 
further their individual preferences (cf. [14]). A participant 
of a group decision process is described through a set of 
variables (cf. [15]): 
 Individual goal function and preference order: 

Depending on job position, knowledge, and interest in 
topic.  

 Probability judgment: Depending on an individual’s 
processing of given indicators, knowledge of the topic, 
and experience in similar situations. 

 Information amount: Inside the group, external 
information will be presented through indicator values, 
but there is still the possibility that the amount of 
information certain group members have differs because 
of differences at the information processing level 
(prognostic function, cf. [14]) and external 
experience/knowledge (information structure) that is not 
available to the whole group (for example: secret 
strategic preferences of the management).  

Based on these individual attributes it is obvious that, 
especially at the beginning of the information phase, each 

group member has different preferences and accordingly, a 
different preference order.  

 

B. Application of the Group Decision Making Process to 
IS Safeguard Evaluation 

Table I shows the application of the above described 
GDMP, according to Paschka and Laux, to information 
security by mapping the actions to the process.  

TABLE I.  APPLICATION OF IS SAFEGUARD EVALUATION TO THE 
GDMP 

Phase of GDMP Security Safeguard Evaluation Action(s)
Problem definition Definition of cost and resource categories; 

Definition of tactical goals according to 
security policies.  

Detailed specification of 
the goal system 

Specification of strategic and tactical goals: 
analysis of the goal system and preference 
order (importance valuation of the goals) 
referring to the definition s made in the 
problem definition phase; Definition of assets, 
vulnerabilities, threats leading to risks.

Determination of 
alternatives

Definition of proper safeguards following the 
specified risks over a valuation scheme. 

Realization Implementation through physical, technical 
and administrative controls. 

Control IS control mechanism such as internal or 
external audits. 

 

C. Structural Characteristics of Groups 

Adler [18] describes cultural perspectives and background 
via a classification scheme:  
 Homogeneous team/group: All members have the same 

cultural background  
 Token team/group: All members expect one have the 

same cultural background  
 Bicultural team/group: Two cultures that are represented 

by at least two members each  
 Multicultural team/group: Three or more persons with 

different cultural backgrounds  

Martirossian [19] describes homogeneous groups as more 
efficient for executing well-defined tasks, whereas more 
heterogeneous ones tend to find a greater number of feasible 
results. According to Adler [18], the monitoring effort 
increases with the degree of cultural difference. The 
problem solving approach as well as the communication 
mode can show large differences, which can be an 
opportunity but can also create risks in terms of 
misunderstandings and a lack of respect for personal 
attributes and behavior. The moderator can pick out the best 
of the available behaviors without harming group members, 
which can increase efficiency (cf. [18]).  

Martirossian [19] argues that the group size is an 
important criterion. While big groups require a high degree 
of communication to include all members at a certain level, 
small groups are easier to handle in terms of 
communication, but bear risks like a lack of information or 
ideas. The workshop solution provided in this work tends to 
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involve a variety of different members, which requires good 
preparation and an experienced coordinator open to different 
problem solving structures. 

Group leadership [19], which can be "people-oriented" 
and/or "goal-oriented", is an important criterion in a group. 
People-oriented leaders focus more on satisfying the group, 
while goal-oriented leaders place more emphasis on 
production and results. Both factors are important, as a 
balanced solution is recommended to hold a good 
Information Security Workshop. In a workshop situation, 
where the aim is to achieve optimal solutions, it is of utmost 
importance to structure the group with a view to the points 
described above. A certain degree of heterogeneity in team 
members’ job positions (security experts as well as 
employees from outside the security field) and possibly their 
cultural background has to be handled with respect to 
balanced process leadership, which should be both goal and 
people-oriented to a certain degree.  

III. PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL INFLUENCE 

FACTORS 

Decision makers, no matter whether they act on their own or 
as part of a group, are usually confronted with a variety of 
psychological and social issues that have a major influence 
on their decisions (cf. e.g., [20]).  

A. Basic Phenomena 

1) Confirmation trap: Humans aspire towards consistency, 
which induces them to insist on the correctness of their 
actions and to ignore, eliminate or distort contrary 
information. Insist on belief effect: Works similarly to 
the confirmation trap mentioned above. Humans try to 
maintain their view of the world by ignoring, 
eliminating or distorting contrary information. 
Availability heuristic: Humans are able to remember 
some things better than others (cf. [21]). Possible 
reasons are emotional involvement, time, and spatial and 
sensory proximity [22], leading to an incorrect 
interpretation of these events by exaggerating their 
frequency, importance, etc. Anchoring and adjustment: 
The anchor is a basis for classifying new information 
based on a person’s experience (cf. [23]). A lack of 
information often leads to the use of an arbitrary anchor, 
which causes a misclassification in relation to the 
anchor. Hindsight bias: After an event, people 
frequently believe that they predicted it correctly. There 
are a few theories concerning the origins of this 
mechanism:  

 Relations were built after the event that do not or did not 
exist in reality.  

 The theory of distorted answers (cf. [24]), which was 
formulated as a result of questioning eyewitnesses, 
shows that when people are confronted with irritant 
information, the capacity for remembering the facts 
decreases.  

 The third theory is based on the abovementioned anchor 
heuristic, where the event is positioned too close to the 
anchor.  

2) Distortion by reasons of process variation: People are 
generally inconsistent in their behavior. Lichtenstein and 
Slovic [23] as well as Tversky and Kahneman [25] have 
shown that this relation is not universally valid, and that 
logical procedure orientation and inductive behavior are 
only partially predetermined. Question structure: The 
formulation of the question is of vital importance to the 
processing and argumentation process inside 
respondents’ minds.  

3) Prospect theory: The frame in which a situation is 
embedded in terms of winning or losing dictates the 
expectations of the situation. If a loss is expected, a 
small benefit will be seen as a gain, whereas if a high 
benefit is expected, a small benefit will be handled as a 
loss (cf. [20]). 

4) Presentation of information: Subjects are able to 
remember and categorize well presented information 
much better than badly presented information (cf. [20]).  

B. Basic Phenomena in the Context of Group Decisions 

The difficulty in mapping the basic phenomena to the group 
level is related to the nescience of specific group 
characteristics. In a group typically more resources, such as 
knowledge, power and financial capital are available.  
 Availability heuristic at group level: Auer-Rizzi [20] 

takes it for granted that discussion of a prior case used as 
a prototypical example can affect the considerations in a 
positive or negative way.  

 Anchoring at group level: Anchoring remains individual 
at group level; no group anchor is constructed, but rather 
individual anchors.  

 Prospect theory at group level: Participants who see a 
situation as a gain are willing to take higher risks than 
others [25].  

 Hindsight bias at group level: According to Stahlberg 
[26] there are no differences compared to the individual 
level if anchoring was used to provide the base of 
hindsight bias.  

C. Influence of Majorities on Minorities and Vice Versa 

The theory of social comparison (cf. [27]) postulates the 
human need to reassess own opinions. This mindset leads to 
behavioral uncertainty and the need for orientation towards 
reference points represented through  
 a majority and the opinion it holds, or  
 a strong individual opinion maker who persuades other 

participants of his view and, thereby, founds a majority.  

According to Festinger [27] influencing majorities are one 
of the main reasons for distortion inside groups. An 
important factor within this theory is the divergence 
between physical and social reality. Physical reality is 
defined through the verifiability of facts, allowing everyone 
to check for themselves: e.g., financial data, statistics, etc. 
Social reality describes the common point of view 
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represented by a group or a strong majority. Asch [28] 
shows that in situations of divergence between social and 
physical reality, a tendency toward social reality is 
noticeable.  

In contrast, Moscovici and Faucheux [29] showed that 
minorities can also influence the majority, if the minority 
argues with strong self-confidence and forcefulness. This 
refers explicitly to the behavior and not to fuzzy skill 
definitions (cf. [30]). In this case the majority tends to 
reflect on its point of view and often changes its opinion. 
Typical examples of this are influences on organizational 
hierarchies from outside the group structure. This arises for 
two reasons: A person who is accustomed to leading and 
can argue strongly also tends to be dominant within a group. 
Second, the behavior of subordinates is oriented towards 
their leader for reasons of personal benefit. This means 
expecting to gain favor by holding the view of the boss, and 
can occur consciously or unconsciously (cf. [31] for the 
theory of sociometric leader choice). 

D. Readiness to Take Higher Risks at Group Level 

People are ready to take higher risks at group level than in 
individual decisions (cf. examples [32], [33] and 
experiments [34], [35]).  
 Allocation of responsibility: The risk level of group 

decisions increases with the number of liable 
participants (cf. [35]). A certain degree of anonymity 
arises as well, and risk aversion decreases with the 
degree of individual liability. 

 A person who is willing to take higher risks has more 
influence: Individuals who tend towards risky decisions 
from the start argue more convincingly and are more 
successful at persuading others (cf. [36]).  

 Social comparison: Brown [37] holds the view that risky 
decisions are preferred because of the social 
phenomenon that people willing to take higher risks 
have a better reputation. While this theory is not 
applicable in every situation, it often results in the 
unconscious attempt to take a little bit more risk than the 
other group members, which in turn leads to a positive 
evaluation of this person by the others.  

 Strong arguments: According to Burnstein and Vinokur 
[38], group members are influenced by arguments that 
seem to be cogent, even in the case the argument or 
position being criticized is new and valid. Individual 
preferences as well as the characterization of the person 
and agreement with the person raising the argument can 
influence the rating of the argument.  

E. Groupthink and its Criticism 

Under certain circumstances, groups of sensible, smart, even 
shrewd men and women think and act in a way that can only 
be described as "collective stupidity" [32]. The most 
important psychological phenomenon in this area contains 
distortion mechanisms at individual and group level and 
results in a usually negative effect on decision finding.  

The groupthink theory (cf. [39]) contains some 
preconditions that have to be met for groupthink to occur:  
1) High cohesion: The phenomenon appears only in groups 

with a high or medium level of cohesion, due to the 
impossibility of individual members with a different 
view prevailing against the majority (cf. [40]). The main 
problem is the lack of disagreement and discussion in 
strong cohesive groups and the resulting isolation of 
opposition (cf. [20]).  

2) Compartmentalization makes it easier to isolate oneself 
from external and new circumstances or restrictions. A 
compartmentalized group does not allow the influence 
of group harmony.  

3) Direct leading: A patriarchic leader is not willing to 
accept disagreement.  

4) The absence of standardized decision procedures leads 
to conformity and the loss of social control in the 
group’s work.  

5) Intragroup social and ideological homogeneity usually 
leads to homogeneous solutions of low impact due to the 
absence of opposition. The participants’ goal is to 
achieve consensus at any price. 

6) Provocative and situational context: Pressure on people 
with low self-esteem has a significant influence on the 
decision. Pressure to succeed leads to a high degree of 
conformity with group leaders’ preferences. Low self-
esteem arises from previous failures, excessive decision-
making problems and moral dilemmas (cf. [40]).  

7) Tendency towards agreement: People normally strive 
for harmony for reasons of conflict reduction within 
their environment.  

Janis [33] characterizes the symptoms of groupthink with 
three, possibly overlapping, categories:  
1) Category 1 - overestimation of the group’s own 

capabilities: On the one hand, this is expressed by the 
illusion of invulnerability: the group holds the opinion 
that nobody and nothing is able to thwart them, which 
results in an extreme readiness to take risks. On the 
other hand, it results in the group’s opinion that it 
upholds high moral and ethical standards, which creates 
a dilemma, as the group believes that everything it does 
is correct and, therefore, on a high ethical level.  

2) Category 2 – narrow-mindedness: Everyone who holds 
a different view is excluded from the discussion. 
Further, stereotyping of opponents as well as collective 
resistance against warnings and different arguments is 
characteristic. Decisions that have already been taken 
are defended without considering new information and 
its implications. 

3) Category 3 - pressure toward uniformity: This is mainly 
self-censorship that expresses itself in the tendency to 
keep doubts and misgivings to oneself.  

Criticism of the groupthink theory is founded in part on the 
fuzzy definition of cohesion (cf. [40]). Classical conformity 
studies describe humans’ aspirations towards a state of 
normative group conformity, where conformity within the 
group grows with an increasing degree of cohesion. Critics 
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address the case of different group norms: if the group norm 
does not prescribe the keeping of harmony but rather critical 
questioning, groupthink would be diminished. Furthermore, 
Janis holds the view that groupthink does not occur in 
groups with low cohesion. Schulz-Hart [40] disagrees and 
shows examples in which groupthink occurs in extreme 
situations or conditions such as compartmentalization 
outwards, homogeneity, directive leadership or extreme 
stress.  

Janis only focuses on homogeneity of preferences, other 
forms are not accounted for. He does not explain how 
company-wide framework conditions can lead to unanimity. 
No methods are described for measuring low self-worth or 
hopelessness, and literature definitions disagree on 
contextual levels. In addition, there are some statements in 
Janis’ work where the action-reaction relation is not 
sufficiently explained. Other issues include that there is no 
explanation of how overestimation of one’s own capabilities 
and insularity can arise, because the pursuit of harmony or 
agreement cannot be used as an explanation [40]. There is 
also no clear specification what sort of consequences are 
caused by different preconditions. In response to the 
criticism Hart (cf. [32]) adds de-individualization. This 
concept is based on the work by Zimbardo [41] and defines 
unsocial, shortsighted behavior of groups and masses 
towards individuals with the goal of inducing groupthink. 
An opposing approach to explaining typical groupthink 
symptoms and the associated decision distortion was 
established by Whyte (cf. [42]), who bases his 
considerations on the prospect theory of Kahneman and 
Tversky [21]. Schulz-Hart [40] argues that the fiascos 
described by Janis [33] are founded on risk ignoring in case 
of loss expectancy and describes the groupthink 
characteristics as only cumulative values.  

 

F. Decision Autism 

According to Schulz-Hart [40] the distortion mechanism of 
decision autism occurs if a decision maker is controlled by 
self-affirmation tendencies. The symptoms are divided into 
3 categories: 
1) Self-centered symptoms: These are, first, a feeling of 

infallibility, which leads to a high degree of decision 
confidence and mental simplification of the problem 
area. Second there is self-reassurance, where any doubts 
are minimized by distorting them. The third is an 
increase in self-esteem, i.e., an increase of subjective 
confidence in oneself and one’s opinion, combined with 
decreasing esteem for others and their opinions.  

2) Social symptoms: Sniezek and Buckley [43] argue that 
social symptoms are not only of relevance within a 
group, but also for each individual, and lead to decision 
autism due to the fact that each individual acts in a 
social environment. Out of the whole range of social 

effects and symptoms, this refers to the ones who create 
selective communication. In this context, Schulz-Hart 
[40] has identified the following: more support for 
preferred discussion topics, selective attention, 
supporting likeminded people, and downplaying doubts. 
He also lists pressure on people who disagree, self-
proclaimed mind guards and collective rationalization as 
symptoms resulting from personal attitudes that are only 
influenced at group level.  

3) Symptoms within the decision process: Each step of the 
decision process potentially contains symptoms of 
decision autism (cf. [44]): 

 Identification of the problem: Ignoring inconvenient 
problems, preference for supporting case studies. 

 Generation of alternatives: Generation of fewer 
alternatives and focusing on the preferred one. 

 Evaluation of alternatives: Distorted rating caused by 
selective information search, self-affirmation in 
evaluating information and rapid rejecting of divergent 
alternatives.  

 Deciding: Lack of scrutiny of decisions. 
 Implementation of the decision: Implementation without 

"what if" scenarios in mind. 
 Control mechanisms: Excessive decision control.  

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE AURUM WORKSHOP 

The AURUM Workshop is a process for supporting risk 
management. It is used to determine, refine and review 
security-relevant data needed as input for the AURUM risk 
management framework. The main characteristics of the 
AURUM Workshop are:  
 Moderated: The workshop comprises three methods - 

Brainstorming/Discussion, Evaluation, and Selection - 
that are used by the moderator to get objective results 
from the workshop participants.  

 Role based: Each process participant has a specific role 
that determines his tasks.  

 Group based: Each process participant is a member of a 
small group of three or more people. By splitting one 
big group into several small groups, the approach aims 
to avoid psychological issues such as the “influence of 
majorities” and groupthink. 

 Clear task structures: The process categorizes its tasks in 
three groups, where each is a basic type of task 
instances.  

 Clear voting structures: The process provides a way to 
model consensus of opinions, which is based on the 
clear structures of the voting process.  

 Awareness building: The AURUM Workshop aims to 
improve the security awareness of its participants in 
order to build an understanding of relevant risks, and 
options for their mitigation.  
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Figure 1.  AURUM Workshop Process. 

 

Figure 1 shows the overall scheme of the AURUM process 
and the integration of the AURUM Workshop. The gray 
squares denote activities and methods that are part of the 
workshop process. The workshop supports decision makers 
in going through the risk management process step by step. 
It supports the following risk management phases defined in 
AURUM: (i) Business Process Determination, (ii) 
Inventory, (iii) Threat Probability Determination and (iv) 
Control Evaluation. In the briefing phase, which is carried 
out prior to the workshop, the moderator selects a number of 
volunteers from different departments for the required roles.  

V. ROLES 

Heterogeneous group configuration can lead to impacts on 
decisions. To address this problem, this section outlines the 
roles used in the AURUM Workshop. A short description 

outlines each role’s tasks and responsibilities, followed by a 
list of recommended skills for each role. We describe the 
main tasks of the role during the workshop and the 
interaction with other process participants (specifically 
whether and how they exchange knowledge and experience 
for task execution).  

A. Moderator 

Short Description: Ideally, a security consultant familiar 
with the AURUM process and the business area should be 
selected as moderator. It is highly recommended that the role 
of the moderator is assumed by an external consultant 
familiar with the process and its typical problems. If there is 
a high number of participants, two moderators can be 
selected.  

Recommended Skills: High familiarity with AURUM, the 
ability to nurture security awareness and build an 
understanding of security in the participants’ minds, 
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consideration of psychological issues that can occur in group 
decision processes. 

Main Tasks and Interaction: The moderator has one of 
the main roles in the AURUM Workshop. He has to 
administrate groups and data input: (i) He defines small 
groups, creates user accounts and assigns roles to all process 
participants. (ii) Data exchange Data input tasks are mostly 
brainstorming, which involves naming and the need for 
merging and deleting. (iii) Data input: The moderator can 
choose whether he wants to join one of the small groups. In 
that case, he must input data like all other process 
participants. Due to the complexity and number of tasks the 
moderator has to deal with, this is not recommended. (iv) 
Regulation of interaction: The AURUM Workshop is 
characterized by highly interactive tasks where the 
moderator is the main interaction controller: he opens the 
tasks, users input data and discuss, and then he closes the 
task.  

Involvement in Group: The moderator leads and guides 
the participants through the workshop. In this respect it is 
also not impossible for the moderator to be a member of a 
group, but because of the number and complexity of the 
tasks it is not recommended. Additionally, prior knowledge 
and his position of respect with regard to the other process 
participants can cause group dynamic issues.  

B. Management Member 

Short Description: This role is ideally assumed by 
members of middle or high level management who 
contribute to the group with structural and process 
knowledge. It must be taken into consideration that the 
dynamics between majorities and minorities within the group 
can cause problems with established authority relations 
outside the group. Therefore, it should be attempted to form 
groups at the same or similar levels of hierarchy. The 
presence of management members is an indispensable 
cornerstone of an accepted process execution at management 
level, due to their knowledge of cost restrictions and running 
processes. Before process execution, it is essential to ensure 
management support and therefore sufficient presence of 
management members.  

Recommended Skills: (i) Process knowledge: 
Management members have to be aware of the strategic 
goals of internal or external business processes so as not to 
lose sight of integration problems that could be caused by 
new security controls. (ii) Knowledge of cost structures: The 
best security control set is worthless if it cannot be 
implemented due to cost restrictions. Including cost 
considerations from the beginning can eliminate unrealistic 
economical security control estimations. This requires a high 
degree of interaction with members in "security" roles 
concerning possible safeguard costs, and therefore security 
members with some knowledge of costs. (iii) The ability to 
present decisions and their costs at management level is 
indispensable for the adoption of the developed solutions. To 
build this understanding in management members’ minds, it 
is necessary to impart knowledge about effects of security 
incidents before process execution. (iv) The task “category 
voting”, in particular, has to be executed under guidance of 

the group‘s management member, who should have 
knowledge about cost and value categories the company uses 
and the ability to give the other process participant an idea of 
these categories..  

Main Tasks: A rating task is done by the individual user 
and indicates an assignment of numerical values that were 
voted upon. Of special interest for management members is 
the task category of voting, where they contribute with data 
input as well as performing the leading role because of their 
special knowledge about cost and process structures. 

Involvement in Group: Each management member is 
directly integrated in exactly one group. The interaction with 
members of other groups happens through discussion tasks. 
Each management member is involved in all group decisions 
and has the leading role in category evaluation. 

C. Expert Member 

Short Description: Depending on the problem area, an 
expert member can come from a different department. In our 
considerations these mostly concern information security 
employees, but generally this could be any department that 
tries to evaluate security claims and corresponding 
safeguards. An expert member fills the gap between the 
structural and cost knowledge of management members and 
the user experience of the key process user. Other process 
participants improve the expert’s knowledge by giving him a 
broader view of the issues. Security expert members are 
essential for identifying the problem space and ideally help 
to understand problems at other business levels. It is highly 
recommended that the importance of team-oriented work is 
borne in mind in selecting the expert member. Expert 
members who are not willing or able to share knowledge and 
responsibility are a destructive power and impede the 
process. 

Recommended Skills: (i) Infrastructural knowledge to 
handle the asset identification is one of the main skills an 
expert member must have. This also holds true for 
experience with past incidents affecting the assets in question 
and their occurrence rates, which is essential for refining 
probability ratios. (ii) Technology knowledge: The ability to 
identify and estimate possible synergy effects and 
effectiveness of safeguard candidates. Records and statistics 
can be of additional help in these steps. (iii) Cost knowledge, 
which is important in interacting with the management 
members. Without feasible estimations about possible 
safeguard implementation costs, the management is unable 
to consider cost restrictions in the evaluation process. It is 
rarely possible to give even a rough estimate because of the 
difficulty of determining issues like installation, 
maintenance, etc.  

Main Tasks: A rating task is performed by an individual 
user and is an assignment of numerical values to tasks that 
were voted upon. Of special interest for expert members is 
the task asset voting, where they input definition data 
because of their special infrastructural knowledge, as 
mentioned above. Risk voting is also performed only by the 
expert members and deals with the estimation of occurrence 
rates. 
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Involvement in Group: Each expert member is directly 
integrated in exactly one group. The interaction with 
members of other groups happens through discussion tasks 
as described above. Each expert member is involved in all 
group decisions. 

D. Key Process User 

Short Description: In addition to the structural and expert 
knowledge provided by management and expert members, 
users must also contribute to the process. The participation of 
key process users also enhances acceptance of the decided 
actions and their costs at employee level. In the selection of 
key process users, it is recommended that their prior 
knowledge and openness to new approaches are taken into 
consideration. Candidates with negative attitudes towards 
new ideas can cause major acceptance problems. It is 
essential to understand that if the key process users are not 
convinced of the approach, they will not be able to 
communicate the idea and need for information security 
measures at their business level. 

Recommended Skills: (i) Experience with main business 
processes and tasks to enable use of user know-how within 
the process considerations. This, in particular, takes data 
input problems into consideration at the task execution level, 
as well as experience with the use of previous information 
security measures. (ii) Ability to defend unwelcome 
decisions at execution level founded on in-depth knowledge 
about their necessity. This is based upon the introduction to 
security problems and possible consequences at the briefing 
held prior to the process.  

Main Tasks: A rating task is done by the individual user 
and indicates an assignment of numerical values to voted 
tasks. In the current version this is only done manually to get 
an asset ranking and to evaluate the incident occurrence rate; 
the rating of the other steps occurs automatically via the 
number of mentions. Discussions are lead by the moderator, 
who is the only one who can perform data changes on that 
basis. Unlike the other roles, the key process users 
themselves do not have any tasks in which they assume a 
leading role. 

Involvement in Group: Each key process user is directly 
integrated in exactly one group. The interaction with 
members of other groups happens through discussion tasks 
as described above. Each key process user is involved in all 
group decisions. 

VI. WORKSHOP METHODS 

The workshop comprises three methods that are used by the 
moderator to generate data necessary to carry out the risk 
management process (see Table II): Brainstorming, 
Evaluation, and Selection. 
1) Brainstorming: Brainstorming enables a group of 

decision makers to quickly assess the data relevant for 
the information security of their organization. The 
system supports the decision makers as they enter as 
many items as they judge appropriate.  

2) Evaluation: Based on Grünbacher (cf. [45]) we use a 
border criterion voting mechanism for rating the items 

gathered during brainstorming. Each participant decides 
upon the importance and ease of implementation of the 
so-called win conditions. The system calculates a 
medium value depending on the degree of consensus.  
The voting results are underlined with a traffic light 
system to signal the degree of controversiality using the 
colors red (<50% consensus), orange (>=50 and <=75% 
consensus) and green (>75% consensus). The borders 
are variable and arise from task-dependent mathematical 
methods: (i) Taking numerical values as input, the 
standard deviation of the input values from the different 
decision makers is used to determine the threshold and, 
thus, the degree of consensus. (ii) Taking the number of 
votes as input, the number of votes related to the total 
number of voters determines the threshold and, thus, the 
degree of consensus. To avoid disagreement, e.g., out of 
ignorance, the voters are instructed not to vote if they do 
not know. The evaluation process can be summarized as 
follows: 
a) A set of possible win conditions arising from 

brainstorming phases are the input for voting. 
b) Each possible win condition is voted on in the 

categories of business importance and ease of 
realization. To avoid distortion from blind votes, the 
members are instructed not to vote if they do not 
know.  

c) The average of each condition over the two 
categories will be displayed, and a red/green 
colored marking indicates the degree of consensus.  

d) A structural discussion helps to clarify reasons for 
disagreement and convey tactical knowledge known 
to individuals to the rest of the group [45].  

3) Selection/Discussion: During a group discussion based 
on the ratings’ analysis, the group decides which items 
are to be selected. If judged necessary, the brainstorming 
and rating steps can be repeated. Discussion tasks have 
to be carried out after voting in order to resolve any 
disagreements. The degree of consensus or disagreement 
an issue receives determines how it is handled in the 
discussion, with the moderator acting as a mediator. Of 
course, the nature of group discussions is always to 
some extent undefined and it is difficult to determine 
concrete rules. Therefore, a moderator with high 
psychological and didactic competence is required. 
Nevertheless, some general suggestions are made below 
to aid the moderator in this complicated task.  
 

It is suggested to address orange and red color items by 
questioning:  
 Ask an individual member why he or she thinks that a 

point is important or not. The points that he or she 
mentions will certainly be agreed or disagreed with by 
several members, forming the basis for the discussion.  

 Allow constructive interruptions but make sure to guard 
against domination by a few members (cf. Chapter 4.5, 
especially the problem of "majorities and minorities").  

 If only one person has mentioned a specific issue, do not 
ask this person why he or she thinks that it is important. 
Instead ask another member in order to avoid the human 
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tendency to wait for explanations (cf. Chapter 4.5); 
possibly he or she will bring up issues nobody has 
thought about.  
 

In the end a generally accepted solution/rating should be 
found. If this is not possible after an adequate amount of 

time, the only possibility for the moderator is to overrule the 
disagreeing parties with a compromise. This must be 
considered a last option and should be avoided whenever 
possible.  

 

 

TABLE II.  CHARACTERISTICS OF TASK TYPES 

 Brainstorming Task Evaluation Task Selection/Discussion Task 
Executors Participants in a specific role (instance 

dependent). 
Participants in a specific role (instance 
dependent).

All participants. 

Input List of issues which have to be rated 
mathematically. 

The question what is imaginable for ... ; i.e., 
a brainstorming request. 

A list of issues from a prior voting task, 
containing items on which the participants 
do not agree or agree only in part.

Output List of numerical values assigned to issues. A list of written issues with a certain degree 
of consensus. 

Changes in the input list which represent a 
more accepted output list, and/or more 
sophisticated user. 

 
 

VII. THE AURUM WORKSHOP PROCESS 

This section explains the phases of the AURUM  Workshop 
in detail. Each step is described according to the three 
criteria of input, output, and sub-steps. The sub-steps list the 
necessary internal tasks and explain the reason and the type 
of task for each one, breaking down a quite complex process 
step into manageable and understandable topics.  

A.  Workshop Briefing 

After reviewing and selecting workshop participants 
according to their profile and the requirement definition in 
section 7.2, the members are briefed on the goals of the 
process: (i) Definition of the risk analysis context and goals: 
This first step aims at defining the scope of the workshop 
and its goals. This is required for the orientation of the 
process and the definition of criteria and to measure its 
success. (ii) Selection of workshop participants: In order to 
raise the efficiency of the workshop session in terms of 
quality and quantity of the workshop output, the moderator 
must select participants according to their knowledge, their 
suitability. Participants should be selected to cover the 
whole spectrum of security problems and include a manager 
in charge of the decisions to emerge from this process. (iii) 
Psychological issues: With knowledge of psychological 
dynamics in group decisions, the participants may be able to 
avoid typical problems. (iv) AURUM  Workshop process: 
Participants are informed about the process steps, especially 
input and expected output data. This has to happen in a way 
that ensures the members understand their roles and, 
therefore, their integration in the process, including issues 
such as voting mechanisms, group structuring, etc. (v) 
Terminology: For successfully conducting the workshop 
part of the process, it is essential to impart knowledge of 
basic security terms and how they relate.  

The following section outlines suggestions for briefing 
the workshop participants, especially concerning issues 

arising from related work. The main points of concern 
during the execution of the process are the following: 
 Why the workshop is carried out: Which goals and 

prospects regarding process output exist and how this 
approach differs from previous ones.  

 Characterization of the business unit: The participants 
have to be informed about affected business. If most 
participants (especially non expert members) have only 
limited knowledge about the field in question, a short 
introduction is suggested. It is assumed that sufficient 
knowledge about business concerns will help to 
understand problem complexity and needs. In case of a 
general information security safeguard evaluation this 
point can be ignored, focusing more generally on 
process goals.  

 Explaining MOSEP workflow: Participants have to be 
informed about the individual steps (cf. chapter 8.6); in 
particular, input and expected output data are important 
for seeing the overall picture in terms of risk assessment 
(cf. chapter 3).  

 Understanding of security terms and their mashing: It is 
essential for performing the workshop part of the 
process to impart knowledge of basic security terms (cf. 
chapter 2) and how they relate.  

 Building security awareness: The awareness problem 
was discussed in chapter 6. Participants have to 
understand difficult terms, like "social engineering", 
"human asset" etc., to perform a more feasible 
evaluation.  

 Building awareness of possible psychological influence: 
With knowledge of psychological dynamics in group 
decisions (cf. chapter 4.5), the participants may be able 
to avoid typical problems.  
 

The participants are asked to perform an interactive 
knowledge exchange through question/answer interaction. 
Each moderator uses different methods of interaction and 
communication, depending on personal experience and 
preferences. 
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B. Phase 1: Business Process Importance Determination 

Description: This step aims to identify the most relevant 
business processes. For this purpose, the expert group is 
asked to execute a brainstorming and evaluation task. Gross 
discrepancies (foremost red-colored items) have to be 
discussed by the workshop members, and result in an 
accepted list of processes ranked by their importance. 
Steps:  
 Business Process Selection: The decision makers select 

the business processes to be evaluated. This step 
includes the discussion of the selected processes and 
their ranking in the event of a low degree of consensus. 
In order to resolve such problems, the moderator should 
discuss the following questions with the workshop 
participants: “Why were certain processes mentioned?” 
and “Why did certain members vote high and others low 
for the importance of an issue?”  

 Business Process Importance Determination: The 
decision makers determine the importance of the 
selected business processes within the corporation, and 
their need for protection.  

Main Question: What should be protected?  
Output: An accepted list of business processes ranked by 
importance.  

C. Phase 2: Inventory 

Description: This step aims to identify the most relevant 
assets. For this purpose, the expert group is asked to execute 
a brainstorming and evaluation task. Gross discrepancies 
have to be discussed by the workshop members, and result 
in an accepted list of assets ranked by their importance. 
Note that this phase can be supported by the AURUM 
security ontology, which already contains a wide selection 
of assets. Thus, decision makers only need to review the 
assets proposed by the ontology and the discussion can 
focus on the issues where little consensus exists. 
Steps:  
 Assets: This step includes the discussion of the assets 

corresponding to the selected processes.  
 Asset Importance Determination: The decision makers 

determine the importance of the selected assets, and, 
thus, their need for protection. The decision makers can 
use a suggestion made by the system that is calculated 
based on the importance of the business processes 
(cf. [6]).  

 Acceptable Risk Level: Level of risk judged to be 
outweighed by corresponding benefits or one that is of 
such a degree that it is considered to pose minimal 
potential for adverse effects.  

 Attacker Capabilities: This step aims to evaluate and 
define the capabilities of potential attackers.  

 Attacker Motivation: This step aims to evaluate and 
define the motivation of potential attackers.  

Main Question: Which assets exist, and which of them are 
really worth protecting?   

Output: An accepted list of assets ranked by their 
importance, the acceptable risk level for each business 
process, the attacker capabilities, and the attacker 
motivation. 

D. Phase 3: Threat Probability Determination 

Description: This step aims to determine and review 
vulnerabilities, threats and existing countermeasures. It aims 
to evaluate possible threats and their causes. The basic data 
for this purpose is the asset list assembled in process step 1. 
First, the possible threats for each asset have to be 
determined, which happens through group voting. The result 
is a list of threats, in which each threat has to be argued by 
listing dangers (also group voting), which produces a list of 
vulnerabilities for each threat. The vulnerability and the 
threat determination have to be concluded by a discussion 
task based on the degree of consensus in the two voting 
steps. For this purpose, the expert group is asked to execute 
a brainstorming and evaluation task. Gross discrepancies 
have to be discussed by the workshop members, and result 
in an accepted list of vulnerabilities and threats ranked by 
their importance. Note that this phase can be supported by 
the AURUM security ontology, which already contains a 
wide selection of vulnerabilities and threats based on 
established security standards such as ISO 27001 or NIST 
SP 800. Thus, decision makers only need to review the 
assets proposed by the ontology, and discussion can focus 
on the issues where little consensus exists. In this case 
voting can be limited to selection tasks, the vulnerabilities 
follow automatically and only have to be adapted to the 
specific business needs. 
Steps:  
 Vulnerabilities: Based on the list of threats, the next step 

deals with determining the causes for each threat.  
 Threats: This sub-step attempts to evaluate a set of 

corresponding threats for each asset. The execution as 
voting task requires brainstorming on behalf of the 
group and input concerning problematic circumstances. 
The moderator aggregates the data to obtain the list of 
threats for each asset that is the output of this sub-step.  

 Existing countermeasures: This step aims to review and 
evaluate existing countermeasures.  

Main Question: Which dangers are the individual assets 
exposed to?  

Output: Accepted lists of threats and corresponding 
vulnerabilities. 

E. Phase 4: Control Evaluation 

Description: Based on the risk evaluation, the set of possible 
administrative, technical and physical controls required to 
avoid such incidents must be determined. This is achieved 
by voting, followed by a discussion. The output is a set of 
controls for each risk. Alternatively, it is possible to define 
only the requirements for control. Concrete products can be 
determined in the post-workshop evaluation step. 
Steps:  
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 Criteria Definition: This step defines a set of criteria 
concerning business conditions and possibly related 
enterprise-wide controlling mechanisms.  

 Interactive Selection: This step supports decision makers 
in determining the solution that best fits their ideas and 
objectives, choosing from the possibly hundreds (or 
even thousands) of Pareto-efficient alternatives of 
countermeasure portfolios identified previously. The 
procedure starts with an efficient portfolio and allows 
the decision maker to iteratively move in solution space 
towards more attractive alternatives until no “better” 
portfolio can be found. The system provides immediate 
feedback about the consequences of different choices in 
terms of the remaining alternatives and, thereby, allows 
the decision maker to evaluate different investment 
scenarios. The system provides the decision maker with 
ample information on the specific selection problem and 
ensures that the finally selected solution will be an 
optimal (i.e., Pareto-efficient) one.  

Main Question: Which countermeasures are possible?  
Output: Accepted lists of countermeasure portfolios for 
protecting the selected business processes. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Managers regularly have to cope with a wide spectrum of 
potential risks and, therefore, the decision of selecting the 
most appropriate set of security safeguards. Moreover, they 
are challenged by legal and economic requirements leading 
to the demand to carry out risk assessment on a regular 
basis. This paper proposed an approach called AURUM 
Workshop for integrating the advantages of workshops into 
the established risk management solution AURUM. It 
provides decision makers with a stepwise method for risk 
assessment by taking into account and mitigating typical 
psychological and social influence factors that usually occur 
in (group) decision processes. Decision makers are 
supported by a moderator who provides professional advice 
during the entire process and reduces the influence of 
individual opinions on the whole decision. AURUM 
Workshop is intended to not only evaluate data, but also to 
impart security awareness to the participants in order to 
build an understanding of relevant risks, and options for 
their mitigation. It supports decision makers in identifying 
and focusing on the most important risks and provides 
intuitive interactive decision support for evaluating different 
protection scenarios.  
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Abstract—Network security has become an essential business
requirement over the past few years. As this demand will
increase even more in the future, researchers agree that security
must be a key element for any novel Next Generation Internet
architecture. Contrary to today’s add–on approach to security,
the mechanisms must be anchored in the overall architecture
and should be a major concern already during the design
phase. In this article we present an approach based on the
private/public–key principle for almost any locator/identifier–
split architecture. We suggest to extend the mapping system to
also serve as public–key infrastructure and recommend to use
smart cards for the client side key management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s Internet architecture faces some well-known lim-
itations and many ongoing research activities exist to define
the so called Next Generation Internet (NGI). For example,
there is currently only one address representing differ-
ent aspects—the IP address stands both for the particular
host we want to contact and for the topological location,
where it can be reached. That’s why many clean–slate
approaches towards an NGI architecture favor a so called
locator/identifier–split [1][2][3][4][5][6]. Furthermore, as the
Internet evolved during the years, many new aspects had
to be considered, i.e., how to communicate in a secure
way? Many small and different solutions have been applied
to the architecture to answer this question. Rather than
using these numerous add-ons, it is agreed that security
needs to be an integral part in future concepts, providing an
holistic approach to guarantee secure communication. This is
because the Internet has transformed from a communication
means to transfer files and messages between some few
nodes to the basis of today’s economy with billions of
participants.

Like Moskowitz et al. [4], for example, many have sug-
gested linking the identifier with a public–key in some way.
This has the benefit that each communication partner can be
authenticated based on the public/private–key principle by

Diffie et al. [7]. Additionally, it can be used to exchange a
symmetric secret for stream encryption.

Moskowitz et al. suggest hashing the public–key and
using it as the identifier of that node. This, however, raises
some problems as described in [2]. For example, it it
easy to find a random private–key, public–key, identifier
triple and furthermore, the public–key can not be exchanged
while keeping the identifier. Therefore, we propose a loose
coupling between the public–key and the identifier [2]. For
that loose coupling, the relation between a certain key and
an identifier is stored in the mapping system.

In this article we introduce a way to use a mapping system
of an locator/identifier–split architecture as a public–key in-
frastructure. One very important aspect of the private/public–
key principle is the integrity of the public–key. Therefore, we
focus on the retrieval of the public–key from the mapping
system and discuss how the user can verify the integrity
of it. Additionally, we describe the key management on
the client side supported by smart cards. We detail the
initial bootstrap process and discuss the mechanisms for
an encrypted communication. We will also consider client
devices with low computational power, like sensors, as they
already play an important role today that will even more
increase in the future.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Sec-
tion II discusses related work like the Host Identity Protocol,
some key features of UMTS/GSM regarding security and
basics of a public–key infrastructure. In Section III, we give
a brief overview of HiiMap which we use as an example
architecture throughout the rest of this article. Afterwards in
Section IV we detail our approach to integrate the public–
key infrastructure into the mapping system. The smart card
based client key management is outline in Section V. Before
we conclude our work in Section VII, we will evaluate the
concept in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the following, we will first give a brief introduction
of the so called locator/identifier–split principle and discuss
one example architecture (Host Identity Protocol (HIP)) that
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is based on it. Afterwards, some key functionalities of the
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System’s (UMTS’)
security mechanisms are described, as some approaches are
similar to the ones used in our concept (see Section V).
Finally, we outline the key concepts of today’s Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI).

A. Locator/identifier-split

In today’s Internet, the IP–address represents in fact two
different meanings: First, it is of course an identifier of the
particular node we want to contact (who?). Secondly, it also
answers the question how this node can be reached (where?).
Many Next Generation Internet (NGI) approaches propose
to use a so called locator/identifier–split, in order to answer
only one question at a time. In these concepts, there is the
identifier, that stands for the endpoint we want to contact.
In contrast, the locator answers the question how this can
be done. Therefore, we have two different addresses, one
for each meaning. By providing these, the locator/identifier–
split solves several issues concerning mobility, routing table
growth and scalability. Additionally, it leaves some space to
integrate security mechanisms into the network layer.

B. Host Identity Protocol

HIP [4] uses the Host Identity Tag (HIT) as identifier. The
HIT either represents the 128 bit long public key or—in case
of greater key length—the hash of it. In that way, any node
can verify the public key of its peer by only knowing the
identifier. Therefore, no PKI is required. During HIP base
exchange, the public keys and a secret are exchanged [8].

As already stated in the introduction, this approach has
a major security vulnerability. An attacker could start to
generate many private/public–key pairs and hash the public
key into a HIT. In a next step, he could query the mapping
system and check whether the HIT is already reserved. In
case he finds an already reserved HIT, the attacker holds
a valid private key to that HIT. This does not enable an
attacker to find a specific private key for a certain HIT, but
allows for random attacks and could become interesting for
Botnets, for example.

C. UMTS/GSM

The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
has some major drawbacks as described in [9][10]. As it
was not initially designed for Internet purposes, it faces
many new challenges. Most of them are eliminated in pure
UMTS environments [11][12]. Nevertheless, some problems
still exist when roaming from UMTS to GSM and vice versa
is supported [13].

The UMTS architecture also uses a smart card based
principle for authenticating its clients—the so called Au-
thentication and Key Agreement (AKA) [13]. In addition to
authentication, it provides data encryption (with cipher key
CK) as well as integrity protection (with integrity key IK).

Similar to parts of our concept, UMTS is therefore able to
prove the integrity of received messages. In contrary, UMTS
security functions only protect the last security command
mode message used in AKA [13] and all subsequent ones,
whereas we are able to provide integrity protection and en-
cryption from the beginning. Mechanisms of delivering and
activating smart cards (sending card, Personal Identification
Number (PIN) and Personal Unblocking Key (PUK) per mail
and activating it with the appropriate PIN) is also realized
analogously in UMTS systems.

D. Public Key Infrastructure

Today, the exchange of public–keys is done via a public
key infrastructure e.g., defined by the ITU-T standard X.509
[14][15]. All approaches have in common that a particular
user or node publishes its public key on a key server of some
sort from which it can be downloaded by other peers. After
that, encrypted and signed messages can be exchanged. This,
of course, requires that each participating node has to trust
the key server. If a key pair ever gets lost, it can be revoked
by including it in the so–called Certificate Revocation List
(CRL), where all invalid keys and certificates are kept [15].

In [16] Ellison et al. argue that today’s public key in-
frastructure based on certificate authorities (CA) imposes
ten major risks. They describe, for example, the problematic
trust background of self-proclaimed authorities and discuss
the weakest link issue of the CA structure. Furthermore
they raise the question how the certificate holder identifies
himself against the CA. They state that several procedures
do exist and that there are no consistencies over all CAs.

III. HIIMAP ARCHITECTURE

The HiiMap Next Generation Internet architecture [2] is
based on the locator/identifier–split principle and provides a
two–tier hierarchical mapping system. In the following, we
will give a brief overview of the mapping system, as we will
use HiiMap as example architecture.

In HiiMap, the mapping system is divided into so called
regions as illustrated in Figure 1. Each region is responsible
for all its nodes and has to provide the mapping for them.
The region remains responsible, even if the node temporarily
roams to another region. To identify a responsible region
(RR) for a node, an additional 8 bit regional prefix (RP) to
the identifier is provided. Within the HiiMap architecture,
the identifier is assigned for life time and not subject to
change as long as the owner doesn’t request a new one. The
regional prefix, however, is allowed to change whenever a
node permanently migrates to another region. In HiiMap the
identifier is called unique identifier (UID). The identifier and
regional prefix is depicted in Figure 2.

Whenever a node wants to contact another node, it needs
to query the RR of that node for the actual locator (which
is called local temporary address or LTA in HiiMap).
Therefore, it needs to know the regional prefix for that
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Figure 1. Example HiiMap topology
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(change expected to be rare)

Figure 2. Identifier with regional prefix

region. In case the regional prefix hasn’t been cached from
previous communications, there are two ways to obtain it.
The first possibility is together with the identifier itself. In
case the identifier was learned from a link on a website or
by means of a domain name system, the regional prefix can
be provided along with the identifier. The second and fail
proof possibility is to query the global authority. The global
authority (GA) holds all 〈RP, identifier〉 tuples and can
be queried, in case the regional prefix can’t be learned by
any other means.

As mentioned earlier, the mapping system is partitioned
into multiple regions. For HiiMap, we propose to base the
partitioning on countries, whereby each country forms its
own region. This concept has two important advantages.
Firstly, most countries show a relatively stable state. It rarely
occurs that a country institutes or vanishes. This means
there is a very seldom need to adjust the regional prefix.
The second benefit of a partitioning based on countries is
the common legal system. Each country has its own laws
and ways of law enforcement. Therefore, a region based on
more than one country has to deal with different political
and legal systems. Smaller countries with similar laws, of

course, can form a single region to lower the administrative
overhead. In this way it is easier to build trust relationships
between providers and handle infringements of contracts by
the local law enforcement. Furthermore, we propose that the
mapping system in each region is operated by a non–profit
organization.

Regional DHT

Load Balancer
UID: ::1

Figure 3. Mapping system of one region

Figure 3 illustrates the mapping architecture within one
region. To be able to cope with the huge load of the mapping
system, one–hop distributed hash tables (DHT) are used.
In that way, it is no problem to meet the storage capacity
requirements and the servers within the DHT are able
to handle frequent locator updates and mapping requests.
To provide a well–known address and fairly distribute the
request load over the DHT, a load balancer is used. The
address for each region is the same (e.g. region number::1)
and clients do not need any additional information to access
the mapping service of any region.

IV. PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE

In this section, we describe the integration of the public
key infrastructure into the HiiMap mapping system.

A. PKI and the mapping

In today’s Internet, the public–key infrastructure is sepa-
rated from all network services. This means that additional
resources for the PKI must be provided despite all the net-
work elements already in place for other functionality (e.g.
DNS server). Contrary to this, we propose to integrate the
PKI into the mapping system for the HiiMap architecture.
This has the benefit that resources can be shared between
functionalities and maintenance can be kept significantly
lower compared to operating separate services.

Each mapping entry consist of the identifier as the primary
key and a set of locators by which the node currently can
be reached (see section III). Further, a timestamp of the last
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update and a flag indicating whether the location update was
cryptographically signed by the node or not is stored (we
will come back to this issue later on).

To combine the PKI with the mapping system, only the
public–key of each node must be additionally stored for each
mapping entry. This means, that no additional protocol or
infrastructure must be provided for querying and storing
the public keys. Because the public–key is a very static
value and not expected to change frequently, the additional
burden for the mapping system is limited and the public–
key databases can be optimized for frequent read requests—
contrary to frequent read and write requests for the locators.

In comparison to today’s public–key infrastructure, it
is also not necessary to provide additional lists for key
revocation. This is implicitly realized by the loose identifier
- public–key binding. Whenever a public–key for a certain
identifier changes, the old public–key implicitly becomes
invalid.

B. Trusting the mapping

By storing the public–key at only one location (region)
in the mapping system, however, the user heavily depends
on the trustworthiness of that particular location. In case
the mapping service provider collaborates with an attacker,
it could send a wrong or manipulated public–key to the
client. Therefore, any security functionality based on the
public/private–key principle would be rendered useless.
Even worse, the client considers the connection to be secure
while in fact talking directly to the attacker.

Therefore, we propose to distribute several copies of the
public–key to various independent locations (regions) in the
mapping system. Figure 4 illustrates the basic principal.

Region 1
Region 2

Region 3

PowerBook G4

Get Locator +
Pub Key
for ID xyz

Get Pub Key
for ID xyz

PK from R1 PK from R2 PK from R3= = =

Figure 4. The public key is stored at multiple regions

The client first queries the responsible region (RR) of the
identifier it wants to communicate with. As response, the
RR replies with the locator and public–key stored for that
identifier. In a next step, the client queries additional regions

for the public–key. We will explain which regions to query in
the next section. After receiving all requested public–keys,
the client compares these. In case they do match, it is very
likely that the public–key is the correct one. Contrary, if they
differ, the client can either stop the communication setup
or decide, which is the correct key based on the majority
principle.

There is one special case, however. If the public–key from
the RR differs from the other ones, then the retrieved locator
must be considered incorrect as well. This is because having
identified the RR as accessory or even the attacker itself, it
is very likely that the locator has been modified as well and
is now pointing directly towards the attacker.

A solution to this problem would be to also replicate the
locator over several other regions. This, however, is not a
good idea performance wise. The locator is the entry in
the mapping system, which will be updated and changed
frequently. In case several regions hold a copy of it, these
changes have to be carried out to all of them. The public–
key on the other hand is expected to change very rarely and
thus causing very little update traffic.

C. Determining the storage location

Having copies of the public–key distributed over several
locations in the mapping system, one questions remains: In
which way does the client learn about the storage location
of the additional copies.

Storing the list of the additional locations at the RR does
not solve the problem. In case the RR is the attacker, it
can simply manipulate this list as well and distribute the
malicious key to collaborating regions. Therefore, the client
must learn the information about the storage locations in
another way.

For the following proposal, we assume that less than 256
regions exist and the key is distributed to two additional
regions. After having received the locator and public key
from the RR, the client hashes the identifier to an 16 bit
value. The 16 bit value is split into two halves (8 bit each).
Each 8 bit value represents the storage location of one of
the public key copies. We will call it key storage address
space (KSA) from now on. Since the 8 bit address space
for the regions is not completely full, a mapping directive is
required. This mapping directive can be downloaded from
the global authority. It is sufficient to do this very seldom,
as the directive is expected to change very rarely. For each
value in the KSA, the mapping directive specifies a region,
where the key is stored. This means, that a single region can
be responsible for several KSA values. In that way, the load
can be fairly distributed over all regions depending on their
size. Figure 5 illustrates the process.

Should the hashing and mapping to regions result in two
copies of a key being stored at the same region, the first
copy is stored at this region and the second copy at the
region with the next higher region number.
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Figure 5. Retrieving the additional key storage locations

V. USER KEY MANAGEMENT

The user key management in our concept is based on
cryptographic smart cards (herein after referred to as smart
card). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the smart
card can’t be compromised on a physical level and that it is
protected by the well–known PIN/PUK mechanism. As of
today, this mechanism is considered to be secure enough to
protect any smart card from unauthorized access.

As with the previous section, the approach is not bound to
a specific architecture. We again, however, will use HiiMap
as an example architecture to illustrate the functionality.
Any other concept, which provides a single point of trust
(SPT) can be used as underlying architecture. As with
HiiMap, the SPT should be independent—politically and
organizationally—to reflect all participants’ needs and inter-
ests in the same way. It will take responsibility considering
key management issues and authentication of particular
nodes later on. SPT, however, doesn’t mean that it has to
be one physical component with respect to reliability. Fur-
thermore, management tasks can be delegated to subsequent
authorities. In HiiMap the global authority (GA) acts like a
SPT and can delegate tasks to the regional authorities (RA).

In this section we will discuss the topics of authentication
methods, initial bootstrap, key revocation and how devices
with low computational power can participate.

A. Peer communication

The authentication and communication concept differen-
tiates between the used hardware components (notebook,
PDA, mobile phone, etc.) and access authorization, which is
handled by the above mentioned smart card. Vendors only
have to provide an interface for this card in each of their
products. The assembly of these smart cards is done by
the single point of trust (SPT) respectively by another party
authorized and trusted by the SPT. They contain a master
key pair, the card-ID and, of course, the identifier address. In
HiiMap, this identifier is called UID (see section III). Before
the SPT can send the cards to authorized providers, it has to
save every public–key stored on them and the other entries
already mentioned in Section IV-A. The SPT furthermore
saves the appropriate card-ID and if the particular card is
already in use or not. Therefore, it always possesses all
relevant information. We have to remark that authorized
providers of course can keep a certain amount of smart cards
in stock so that they do not have to request every single card
each time they get a new customer.

Every time somebody buys a new device, he chooses a
provider. If he is in possession of such a smart card already,
he can either sign up for a new one (and meanwhile use
the existing card) or use the old one in the new device. It is
also possible to change the provider with every card request.
This modularity is an important advantage of smart cards
in comparison to fixed security modules as they provide
much more flexibility and do not involve manufacturers in
the network management process (assignment of identifiers,
etc).

If the user requests a new card, the provider then sends
smart card and PIN/PUK to the user, for example by mail.
If the user requests such a card for the first time, the trader
informs the particular provider directly at buying time to
minimize downtime. At the same time, the provider tells
the authorities (the SPT or its delegates) about the selling
of this card. They can then update their databases and know
that the particular card is in use from now on. Thus, the
authorities know which cards are in use and which aren’t
at any point in time. This makes it difficult for possible
attackers to use non–assigned card-IDs. Assigned IDs cannot
be compromised, because the attacker cannot prove the
possession of the private key, as we will see later on.

After the user has received the smart card, he can sign
on to the device by inserting the card and typing the correct
PIN. The security mechanisms can then be enabled and the
device is able to authorize itself to the network.

B. Bootstrap

The procedure of joining a network for the first time is
called bootstrap. If the particular user is not yet known to the
network and other users, there is no possibility to prove his
identity in general. In most cases of security mechanisms,
other peers have to trust this user once. After keys have been
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exchanged between participants, they can later on check the
identity with the corresponding key pairs. As this is a great
drawback (possible attackers could replace the keys with
their own), we will present a solution to this problem.

As mentioned above, the authentication procedure uses
a smart card for key storing and cryptographic functions.
The SPT (and its delegates—also called ”authorities” in the
following) is in possession of all public keys stored on these
cards and can connect them to the respective IDs (see section
V-A). This is the essential point of the bootstrap mechanism.
Imagine a node i joining the network where the associated
user has already enabled the smart card by entering the
correct PIN. As shown in Figure 6, the node first has to
send a location update request to the responsible authorities.
It contains the card ID of the smart card used, so that the
network can check whether or not the card is allowed to
participate in the network’s functionalities. This message
is already signed with its private key to prove integrity.
Therefore, the whole communication is integrity protected
from the beginning.

The authority can then lookup the node’s public key. If
the public key is not yet known to the authority, it has to
request it from the SPT. After that, the authority computes
a common secret Kir using node i’s public and its own
private key, similar to the Diffie-Hellman–procedure [7].
This secret Kir can also be computed by node i in the
same way (i also gets the public key of authority R from
the SPT). Therefore, the common secret Kir never has to
be exchanged between the two peers, which eliminates the
danger of being compromised. Furthermore, it is only used
once to encrypt data (part of message 2 in Figure 6). With
this message, the authority chooses a random session key
Kp and a rule to generate a modified common key K∗

ir. K∗
ir

can be calculated, for example, by shifting Kir, computing
the product Kir XOR itself or other methods. The authority
can then answer the location update request by sending this
message containing the rules for generating K∗

ir and the
security functions the authority is capable of (message 2 in
Figure 6). This information is encrypted using the random
session key Kp. Kp is encrypted with the common secret
Kir and sent inline in the packet (message 2 in Figure 6),
based on the principle used in SKIP [17]. Besides, Kir

is only used once to encrypt data. All other packets use
the modified version, which again minimizes the risk of
compromising Kir itself. The header information in this
and all other subsequent packets are sent in plain text. This
reduces complexity for network nodes, firewalls and so on.
A possible attacker possibly acquires part of the payload by
resolving the security functions by sending an own location
update request. However, this is not enough information to
decrypt the key. Afterwards, the authority sends another
packet to node i containing a random number nA, which
is again encrypted using Kp (and Kp with the modified
common secret K∗

ir), see message 3. Node i can extract the

chosen session key Kp by decrypting it with the common
secret Kir of message 2 and then the security functions
and rules for generating K∗

ir with Kp. After that, node
i can compute the modified common secret and therefore
decrypt the random number nA of message 3. Node i

Node I Authority

Location Update Request (card-ID)

calc Kir

set Kir
*
and Kp

calc Kir

(Kp, rules for Kir
*
, security functions)

(encrypted nA, Kp)

get Kp with Kir

and calc Kir
*

get Kp with Kir
*
,

extract nA,

choose nI
(Kp, encrypted nA*nI, security functions)

(encrypted nI, received security functions)

get Kp with Kir
*
,

get nA*nI,

calc nI

Location Update

Figure 6. Bootstrap Message Flow Chart

then also chooses a random number nI and calculates the
product nA ∗ nI . This product is sent back to the authority
together with i’s security functions. Both are again encrypted
using a random session key Kp, which can be the same
as above or vary depending on whether the key is valid
packet- or session-wide. Kp again is encrypted using the
modified common secret K∗

ir (message 4). The authority
can extract the particular information in the same way node
i did before and therefore calculate the chosen random
number nI . Afterwards, the authority can select the strongest
algorithms for creating new session keys Kp supported by
i and R. By sending back this random number in message
5 of Figure 6 both parties can be sure that the other part
is in possession of the right (modified) keys. Additionally,
the received security functions of node i are sent back to
prove they have not been manipulated. A modification of
all those messages would also mean that the signatures
become invalid as every message is not only encrypted, but
also signed to prove integrity. In a last step, the location
update request is accepted by the authority, which results in
publishing node i’s assigned locator address in the mapping
system, so that other nodes can resolve it from then on.
The user or node is then allowed to upload his own key
pair for further use, which has to be validated with the
old key pair again. Thereby, the peer has flexibility to use
own algorithms for creating the keys and the possibility to
influence the parameters, such as the key length. If keys
are changed later on, every party can signalize the wish to
update it with a special key update message. It contains the
new key validated with the old one. Bootstrap is completed
and node i can go on communicating with other peers.

Erroneous messages are ignored by the system and the
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user has to resend them. To avoid denial of service attacks by
exploiting this, the system only allows a maximum number
of requests and responses at a time, i.e., five requests within
ten seconds. After that, the system will not accept any more
messages of the particular node in a certain time. At any
time, the user has to be informed if encryption is disabled.
This can be done by the operating system, for example.

C. Dealing with network components

Cases may occur, where users are located behind a fire-
wall, proxy or similar network entities and are not directly
reachable. These non–end–to–end cases are considered as
well. A typical connection establishment for those cases
looks like the following:

First of all, the requesting peer contacts the firewall by
looking up the appropriate UID associated with a human
readable address as known from the Domain Name System
(DNS). The firewall redirects the connection request to the
particular node, i.e., according to load balancing rules and
also informs the requesting peer (see message 2 in Figure
7). Of course, UIDs have to be looked up by the firewall,
too. We call them RSLVreq (resolve request) and RSLVresp
(resolve response), but left them out in Figure 7 for the
sake of simplicity. After that, both nodes can request the

s_connect(service, port, mode)

s_connect_FWD(UIDnode_I, port)s_connect_FWD(UIDnode_J, port)

s_connect(service, port, secure)

s_connect_ACK(Kp, rules KIJ
*
, security func.)

s_connect_ACK(Kp, rules KIJ
*
, security func.)

Node I Node JFirewall

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 7. Passing firewalls (simplified)

needed information held by the SPT and start connecting
to each other (see messages 3 to 5 in Figure 7, where
some additional parameters for encryption and defining
the desired service are negotiated—detailed explanation of
single parameters see Section V-B). The firewall itself is
able to route the packets correctly as it stores the connection
data like in NAT–gateways. By using clear headers instead
of encrypted ones, every network node and therefore the
firewall is able to process all needed data. Both users can
decide about the connection mode on their own at any time,
e.g., encrypted or plain. Similar to the bootstrap process (see
Section V-B), keys can be updated anytime by sending a
key update request.

D. Disabling authentication

In some cases it may be necessary to connect even
devices without smart cards, as they are difficult to reach
physically, e.g., sensors, satellites, etc. Moreover, most of
the available sensor data is not crucial, so that there is no
drawback to operate them in plain text communication mode.
Additionally, not every single sensor needs to be connected
to the Internet, e.g., in cars it is sufficient if the board
computer is connected. Nevertheless, cases may occur in
which those devices have to be integrated without the chance
of attaching the smart card to them. The procedure then is as
follows: First of all, we assume a legal owner of this device,
let us say, a company operating a sensor. This owner requests
a smart card for the sensor in the described manner. After
that, he securely keeps the card somewhere and implements
the particular UID into the sensor’s firmware and also his
own UID. Concurrently, the owner connects to the network
using the sensor’s smart card and the appropriate PIN. After
the encrypted location update is completed successfully, he
then tells the network or alternatively the authorities that
the UID he is connecting from will disable authentication
mode in the future. This is stored in the database entry
called mode of last location update (see Section VI-B).
The network then and only then permits plain text location
updates from the particular UID. Thus, disabling security
functions is possible, but only on explicit inquiry. If the
UID ever wants to return to secure mode, this again has
to be done with the appropriate smart card and PIN and
can therefore only be realized after secure location updates.
After that, the owner keeps the card and PIN secret again.
In this way it can always be guaranteed that only the sensor
itself can disable encryption. To summarize, the procedure
is depicted in Figure 8.

Consequently, an attacker is not able to force plain text
communication. If the owner decides to sell the device, he
simply has to distribute the particular card to the new owner,
whereon he can handle communication modes on his own.
Requesting a new smart card for the sensor (with same
ID, of course) is also possible. This mechanism is another
great advantage of modular chips in comparison to fixed
ones as they easily enable such devices to join the network.
Every time such a sensor connects to the network, it sends
an unencrypted location update request to the responsible
authorities. The mode of the connection (secure or plain)
is indicated by special fields in the message’s header. The
authorities can then check, whether plain text location up-
dates are enabled for the particular node or not. After that,
the location update without authentication is granted and
the sensor can participate in the network’s functionalities.
We have to remark that such devices only get limited
access to resources as they have not been identified securely.
Furthermore, they have to keep plain text communication
enabled for security reasons (otherwise one could easily
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upgrade to ”secure” mode and get access to critical content).
Every time a user requests the public key of another user

from the authorities, they also inform him about the last
kind of location update (secure or insecure). He can then
decide on his own whether he wants to continue connecting
to the desired node or not. This offers many possibilities for
user-defined security policies, as it is possible, e.g., to grant
access to e-business-products only to securely authorized
nodes, whereas insecurely authorized nodes only get access
to information material.

The concept of providing plain text authentication can
also be seen as fallback solution in case the whole system
becomes compromised in the future. Then it is sufficient to
switch all participants to plain text mode and provide an
overlay network that is responsible for security issues.

E. Key Revocation

The high modularity in this concept using smart cards
also implies a drawback: the card can easily be lost or even
stolen. This can be mitigated as the card itself is not usable
without the appropriate PIN assigned to the authorized user.
In our opinion, the chance for a possible attacker to get
the valid PIN in only three guesses is very small and thus
negligible. Besides, after that the card is disabled until
the correct PUK (personal unblocking key) is entered. The
PUK again may not be entered incorrectly more than ten
times. This behavior is known from today’s concepts and
is assumed to be secure enough. The smart card itself—as
in today’s ones—has to be protected against physical and
chemical manipulation such as side channel attacks, power
analysis, etching and so on (details see [18]). Baring these
things in mind, the physical theft of a smart card implies no
great security risk. Of course, there has to be some kind of
approach the user has to follow if his card is stolen or lost:

The user has to report the loss or theft immediately to
his responsible provider, i.e. by phone, who then disables
the card by denying the particular card-ID from joining the
network in the future. This can be done by the authorities
or delegated to the providers. The disabled card-IDs are

stored in order to detect future connections of the card and
eventually having the chance of locating it. The SPT then
also has to be informed as it now is in charge of producing
a new card containing the old identifier (as the identifier
shall not change), a new key pair and, of course, a new
card-ID. This step may take some time, as the card is not
already produced but has to be created on inquiry. After that,
the normal procedure takes place again: The SPT and the
responsible authorities get the public key and replace the old
one with it. The card/PIN pair is delivered to the provider
who then ships it to the desired customer. After that, the
user can proceed as normal.

The provider has to make sure that only the actual owner
of the card is allowed to report the loss or theft so that an
attack on disabling all cards by simply calling all providers is
not possible. This can be done by requesting some additional
information of the caller, for example street, postal code,
birth date etc. Even if the attacker is in possession of this
information, the risk of such an attack is highly improbable
as this causes much effort for the attacker and can not be
automated in an easy way.

Following this procedure, the device or the user is able
to request a new key pair without loosing his assigned
identifier. Other nodes in the network will probably not
even notice the change as they request the public key from
the authorities and do not cache the old public key for an
unlimited time.

VI. EVALUATION

The security mechanism proposed in this paper is very
flexible and neither bound to a specific algorithm nor ar-
chitecture. Only some already mentioned pre-requirements
must be met. For the analysis of the mechanism, however,
we need to assume some protocols and algorithms, which
are likely to be used. Please note that the mechanism can
also be applied to different proposals and is not limited to
the ones discussed in this section.

A. Algorithm

As already mentioned, we choose HiiMap as the under-
lying locator/identifier–split architecture where the Global
Authority (GA) acts as single point of trust. The GA can
delegate management and maintenance tasks to Regional
Authorities (RA), which are responsible for their region
respectively. Thus, without any security capabilities enabled,
the system already has to store these entries (UID, LTA and
Region Prefix).

The public/private–key principle requires an asymmetric
cryptographic algorithm. The probably best known one is
RSA by Rivest et al. [19]. RSA is widely used in electronic
commerce protocols, and is believed to be secure given
sufficiently long keys. While a key length of 1024 bit is
still assumed to be secure enough, a length of 2048 bit
is recommended (as of early 2010). A downside of the
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RSA algorithm, however, is its large memory footprint and
requirement towards the computational power of a device.

Another asymmetric algorithm, the ECC by Koblitz et
al. [20], can be found on some low power units like smart
cards and sensors. This is because ECC is less computational
power and memory consuming compared to RSA [21]. Also
the required key length is almost one magnitude smaller
while maintaining the same level of security. An 160 bit
ECC key, for example, is believed to be equal in terms of
cryptographic strength compared to a 1024 bit RSA key.

To provide a better overview and point out the flexibility
once again, we will calculate the resource requirements
for both, RSA and ECC. As you will see, replacing the
algorithm will result in a huge decrease of requirements. In
case of ECC, we choose a key length of 160 bit. We will
first do the calculation with the RSA algorithm and then
present the respective values for ECC.

B. Analyses

To calculate the overall overhead and storage require-
ments, we have to make some assumptions and declarations.
First of all, we have to choose an average key length for the
public–key. The initial key pairs stored on the smart cards
are all of the same size, but users can later change them and
influence these parameters. As in today’s Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) [22], which we consider to be safe enough,
RSA keys of 2048 bit are used, we will assume an average
public–key length of 2048 bit for the RSA study. In fact, this
is the entry which consumes most of the needed storage in
comparison to the rest. Increasing or decreasing this value
will have a strong impact on the overall storage capacities.
The next entry is the smart card’s actual allowed ID. With
this ID, the network can verify if the particular node is
allowed to join the network or if this card has been reported
as stolen or lost. The card-ID is only valid within the UID
range, therefore it is sufficient to reserve 32 bits for it. This
value is high enough to avoid guessing the next valid card ID
by attackers, as well as leaving sufficient space to replace the
card several times every day. The last entry in Table I (list of
disabled card IDs) is the opposite: it holds all card IDs that
have been disabled and are no longer allowed to connect.
In case of such an ID joining the network, the authorities
can trace the request and thereby locate the missing card.
Depending on the number n of disabled smart cards, the list
may increase.

Last but not least, there are two entries of four bit each:
On the one hand, the field UID assigned, which specifies if
the particular UID is already in use by a node or not, and on
the other hand, the entry mode of last location update. This
field gives information about whether the last location update
was encrypted or in plain text. It is sent with every public
key request so that the peer can decide on its own whether
or not it wants to continue connecting. Both fields could
have also been realized with only one bit, but by reserving

entry length
UID 128 bit
LTA 128 bit
RP 8 bit
public key 2048 bit
valid card ID 32 bit
mode of last location update 4 bit
UID assigned 4 bit
list of disabled card IDs n∗ 32 bit
Sum 2352 + n ∗ 32 bit

Table I
ENTRIES TO BE STORED (LIKE IN HIIMAP [2]) – RSA

three additional bits we get enough flexibility to adapt future
challenges, e.g., the connection modes can be split up in
more detail.

A summarizing overview of all necessary entries can be
found in Table I. Based on them we want to present a typical

parameter value
n 20
cards per human being 10
human beings on earth 6.7 ∗ 109

Table II
PARAMETERS USED (LIKE IN HIIMAP [2])

example to estimate the needed storage capacities in a future
NGI system. Therefore, we choose ten as the number of
smart cards per human being on earth (currently about 6.7∗
109). We assume an average invalid card–ID count of 20
per smart card. Putting all these parameters (see Table II)
together, we get a total requirement of 10∗6.7∗109∗(2352+
20 ∗ 32) bit = 2.00464 ∗ 1014 bit = 25.05 Terabyte. Even
in today’s architectures, this value is no major challenge.
Taking the computing power available in 10 to 15 years into
account, we are not talking about a huge burden compared
to the security benefits we are gaining. If the load can be
delegated to subsequent authorities like the RAs in HiiMap,
the burden is distributed over several nodes. This also applies
to bandwidth and other metrics so that the SPT itself ideally
is not involved in handling authorization requests unless the
delegates (RAs in HiiMap) can not resolve them on their
own. Thus, our concept demands no great resources and
therefore is suited for use in any kind of locator/identifier–
split architecture.

Having outlined in detail the requirements for an im-
plementation with RSA, we will now shortly present the
respective values in case of using ECC. Most of the values
presented in Table I do not change as they do not depend
on a specific algorithm. What in fact does change, is the
public–key, of course. This decreases from 2048 bit (RSA)
to 160 bit (ECC). So the overall sum decreases, too (see
Table III). The values presented in Table II do not change
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entry length
UID 128 bit
LTA 128 bit
RP 8 bit
public key 160 bit
valid card ID 32 bit
mode of last location update 4 bit
UID assigned 4 bit
list of disabled card IDs n∗ 32 bit
Sum 464 + n ∗ 32 bit

Table III
ENTRIES TO BE STORED (LIKE IN HIIMAP [2]) – ECC

at all. If we calculate the sum again, we get an overall
storage requirement of 10 ∗ 6.7 ∗ 109 ∗ (464+20 ∗ 32) bit =
1.10∗1013 bit = 1.38 Terabyte. So the storage capacity can
be decreased by an order of more than ten.
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As already pointed out in section IV-A, we need to store
the public key not only at one, but at multiple locations.
For the overall storage calculation we have to reflect this
additional requirement as well. The total storage varies
depending on the number of used UIDs and the number
of disabled card IDs per UID. Figure 9 shows the storage
requirement using 2048 bit RSA keys and Figure 10 the
requirements with 160 bit ECC.

Concluding our computations, the concept does not con-
sume a huge amount of resources. No matter which al-
gorithm we choose, we are not facing a huge burden to
the architecture—even in today’s view. Nevertheless, by
decreasing the biggest factor, the public–key length, we can
decrease storage requirements drastically.

VII. CONCLUSION

Many security concepts for locator/identifier–split archi-
tectures bind the identifier to the public–key. Contrary to this
common approach, we suggested a loose coupling between
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the identifier and the public–key, allowing for exchangeabil-
ity of those two entities [2].

In this article, we presented a holistic approach to public
key management including key distribution, key revocation
and key storing. We covered the public–key infrastructure
aspect by extending the mapping system to also store a
public–key for each identifier. We introduced a mechanism
to trustfully retrieve keys from the mapping system without
being dependent on a single region of the mapping.

Furthermore, we discussed the client side key manage-
ment and suggested to use smart cards to store the private
and public–key. We described the initial bootstrap process,
detailed the communication setup and showed how devices
with very limited computational power can also participate
by disabling encryption.

The concept is not bound to a specific crypto algorithm
and is able to cope with varying key length. Therefore, the
architecture is very flexible and open to future improvements
or requirements. Although we explained the concept by
using the HiiMap architecture as example, the concept can
be applied to any locator/identifier–split architecture, which
provides a single point of trust and a mapping, which can
be divided into several administrative zones.
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Abstract—We investigate the security of a privacy
enhancing technique for fingerprint authentication
known as fuzzy fingerprint vault. This technique is
based on the fuzzy vault of Jules and Sudan, a scheme
that allows error tolerant authentication, while pre-
serving the privacy of the reference data. We explore
if and under what circumstances a secure fuzzy fin-
gerprint vault can be implemented. We derive both
upper and lower security bounds for any attacks that
attempt to recover the template from the stored
reference data, and, at the same time, significantly
improve the best known attack. Furthermore, we
show how to select optimal parameters and evaluate
both minimum minutiae match rates and minimum
number of minutiae needed to obtain an appropri-
ate security level. Our results quantify the security
capacity of the fuzzy fingerprint vault and provide
important tools for selection of suitable parameters.

Keywords-biometric template protection; finger-
print; fuzzy vault; polynomial reconstruction

I. Introduction

Without any doubt, fingerprints are the biometric
traits most widely deployed for authentication. How-
ever, the storage of biometric reference data introduces
considerable risks for biometric authentication systems
and raises serious concerns regarding privacy and data
protection. One of the most prominent solutions to solve
this issue is the fuzzy fingerprint vault, which allows
error tolerant fingerprint authentication while preserving
the privacy of the biometric features [1]. It belongs to
the class of biometric template protection techniques [2],
and is based on the fuzzy vault scheme [3] of Juels
and Sudan, which applies Reed-Solomon decoding to
redundantly bind the biometric template to a randomly
selected secret polynomial.

Fingerprint authentication is typically based on minu-
tiae, which are specific features of the fingerprint pat-
tern. The variety and extent of errors in minutiae mea-
surements, particularly, frequent insertions, omissions
and re-ordering of the measured minutiae, pose a consid-
erable challenge to template protection schemes [4]. The
fuzzy vault is able to tolerate such errors and, hence,

is particularly interesting for minutiae-based authenti-
cation.

Several publications [5][6][7][8][9][10] report successful
implementation of the fuzzy vault scheme based on
minutiae. However, the subsequent publication of effi-
cient attacks [11][12] demonstrates that the parameters
proposed do not provide adequate security.

For the fuzzy vault, theoretical results are known,
from which rigid security estimates could be deduced.
In particular, Dodis, et al. [13] proved upper bounds for
the information leakage by the stored data, which de-
termines the maximum success probability of an attack
trying to guess the template or the key from the stored
reference data, see Section IV-B for details. In addition,
an attacker’s success probability depends on the original
entropy of the biometric feature vector - or, equivalently,
its redundancy. Therefore, a realistic estimation of the
entropy of the biometric feature vector is a key aspect
for a sound security analysis.

On the other hand, these provable lower security
bounds are not sharp. Firstly, these bounds only es-
timate the success probability of attacks and do not
consider the effort required for each trial. Secondly, the
proof techniques used in [13] overestimate the infor-
mation leakage. Achieving provable security may be a
very appealing objective, but it is also interesting to
determine how secure the scheme is in practice.

In this publication, we explore if and under what
circumstances a fuzzy fingerprint vault can be secure
with respect to both provable security and real attacks.
In particular, we generalize the bounds of [13] to the
case where the minutiae and chaff points are chosen
with a minimum distance to reduce false matchings, and
also give an exact estimate for the entropy of a feature
vector consisting of minutiae location data. On the other
hand, we estimate the effort required for practical attack
methods and present an improvement of the best known
attack. Then, we show, how the parameters can be
optimized and determine minimum minutiae match rates
with respect to both provable security and practical
security.
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This article is structured as follows. In Section III,
we give a description of the scheme. In Section IV, we
conduct a theoretical analysis of its security and error
robustness both with respect to information theoretical
results and practical attacks. Section V presents methods
for parameter optimization with respect to the deduced
security bounds, and Section VI provides results using
empirical data. A conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. Background

The fuzzy fingerprint vault is one of many template
protection techniques that have been proposed in the
literature, for instance, the Biometric Encryption scheme
by Soutar et. al. [14], Cancelable Biometrics by Ratha
et. al. [15], robust bit extraction schemes based on
quantization, e.g. of Linnartz and Tuyls [16], of Chang
et. al. [17], and of Chen et. al. [18], and applications of
the fuzzy commitment scheme of Juels and Wattenberg
[19] to biometric templates, e.g., the constructions of
Martini and Beinlich [20] for fingerprints, of Kevenaar
et. al. [21] for face recognition, of Hao et. al. [22] for iris,
and of Korte et. al. [23] for DNA fingerprints. The fuzzy
vault has also been applied to iris recognition, e.g., in
[24].

A. The general fuzzy vault scheme

The fuzzy vault has been proposed by Juels and Sudan
in [3] and [25]. It is an error tolerant authentication
scheme based on the set of private attributes m1, . . . ,mt,
e.g., biometric feature data. While the reference data
stored (the vault) allows performing the authentication
check, it does not reveal these attributes. The scheme
deploys a variant of Reed-Solomon decoding and hides
the private user data among a large number of random
chaff points.

During enrollment of a user, her (pairwise distinct)
private attributes are encoded as elements x1, . . . , xt of
a finite field Fq. Then a random secret polynomial P (z)
over Fq with degree smaller than k is chosen. Each of the
encoded attributes xi is evaluated over the polynomial,
resulting in a list of pairs (xi, yi) ∈ F2

q with yi = P (xi).
In order to hide the private attributes, r− t chaff points
xt+1, . . . , xr ∈ Fq are randomly selected so that xi 6= xj
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r. For each chaff point xi, a random
yi ∈ Fq with yi 6= P (xi) is chosen. The list of all pairs
(x1, y1), . . . , (xr, yr), sorted in a predetermined order to
conceal, which points are genuine and which are the chaff
points, is stored as the vault.

The redundant encoding of the polynomial using the
genuine points and its hiding among the chaff points is
illustrated in Figure 1.

For authentication and recovery of the secret poly-
nomial, another set of attributes (the query set) has
to be presented. This set is compared with the stored

Figure 1. Illustration of the redundant encoding of the polynomial
using the genuine points ((a) and (b)) and its hiding among the
chaff points ((c) and (d)).

fuzzy vault (x1, y1), . . . , (xr, yr), and those pairs (xi, yi)
are selected, for which xi corresponds to an attribute
in the query set. The selected points are then used to
try to recover the secret polynomial using Reed-Solomon
decoding.

If the number of genuine points among the identified
correspondences (correct matches) is at least k, the secret
polynomial can be recovered, either by Reed-Solomon
decoding or by polynomial interpolation. However, if the
set of correspondences also comprises chaff points (false
matches), the number of correct matches must be greater
than k, or the decoding must operate on subsets of the
matches resulting in many trials. Details are given in
Section III-B3.

B. Previous results

In [3], Juels and Sudan already provided an informa-
tion theoretical security analysis for the general fuzzy
vault scheme by giving estimates for the number of
candidate polynomials that would fit with a given vault.
A comprehensive information theoretic treatment of the
fuzzy vault was given by Dodis et. al. [26][13], who
proved upper bounds for the loss of entropy (information
leakage) by the stored data for the fuzzy vault, the fuzzy
commitment, and other schemes. In [1], we applied these
general results to the fuzzy fingerprint vault and deduced
lower bounds for the number of required minutiae and
minutiae match rates, i.e., the fraction of minutiae in
the vault matching with the minutiae of the query
fingerprint, were deduced.
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Implementations of the fuzzy vault for fingerprints
were reported in many publications, the most notably
of which are described below.

Clancy et. al. [5] were the first to propose a fuzzy
fingerprint vault. Their construction uses only the loca-
tion information of the minutiae, i.e., their orientations
are neglected, and uses several measurements of the
minutiae during enrollment to filter out spurious or
unreliable minutiae. A drawback of their implementation
is that it assumes that the fingerprints are already pre-
aligned. The security against brute force attacks that try
to unlock the vault, i.e. to determine the minutiae from
the vault, was analyzed based on theoretical analysis
and empirical data, and reasonable parameters were
deduced. However, no actual authentication system was
implemented and, consequently, the False Acceptance
Rate (FAR) and Genuine Accept Rate (GAR) were not
determined.

Uludag et. al. [6] also used minutiae location data
only, and encoded a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
into the secret polynomial in order to allow verification
of correctness. A drawback of their construction is that
it relied on human expert for the detection of minutiae
in the fingerprint image and the identification of the
minutiae correspondences between fingerprints. Based
on experiments, eligible parameters were determined, the
FAR and GAR as well as the security against brute force
attacks were determined.

In [7], Uludag and Jain refined the construction of [6]
by an automatic fingerprint alignment algorithm using
the locations of highest curvature of the friction ridge
as additional helper data stored in addition to the vault.
In experiments, the authors determined FAR and GAR
values for a single set of parameters.

Nandakumar et. al. [8] extended the ideas of the pre-
vious constructions. Their implementation of the fuzzy
fingerprint vault used both minutiae locations and ori-
entations. Spurious or unreliable minutiae were filtered
by quality indices computed from local properties of
the fingerprint image, and the fingerprint alignment and
minutiae matching method based on points of highest
curvature of [7] was improved. Experiments were con-
ducted on two different databases and with several sets
of parameters, FAR and GAR values were reported, and
the complexity of brute force attacks was estimated.

In Li et. al. [9], an alternative fingerprint alignment
method for the fuzzy vault was proposed, based on the
topological structures around the core of the fingerprint.
Their implementation used both minutiae locations and
orientations. Experiments were conducted, and FAR and
GAR values were reported and compared to those from
[8].

In [10], the authors of the present article present
an implementation of the fuzzy fingerprint vault using

minutiae locations of several fingers per person. Sev-
eral optimizations were applied, for instance, filtering
of spurious or unreliable minutiae was performed both
during enrollment and during authentication by several
measurements and by quality values of the feature ex-
traction algorithm, respectively. Fingerprint alignment
was performed without additional helper data but by a
minutiae matcher algorithm that optimized the number
of minutiae correspondences between the fingerprints by
means of relative rotation and translation. A comprehen-
sive treatment of parameter selection criteria was given
with respect to security against brute force attacks, and
eligible parameters deduced by combining empirical data
with analytical and heuristic arguments.

Other constructions [27][28] did not use the absolute
location of the minutiae at all, but features deduced from
the relative topological structures around the minutiae.
These features are stable with respect to orientations,
and in the case of [28], even of translations. The FAR
and GAR values reported in [28] are better than those
from [8] at the cost of a larger template size.

In [29], Nagar et. al. propose a combination of
the fuzzy fingerprint vault and the fuzzy commitment
scheme. The fuzzy commitment scheme is used to indi-
vidually protect the ordinate values in the vault corre-
sponding to the minutiae, i.e. the corresponding function
value of the polynomial, using minutiae descriptors,
topological properties of the minutiae’s neighborhood.
Thus, an attacker has to determine both, the minutiae
descriptors and their locations. The FAR and GAR
values reported are much better than that of [8].

In [12], Mihailescu et. al. presented an improved brute
force attack and showed that the parameters suggested
by Clancy et. al. in [5], and by Uludag and Jain in [7]
do not provide the claimed security.

In [30], Scheirer and Boult proposed three new attack
methods beyond the scenario of reconstruction of the
biometric template from a single vault. The most seri-
ous one is a correlation attack, where an attacker can
retrieve the private data from combining two indepen-
dently generated vaults of the same user. This attack
was implemented and proved to be very efficient for
relevant parameters by Kholmatov and Yanikoglu [31]. A
potential countermeasure against the correlation attack
was proposed by Nandakumar et. al. [32].

A complete different type of attack was proposed by
Chang et. al. [11], which tried to distinguish genuine
minutiae in the vault from chaff points by the number
of pixels in their proximity with sufficient distance to
other points in the vault. This attack seems particularly
promising of the number of chaff points used is close
to the maximum possible so that the minimum distance
enforced between the points constitutes a dense sphere
packing, as discussed in Section IV-C2.
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III. The fuzzy vault for fingerprints

In this section, we define the fuzzy fingerprint vault
scheme, on which our security analysis is based. This
scheme basically matches the implementations presented
in [5], [6], [7], [9] and [10].

A. Adaptation to fingerprints

In order to implement the fuzzy vault for fingerprints,
several adaptations are necessary.

1) Selection of biometric feature: In the fuzzy fin-
gerprint vault, minutiae information is used as private
attributes. Minutiae are bifurcations and endings of the
ridges in a fingerprint and these features are commonly
used for fingerprint authentication. The error correcting
capacity of the fuzzy vault scheme fits well with typi-
cal measurement errors of minutiae data, in particular
with insertions, deletions, and permutations of minutiae.
Whereas the constructions of the fuzzy fingerprint vault
in [5], [6], [7] and [10] use minutiae locations only, [8]
uses both location and orientation of the minutiae.

A somewhat surprising finding is that using minu-
tiae orientations in addition to their locations does
not add significant benefit for the privacy protection
of the fuzzy fingerprint vault. According to [8] “Using
minutia orientation in addition to the location attribute
has two advantages. During vault encoding, it increases
the number of possible chaff points that can be added
because we can now add a chaff point whose location is
close to a genuine template minutia but with a different
direction. During vault decoding, it makes it easier to
filter out the chaff points from the vault because it is
less probable that a chaff point will match with the
query minutia in both location and direction.” While
we generally agree with this statement, we stress two
points. First, the number of possible chaff points, as
the number of potential locations for genuine minutiae,
is irrelevant for the protection of the biometric data,
as an attacker only needs to determine the genuine
minutiae in the vault and, thus, can neglect potential
chaff points that are not stored therein. Second, the
strong dependencies of a minutia orientation with the
corresponding location and with the orientation of other
minutiae [33][34] can facilitate distinction of genuine
minutiae from chaff points in the vault. For instance
in [8], an example of a vault is depicted, where many
points can be visually identified as probable chaff points
due to their predominantly radial directions, and many
pairs of spatially close points most likely contain at least
one chaff point as the orientations differ too much to
be in accordance with a plausible orientation field of a
fingerprint.

For these reasons we restrict our consideration to the
fuzzy fingerprint vault using minutiae location infor-
mation only. Nevertheless, we stress that the method

proposed in [29] to utilize additional data of minutiae,
e.g. their orientations, in the fuzzy vault by means of
the fuzzy commitment scheme, can significantly increase
security. However, analysis of this approach is beyond
the scope of this paper.

2) Tolerance of minutiae mapping: In the original
fuzzy vault scheme, correspondence between points in
the query set and the fuzzy vault means equality. For
the application of the fuzzy vault to fingerprints, the def-
inition of minutiae correspondence is typically widened
to proximity with respect to the Euclidean distance to
provide tolerance with respect to small deviations in
the measured minutiae locations, which are introduced
by elastic skin distortions and the limitation of optical
and algorithmic accuracy of the measurement. We will,
therefore, assume that a minutia in a query fingerprint
matches with a minutia or chaff point in the vault if
both locations have an Euclidean distance of at most δ
and if there is no other point in the vault closer to the
minutia. In the case that several fingers are used per
person, matching minutiae or chaff point must be from
the same finger.

3) Fingerprint alignment: The position of a finger-
print varies between different measurements, inducing
relative translations and rotations of the corresponding
minutiae sets. In order to identify correspondences be-
tween the minutiae in the query fingerprints and the
minutiae stored in the vault, these minutiae sets must
be, at least roughly, aligned with respect to each other.
The fingerprint alignment method is crucial for the fuzzy
fingerprint vault, as an incorrect alignment results in a
relative rotation of the query minutiae set to the points
in the vault and, with very high probability, in an insuf-
ficient number of identified support points of the polyno-
mial, which results in a failure to authenticate. Several
techniques have been proposed to ensure a sufficiently
correct alignment. Some implementations use topologi-
cal information of the fingerprint ridge patterns [7][9],
while others apply a minutiae matcher algorithm [10][8].
Early proposals [5][6] even relied on minutiae matching
by human experts, which is clearly not practical. We
do not impose any assumption on the method used for
alignment or the goodness of the relative alignment;
instead, we only consider the rate, at which the minutiae
in the vault are identified in the query fingerprints (the
minutiae match rate), which in turn depends on the
alignment of these minutiae sets.

4) Combining several fingers: According to [35], the
minutiae of a single finger do not provide sufficient
entropy to extract a secure cryptographic key. Therefore,
we allow to use minutiae from more than one finger.
The minutiae of the different fingers can be easily fused
on a feature level by storing with each minutia or chaff
point an index of the corresponding finger. A general
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discussion on approaches for multi-instance fusion in
template protection schemes and implications to security
can be found in [36]. Since we allow the biometric
templates to be taken from several fingers of a person,
the minutiae, and likewise, the chaff points, are not only
represented by their location but also by the finger code.
Subsequently, let both, minutiae and chaff points, be
represented as points m = (a, l) ∈ Z2×{1, . . . , f}, where
a is a location in the fingerprint image represented with
respect an arbitrary coordinate system, and l is an index
of the finger. We will define the distance ||mi − mj ||
of minutiae or chaff points as the Euclidean distance of
their locations ai and aj , if both points are from the
same finger, i.e., if li = lj , and as infinite otherwise.

5) Embedding to finite field: In order to evaluate the
polynomial, the minutiae data have to be embedded
into the finite field. In previous implementations, the
minutia location was represented as field element using
a suitable encoding function. For our analysis we use a
slight optimization and evaluate the polynomial not on
the minutiae data but on the indices of the minutiae in
the vault. This modification minimizes the size of the
function values stored as part of the vault and thus the
loss of entropy. See Section IV-B for details. The finite
field will be chosen larger than the number of points in
the vault and, consequently, injective encoding of the
indices to the finite field is possible. For the ease of
reading, we will omit the encoding and treat the indices
as if they were field elements.

6) Storage of a hash value of the polynomial: In
contrast to the implementations in [6], [7], and [8] that
incorporate a CRC check sum into the polynomial’s coef-
ficients to allow verification of the recovered polynomial,
we store a hash value of the coefficients, as it is done
(analogously) in the fuzzy commitment scheme [19]. This
approach has the advantage that it does not reduce the
search space for attackers due to the internal structure
of the secret. We assume that the hash value does not
leak any information; this assumption is frequently used
in cryptographic protocol analysis [37].

7) Selecting the feature space: Subsequently, letM be
the set of all possible minutiae and n = |M| the number
of possible values for a minutia or chaff point. If the fin-
gerprint images have a resolution of N ·M pixels (height
and width), we have M ⊆ [1, N ] × [1,M ] × {1, . . . , f},
when expressing locations in Cartesian coordinates. As
we will see in Section VI-A, it may be useful to restrict
the set M to a subset with high frequency of minutiae
occurrence.

B. Description of the scheme

As any biometric authentication system, the fuzzy
fingerprint scheme comprises an enrollment and a verifi-
cation step. In the context of the fuzzy vault, these steps

are also referred to as vault locking and vault unlocking.
1) Enrollment (Locking the Vault): Let q be prime

power and k < t < r ≤ q. For each user, a random poly-
nomial P of degree less than k over the finite field Fq is
selected. The coefficients of this polynomial represent the
secret key of the scheme. Then, a set T of t minutiae of
the user is determined. This set of minutiae is amended
by random chaff points, resulting in a set of r points,
containing t genuine minutiae and r − t chaff points. A
minimum distance of d is enforced among minutiae and
chaff points to reduce errors during verification by wrong
mapping of close points. Furthermore, in order to ensure
that minutiae and chaff points within the vault are not
distinguishable by their index, they are lexicographically
ordered.

For all genuine minutiae mj , where j is its index after
applying the lexicographic order, yj = P (j) is computed.
For each chaff point mj , where j is its index in the
lexicographic order, a random value yj 6= P (j) is chosen.
The vault consists of the lexicographically ordered list of
minutiae and chaff points, paired with the corresponding
yj values. The vault and a cryptographic hash value
of the concatenated coefficients of P are stored in the
database.

To facilitate security analysis, we assume that the
chaff points are chosen uniformly from the set M of
potential minutiae with the restriction that the mini-
mum distance is respected. However, since the locations
of genuine minutiae are not uniformly distributed in the
image area, see Section VI-A, selecting chaff points with
a more natural distribution that resembles that of gen-
uine minutiae would make them less distinguishable from
the genuine minutiae in the vault. Nevertheless, since
the chaff points are chosen after the genuine minutiae
in the vault have been determined, those points in the
vault that correspond to image locations, where minutiae
occur with particularly high frequency, are more likely
to be genuine minutiae anyway.

2) Verification (Unlocking the Vault): We only con-
sider an authentication in the verification scenario,
where the identity of the user is known a priori.

In order to verify the identity of a user, the minutiae
are measured from a query fingerprint. Then the matches
between these minutiae and the minutiae and chaff
points contained in the vault are identified. Precisely,
for each minutiae in the query fingerprint, the closest
point in the vault with Euclidean distance smaller than
a threshold δ is identified, where δ is a tolerance pa-
rameter. The matching of the minutiae in the query
fingerprint with those in the vault requires a (nearly)
correct alignment of the query fingerprint with respect
to the minutiae in the vault. To accomplish this, either
vertical alignment of the fingerprints prior to minutiae
extraction , e.g., using singular point detection [38],
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can be used, or a minutiae matching algorithm can be
deployed that tries to find the alignment, by which the
number of matches are maximized [10].

The indices of the matching minutiae and chaff points
in the vault, along with the corresponding yi values, are
used to recover the secret polynomial P , see Section
III-B3 for details. If the number of genuine minutiae
among the matches is sufficiently high the polynomial
can be recovered. See Section III-B3 for a discussion.

The correctness of the recovered polynomial is checked
using the stored hash value.

3) Recovery of the polynomial: The unlocking of the
vault during authentication requires the recovery of the
secret polynomial from a set of points (ji, yji), some
of which (those resulting from matches with minutiae)
lying on the polynomial P , while others (those result-
ing from matches with chaff points) do not. For this
task, an Reed-Solomon decoder is needed that on in-
put (j1, yj1), . . . , (j`, yj`) ∈ F2

q with ` ≥ k, outputs
e0, . . . , ek−1 ∈ {0, . . . , q−1}, so that yji = P (ji) holds for

at least k of the points (ji, yji) with P (z) =
∑k−1
i=0 eiz

i, if
such a polynomial exists. We assume that the Peterson-
Berlekamp-Massey-decoder is used as suggested in [3].
This technique is successful if (` + k)/2 of the x points
handed over to the decoder are correct. Although there
are Reed-Solomon decoders that can decode with only√
`k correct points, they do not offer significant advan-

tage for the fuzzy vault, because
√
`k is quite close to

(`+ k)/2 for typical parameters, and they are computa-
tionally much less efficient [3].

IV. Security analysis

It is understood that there are different threats for
the fuzzy fingerprint vault and that the exposure of the
original template is just one of them. Three other types
of such attacks against the fuzzy vault are described in
[30], among which the correlation of two vaults from
independent enrollments (“record multiplicity” attack)
represents a serious threat to the fuzzy vault, which
is still not completely satisfactorily solved. However, a
comprehensive analysis of all potential attacks against
the fuzzy vault would go beyond the scope of this paper.
In this contribution we focus on the security of the
fuzzy fingerprint vault with respect to attacks that try
to recover the template or the secret polynomial from
the vault. In this context, we will investigate both lower
bounds (given by information theoretical results) and
upper bounds (given by known attacks) of the security.

Throughout this article, let all logarithms be to the
base 2.

A. Provable Security

In this section, we provide lower bounds of security
with respect to attacks that aim to recover the template

or, equivalently, the secret polynomial from the vault.
Precisely, these results upper bound the probability
that an attacker, whatever strategy and computational
resources he deploys, determines the correct polynomial
or template from a given vault. The only way of the
attacker to increase his success probability is to check
the correctness of his output, e.g., using the hash value
stored in addition to the vault, and to repeat his guess-
ing. This “provable security” is achieved by a randomiza-
tion process during enrollment, which ensures that for
each given vault there are many “fitting” templates and
polynomials that could have been used to generate it,
and the conditional probability of any assumed template
or polynomial is small.

The lower bounds on the security are given by secu-
rity proofs, which are deducted from information the-
oretical results. We admit that the term proof is not
completely exact here. Firstly, since the security of a
biometric scheme always depends on the distribution
of the biometric features within the considered popula-
tion, estimations based on empirical data are necessary.
Secondly, the minimum distance enforced during the
enrollment constitutes a sphere packing problem that
requires heuristic arguments. In the course of evaluating
optimal parameters with respect to the achieved security
bounds, we will use further approximations, e.g., to allow
a treatment of binomial coefficients with calculus.

Following [26], we use the min-entropy H∞ to quan-
tify the security of the scheme. This measure has the
advantage that it expresses the (negative logarithm of
the) maximum probability of guessing, and thus, can be
used to deduct lower bounds on attacks (see Theorem
1). In contrast, some publication, e.g., [39] and [40],
use the Shannon entropy H to assess the security of
biometric template protection. The use of the Shannon
entropy might be appealing due to the rich underly-
ing mathematical theory, which allows to deduct quite
impressive results, e.g., see [41]. However, as shown in
[42], the Shannon entropy can, for certain probability
distributions, be very insignificant for assessing the min-
imum attack complexities. In general, the inequality
H∞(A) ≤ H(A) holds for any random variable A,
but, in the opposite direction, the Shannon entropy
can exceed the min-entropy (and thus the logarithm of
attack complexities) by any factor. Consequently, the
Shannon entropy is not the eligible measure to determine
the capacity of the fuzzy fingerprint vault with respect
to provable security, i.e., to lower bounds for attack
complexities.

Subsequently, let P(X) denote the probability of an
event X and let Ea←A [f(a)] be the expectation of the
function value of a random variable A. The min-entropy
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of a random variable A is given by

H∞(A) := − log(max
a

(P(A = a))),

and the average min-entropy of A given B is defined as

H̃∞(A |B) := − log
(
Eb←B

[
2−H∞(A |B=b)

])
For a biometric encryption scheme with feature vector
T and vault Y , we call H∞(T )− H̃∞ (T |Y ) the loss of
entropy.

B. Minimum attack complexity

The following result shows that the security of the
fuzzy vault for fingerprints can be lower bounded by
the average min-entropy of the biometric feature vector
given the vault. The result is a trivial adaptation of
Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 from [23], and follows imme-
diately from the definition of the min-entropy. It holds
(with according notations) for any biometric encryption
scheme, in which the secret key and the vault uniquely
determine the biometric feature vector.

Theorem 1. Any algorithm that takes as input the vault
Y and tries to output the secret polynomial P (x) =∑
i eix

i or the set of minutiae T has an average success

probability of at most 2−H̃∞(T |Y ).

An attacker who has determined the original template
T of a user can recover the secret polynomial P by simu-
lating a verification using T and the vault Y ; the stored
hash value allows checking, if the resulting polynomial is
correct. On the other hand, if an attacker has (somehow)
learned P , he can easily recover T from the vault Y ,
simply by determining all mj in Y with yj = P (j).
Therefore, it is equally difficult to recover the template
T as to determine the secret polynomial P . In terms of
information theory, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 2. Given the stored reference data (vault
and hash value), recovering to biometric template T is
computationally equivalent to determination the secret
polynomial P . Moreover, H̃∞(T |Y ) = H̃∞(P |Y ).

On the other hand, the success probability of an
fingerprint dictionary attack (see Section IV-E) trying
to recover the polynomial by choosing random templates
equals, by definition, the False Accept Rate (FAR), while
the min-entropy upper bounds the probability of any at-
tack. Therefore, we can state the following result, which
was presented already - for a larger class of schemes and
using different mathematical notations - in [43].

Theorem 3. H̃∞(P |Y ) ≤ − log (FAR).

Theorem 3 implies that the information content of
a cryptographic key extracted from P cannot exceed
− log (FAR). In [35], this conclusion was drawn for arbi-
trary schemes, in which biometric data is used to extract

a secret key. Since it is indeed possible to recover P
from Y in 1/FAR steps on average by the fingerprint
dictionary attack (see Section IV-E), the length of any
cryptographic key secured by a fuzzy fingerprint vault
should not exceed − log (FAR) bits. In order to extract
this number of bits from P while preserving all its
entropy, it can be used as a seed of a pseudo-random
number generator.

C. Loss of entropy

By definition, the average min-entropy of the bio-
metric feature vector given the vault is the difference
between the entropy of the feature vector and the loss of
entropy. We now turn to the estimation of the latter
quantity. We first consider the case, where no mini-
mum distance is enforced among the minutiae and chaff
points, i.e., the case d = 1, and then generalize these
results to the case d > 1.

1) The case of trivial minimum distance: In [13],
Lemma D.1, a lower bound for the loss of entropy in
the original fuzzy vault scheme has been given. In the
case d = 1, i.e., if the minimum distance is trivial and
the minutiae and chaff points only need to be distinct,
the result can be directly applied to our implementation.
The proof is a simple adaptation of the proof of Lemma
D.1 in [13].

Theorem 4. If d = 1, the loss of entropy is at most
(t− k) log q − log

(
r
t

)
+ log

(
n
t

)
+ 2, i.e.,

H̃∞(T |Y ) ≥ H∞(T )− (t− k) log q

+ log

(
r

t

)
− log

(
n

t

)
− 2. (1)

Proof: By Lemma 3.1 in [13]

H̃∞(T |Y ) ≥ H∞(T, Y )− λ,

where 2λ is the number of possible values that Y can
take.

We first estimate H∞(T, Y ). The information con-
tained in T and Y is composed of four parts: The set
of minutiae T , the set of chaff points, the yi-values for
the minutiae, and the yi-values for the chaff points. The
entropy of the r − t chaff points is given by log

(
n−t
r−t
)
,

because they are randomly selected from all n− t poten-
tial points that are distinct from the t minutiae. Given
T , there is a one-to-one correspondence between the yi-
values for the minutiae and the random polynomial P ;
hence, their entropy is k log q. Finally, the yi-values for
the chaff points are randomly selected from Fq \ {P (i)},
and therefore their entropy is (r− t) log q − 1. This sums
up to

H∞(T, Y ) = H∞(T ) + log

(
n− t
r − t

)
+ k log q + (r − t) log(q − 1).
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On the other hand, since the minutiae and chaff points
in Y are in lexicographic order, we have 2λ =

(
n
r

)
qr.

Using (r − t) log q
q−1 < q log q

q−1 ≤ 2 and(
n

r

)(
r

t

)
=

(
n

t

)(
n− t
r − t

)
this yields the result. Q.E.D.

This result can be interpreted as follows:

• The term (t − k) log q represents the information
leaked by the redundantly encoded secret polyno-
mial. Precisely, this term is composed of the t log(q)
bits of information revealed by the yi-values corre-
sponding to the genuine minutiae and the k log(q)
of information contained in the secret polynomial.

• The term log
(
r
t

)
estimates the amount of secu-

rity contributed by “hiding” the t genuine minutiae
among the r chaff points.

• The term log
(
n
t

)
refers to the information leaked by

publishing T as part of the vault.

Since H∞(T ) ≤ log
(
n
t

)
, the lower bound (1) is positive

(and hence meaningful) only if qt−k ≤
(
r
t

)
≤
(
q
t

)
≤

qt/(t!), which implies q > (t/e)t/k. The exponent t/k
defines the error correction capacity of the scheme and,
according to our experiments, must be larger than 1.5
to achieve a satisfactory false rejection rate (FRR).
Therefore, we can obtain a scheme with provable security
according to Theorems 1 and 4 only if q is considerably
greater than (t/e)1.5.

The bound provided by Theorem 4 is not tight. In
particular, in the estimation of λ, the number of possible
values for (y1, . . . , yr) is smaller than qr, because, by
construction, (y1, . . . , yr) can only assume those vectors,
for which at least t of the pairs (i, yi) lie on a common
polynomial of degree smaller than k. This is exactly
the set of words in the Reed-Solomon code RSq(r, k)
having error distance, i.e., Hamming distance to the
next codeword, at most r − t. We are not aware of
any estimation on their number that could be used to
improve Theorem 4. On the other hand, for t < (r+k)/2
the Hamming spheres of radius r − t around the code
words overlap and hence already cover a significant part
of Frq. Thus, for t � (r + k)/2 it is not clear whether
a better estimate for λ would result in a significant
improvement of Theorem 4.

If we chose the chaff point according to a distribution
that resembles that of minutiae locations (instead of
uniformly from M \ T ), we would end up with a
smaller bound for H̃∞(T |Y ). This reduction of provable
security is paradox, as a more natural distribution of the
chaff points makes them less distinguishable from the
genuine minutiae, and hence, strengthens the security.
However, the proof techniques used in Lemma D.1 of

[13] measure the information leakage not by the entropy
of Y but by the number of its possible values. Therefore,
a non-uniform distribution does not change the estimate
of the leaked information while it reduces the entropy
added.

2) The case of non-trivial minimum distance: For
the case d ≥ 2, we have to analyze the effect of the
minimum distance to the number of possible choices for
the chaff points and the possible values for the vault Y .
Subsequently, we will use the following definitions.

For a point m ∈M let Bd(m) denote the set of points
in M that have Euclidean distance to m smaller than
d, and let Vd = 1 + 4

∑dd−1e
i=1

⌈√
d2 − i2

⌉
be the number

of integer points m ∈ Z2 with Euclidean norm smaller
than d. Obviously, |Bd(m)| ≤ Vd.

Since the minutiae and chaff points are selected with
minimum distance d, the d-sphere centered at a selected
point is excluded from the potential values for subse-
quent points. If the d-sphere neither juts out beyond
M nor intersects with the d-spheres of the previously
selected points, the number of possible choices for the
next point is reduced by exactly Vd; otherwise, the
reduction is smaller.

These effects make an exact estimation of the number
of possible choices for the chaff points or the number of
potential values for Y virtually impossible. However, for
rVd � n, the likelihood that a selected point is too close
to the boundary ofM or to a previously selected point is
small. In this case, the approximation that, on average,
each point reduces the number of choices for the subse-
quent points by Vd is quite accurate. Subsequently, we
assume rVd � n, and thus, approximate the number of
chaff points by V r−td

(
n/Vd−t
r−t

)
and the number of possible

values for Y by V rd
(
n/Vd

r

)
. Analogously to Theorem 4, we

obtain the following result:

Theorem 5. For rVd � n, the maximal loss of entropy
is approximately (t − k) log q − log

(
r
t

)
+ log

(
n/Vd

t

)
+

t log Vd + 2, i.e., H̃∞(T |Y ) ≥ E with

E ≈ H∞(T )− (t− k) log q + log

(
r

t

)
− log

(
n/Vd
t

)
− t log Vd − 2. (2)

D. Entropy of the feature vector

The entropy of the feature vector T is defined by
the maximum likelihood that it takes a certain instance
M . Since for the parameters of interest the number of
possible instances by far exceeds the number of persons,
for which minutiae information is available, we can esti-
mate the entropy of T only by modeling its probability
distribution. Several publications have proposed models
for minutiae distributions, e.g., [44] and [45]. However,
their analysis already takes into consideration the error
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tolerance of the minutiae matching algorithm and is
therefore not applicable for the determination of the raw
entropy H∞(T ).

We model the probability distribution of T by a
probabilistic process Select T, where the t minutiae
are successively chosen. The first minutia m1 is selected
according to a distribution D defined overM. All subse-
quent minutiae mi are selected to the same distribution
D restricted to the areas in M not covered by the
d-spheres Bd(m1), . . . , Bd(mi−1) around the previously
chosen minutiae.

Like all previous models for the distribution of minu-
tiae, we do not assume any statistical dependency be-
tween the locations of the individual minutiae, except
that they have the minimum distance d. Although it is
known that minutiae tend to overdisperse on a small
scale (precisely, between 11 and 20 pixels for 500 dpi)
and to cluster on a large scale [46]. The overdispersion
on a small scale can be partially explained by mini-
mum distances typically enforced by minutiae extraction
algorithms to avoid ambiguous results, e.g., see [47],
but in [46] biological arguments taken from [48] are
used. Due to the enforcement of a minimum distance
d during template selection this effect is in line with
our model, at least for sufficiently large d. Furthermore,
the overdispersion reported in [46] is rather weak. On
the other hand, in [46] the observed clustering on a
large scale is explained by a higher minutiae frequency
around core or delta points. This effect is addressed in
our model by using a non-uniform distribution D, in
which higher probabilities refer to such cluster points.
Of course, there could be more complex dependencies
between the location of individual minutiae. However,
to our knowledge, there are no observations or models
implying such dependencies (we refer to [49] for a de-
tailed discussion of this aspect).

Using our statistical model, we can show the following
result:

Theorem 6. If T is chosen according to the random pro-
cess Select T and the maximum likelihood of a minutiae
location is 1/ψ, then

H∞(T ) ≥ log

(
ψ/Vd
t

)
+ t log Vd

Proof: Let P(A) denote the probability of random event
A. Furthermore, for i = 1, . . . , t let Mi let be the random
variable of the i-th point output by Select T. By M we
denote the random variable chosen according to D. Then
by definition

2−H∞(T ) = max (P ({M1, . . . ,Mt} = {m1, . . . ,mt}))

≤ t! max (P (M1 = m1, . . . ,Mt = mt)) , (3)

where the maximum is taken over all m1, . . . ,mt. The
latter probability P (M1 = m1, . . . ,Mt = mt) can be ex-
panded to

t∏
i=1

P (Mi=mi | ∀j < i : Mj=mj) .

The first term has an empty condition and is limited
by 1/ψ, while the other factors can be estimated as
follows:

P (Mi=mi |M1 =m1, . . . ,Mi−1 =mi−1)

= P (M=mi |M 6∈Bd(m1) ∪ . . . ∪Bd(mi−1))

=
P (M=mi ∧M 6∈Bd(m1) ∪ . . . ∪Bd(mi−1))

P (M 6∈Bd(m1) ∪ . . . ∪Bd(mi−1))

≤ P (M=mi)

1− P (M ∈Bd(m1) ∪ . . . ∪Bd(mi−1))

By assumption, the numerator is at most 1/ψ, while
the probability in the denominator is limited by the
term |Bd(m1) ∪ . . . ∪Bd(mi−1)| /ψ, which is at most
(i− 1)Vd/ψ. This results in

P (Mi=mi |M1 =m1, . . . ,Mi−1 =mi−1)

≤ 1

ψ − i·Vd
(4)

Consequently, with (3) we obtain

2−H∞(T ) = t!

t−1∏
i=0

1

ψ − i · Vd
.

The desired result now follows by elementary transfor-
mations. Q.E.D.

By combining Theorem 5 with Theorem 6 we obtain
the following Theorem.

Theorem 7. For d ≥ 1, H̃∞(T |Y ) ≥ E with

E ≈ log

(
ψ/Vd
t

)
−(t−k) log q+log

(
r

t

)
−log

(
n/Vd
t

)
−2,

where 1/ψ is the maximum likelihood of a minutiae
location.

E. Practical Security

In the previous sections, we have focused on provable
security in terms of lower bounds for the number of trials
for attacks. However, these bounds are not at all sharp,
as existing attacks are much less efficient than these
bounds would allow. For this reason, we now consider
practical attacks and analyze the security of the fuzzy
vault with respect to these attacks.
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For the recovery of the original template and the secret
polynomial from a single vault two kinds of brute force
attacks can be distinguished: exhaustive search on the
templates or exhaustive search on the polynomials.

1) Fingerprint dictionary attack: In the fingerprint
dictionary attack an attacker collects a large number
of realistic templates, either from real fingerprints or
artificially. For all these templates he simulates the
authentication procedure using the vault until the secret
polynomial has been found. Although it has been shown
in [3] that for typical parameters there is with high
probability a large number of polynomials “fitting” the
vault, i.e., there are many polynomials of degree smaller
than k such that exactly t of the stored points lie on
the polynomial, the attacker can check the correctness of
the polynomial using the stored hash value (see Section
III-B2). If the templates are chosen with the same proba-
bility distribution as they occur within the group of users
of the biometric application, the success probability of
each attempt equals the False Accept Rate (FAR) and
the attacker needs FAR−1 trials on average. (For this
reason, this attack is also referred to as FAR attack [36].)
This results in an overall workload of Nv ·FAR−1, where
Nv is the effort for a single verification.

Usually, the FAR is determined empirically by per-
forming a sufficiently large number of impostor matches,
i.e., matches with fingerprints of other individuals. Of
course, the empirical determination has to be done for
every set of parameters separately. Subsequently, we
explore if the FAR can also be estimated theoretically
as a function in dependence of the parameters of the
scheme.

Let mc denote the number of correct matches, i.e., the
matches between the query fingerprint and the genuine
minutiae, and let mf be the number of false matches, i.e.,
the matches between the query fingerprint and the chaff
points. According to Section III-B3, the reconstruction
of the polynomial is only possible if mc ≥ mf + k.
Therefore, we obtain

FAR =

t∑
a=k

b−k∑
mf=0

P(mc = a ∧mf = b).

The probability P(mc = a ∧ mf = b) that there are
exactly a correct and b false matches depends on the
specific method used to identify minutiae correspon-
dences between the query fingerprint and the vault.
This method usually searches for the correct relative
alignment of the minutiae set in order to compensate
global rotations and translations of the fingerprints. The
precision and reliability of the alignment method has
great impact on the probability P(mc = a ∧ mf = b).
Therefore, a reasonably accurate theoretical estimation
of the FAR is unfeasible unless very simplifying as-

sumptions are made on the alignment, e.g., that the
fingerprints are perfectly aligned.

2) Polynomial reconstruction: An attacker can try to
recover the polynomial from the stored points directly,
i.e., without exploiting knowledge about the distribution
of minutiae and the corresponding feature vectors. The
underlying computational problem is known as Reed-
Solomon decoding problem or polynomial reconstruction
problem. It is believed to be hard for k < t <

√
r(k − 1),

and it is known that random instances of this problem
are as hard as the worst case [50]. For very large fields
sizes, it is known to be NP-complete [51]. For these
reasons, it has been repeatedly suggested as a basis for
cryptographic constructions [50].

According to [52], two approaches are most efficient
for the polynomial reconstruction: Either, after guessing
k genuine minutiae, the polynomial is reconstructed
using polynomial interpolation, e.g., by Lagrange in-
terpolation, or it is determined by Reed-Solomon list
decoding after guessing ∆ = r − t2

k−1 + 1 of the chaff
points. Let aside the fact that polynomial interpolation
is much more efficient than Reed-Solomon list decoding,
for typical parameters (and all parameters suggested
so far), ∆ > k and therefore, it is more efficient to
guess k genuine minutiae among the stored points.1 This
approach has been used by the attack of Mihailescu,
et. al. [12], which systematically searches through all
subsets {j1, . . . , jk} of {1, . . . , r}, computes the unique
polynomial P satisfying P (ji) = yji by polynomial inter-
polation, and checks the correctness of this polynomial.
Assuming (as done in [12]) that all points in the vault
are equally likely to be a genuine minutia, this attack
needs

(
r
k

)
/
(
t
k

)
trials on average. In [12], the number of

operations needed for each interpolation is estimated
as 6.5k log2(k) using results from [53]. However, this
estimation is incorrect, as 6.5 is the explicit constant for
the running time of fast polynomial interpolation only if
it is expressed in terms of the running time M(k) for mul-
tiplication of polynomials of degree k (see [53], Corollary
10.2). Dissolving M(k) to O(k log(k)) introduces another
factor of 18 (see Corollary 8.19 in [53]). Thus, we have
to correct the running time estimation for polynomial
interpolation used by [12] to 117k log2(k). This results
in an average number of

W ≤ 117k log2 (k)

(
r

k

)(
t

k

)−1
, (5)

operations required for the attack. Note that the term
“operations” refers to additions, subtractions, multipli-
cation and division over Fq.

Of course, the assumption that all points in the vault
are genuine minutiae with the same probability, is an

1This is in contrast to the (obviously wrong) statement in [52].
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oversimplification. There are (at least) two effects result-
ing in a non-uniform distribution of these probabilities,
which are subsequently discussed.

Firstly, it has been shown in [11] that since the
chaff points are selected after the genuine minutiae in
the vault were determined, the average free area (not
occupied by the d-spheres Bd(m) of other points) in the
proximity of chaff points is smaller than that around
genuine minutia. This tendency can be exploited to tell
apart genuine minutiae from chaff points more efficiently
than by mere guessing. In [11], the method has been
shown to be efficient in the case of a maximum number
of chaff points; given a density 0.45 for random sphere
packings [5], the maximum number r of points in the
vault is 0.45 · n/Vdd/2e. In this case, the polynomial
reconstruction attack can be sped up considerably by
preferring those points having more free area in their
neighborhood than others. However, it has been shown
in [5] that if the number of chaff points is considerably
smaller than their maximum, the effect exploited by the
attacker is much weaker. We assume that r is chosen
considerably smaller than its maximum value, i.e., that
r � 0.45 · n/Vdd/2e, and thus, this attack method is less
efficient than the second approach for selecting points in
the polynomial reconstruction (see following paragraph).
We will critically review this assumption on the basis of
our results in Section VI-D.

Secondly, the locations of minutiae are not uniformly
distributed. Even if chaff points were selected using a
“natural”distribution, i.e., a distribution resembling that
of minutiae, they were less likely to occupy frequent
minutiae locations than the genuine minutiae in the
vault, because the latter ones are selected before the
chaff points are chosen. As we assumed that chaff points
are selected according to a uniform distribution, this
effect is even stronger. Subsequently, we discuss the
advantage an attacker can gain from this effect.

Obviously, the best strategy for speeding up the poly-
nomial reconstruction is to try points mi ∈ R with
higher conditional probability P (mi ∈ T |mi ∈ R) first.
In particular, an optimized attack would first determine
the minutiae occurrence frequency for all locations in
M, sort the points m1, . . . ,mr ∈ R according to the
frequency pi corresponding to their location so that
p1 ≥ . . . ≥ pr, and would then search through all
subsets {j1, . . . , jk} of {1, . . . ,K} with increasing K ≥ k.
We call this optimized attack the smart polynomial
reconstruction. Up to our knowledge, this (quite obvious)
improvement of the polynomial reconstruction attack on
the fuzzy fingerprint vault has not been proposed in
the literature so far, although in [32], the basic idea “to
exploit the non-uniform nature of biometric features and
develop attacks based on statistical analysis of points in
the vault” has already been phrased.

The following results enables us to deduct an approx-
imate upper bound for the success probability of this
attack method. As for the proof of Theorem 5, we assume
rVd � n and use the approximation that, on average,
each point selected for R reduces the number of choices
for the subsequent points by Vd. We will critically review
this assumption on the basis of our results in Section
VI-D.

Lemma 8. Let rVd � n and mj1 , . . . ,mjk be an
arbitrary subset of points from the vault R. Then, the
probability p that these points are all genuine minutiae,
is approximately upper bounded by

p /
k∏
i=1

(t−i+1)(n−tVd)
(r−t)ψi + (t−i+1)n− t(r−i+1)Vd

,

where 1/ψi is the probability of a minutiae occurrence at
position mji .

Proof: For the ease of reading, we use P(i−1)(A) to denote
a probability of an event A under the condition that
points mj1 , . . . ,mji−1 are genuine minutiae, i.e.,

P(i−1)(A) = P(A |mj1 , . . . ,mji−1 ∈ T ).

The probability p that the points mj1 , . . . ,mjk are all
genuine minutiae is given by

p =

k∏
i=1

P(i−1)(mji ∈ T |mji ∈ R). (6)

We can estimate

P(i−1)(mji ∈ T |mji ∈ R)

=
P(i−1)(mji ∈ T )

P(i−1)(mji ∈ R)

=

(
1 +

P(i−1)(mji ∈ R \ T )

P(i−1)(mji ∈ T )

)−1
(7)

For the estimation of P(i−1)(mji ∈ T ), we again
assume that the t genuine minutiae in T are succes-
sively selected by the probabilistic process Select T
introduced in Section IV-D.

Since rVd � n, we can approximate that, on average,
each point selected for R reduces the number of choices
for the subsequent points by Vd. This estimation is ac-
tually an upper bound, which holds independently from
our assumption rVd � n, and we will use this bound
to obtain an exact upper bound for the denominator in
(7). For the nominator, however, we need a lower bound,
and therefore, we use this estimation on the reduction
of potential points as an approximation and not as a
bound.
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By (4), the probability that minutia mji is chosen as
the i-th minutia if i − 1 genuine minutiae are already
fixed is at most (ψi−(i−1)Vd)

−1. If mji is not chosen as
the i-th minutia, it can be selected as (i+1)-th minutiae
only, if the i-minutiae has not been chosen from Bd(mji).
Thus, the probability, that mji is selected as (i + 1)-th
minutia, given that the first i−1 minutiae in T are fixed,
is at most(

1− Vd
ψi − (i− 1)Vd

)
1

ψi − iVd
=

1

ψi − (i− 1)Vd
.

Analogously, for all m ≥ i, the probability that mji is
selected as m-th minutia in T given that the first i − 1
minutiae are fixed can be upper bounded by (ψi − (i −
1)Vd)

−1. Thus, we obtain

P(i−1)(mji ∈ T ) ≤ t− i+ 1

ψi − (i− 1)Vd
. (8)

For the estimation of the denominator of (7), we
observe that mji can be a chaff point only if none
of the points in its d-sphere Bd(mji) is in T , i.e., if
Bd(mji) ∩ T = ∅. Thus, we have

P(i−1)(mji ∈ R \ T ) = P(i−1)(Z) · P(mji ∈ R |Z), (9)

where we have abbreviated the event Bd(mji) ∩ T = ∅
by Z. Note, that the second probability does not depend
on the condition that points mj1 , . . . ,mjm are genuine
minutiae, because the specific configuration of T is irrel-
evant for the chances of mji being selected as chaff point,
as long as these points do not lie within the d-sphere of
mji .

Using (8), we obtain

P(i−1)(Z) ≥ 1− (t− i+ 1)Vd
ψi − (i− 1)Vd

=
ψi − tVd

ψi − (i− 1)Vd
. (10)

On the other hand, we have

P (mji ∈ R |Z) =

r−t∑
l=1

P(Ml = mji |Z), (11)

where Ml is the random variable defined by the selection
of the l-th chaff point. Since we assume that the chaff
points are chosen according to a uniform distribution
and that each point selected for R reduces the number of
choices for the subsequent points by Vd, the probability
that the first chaff point chosen is mji , provided that
none of the points in its d-sphere is in T , is approxi-
mately (n− tVd)−1.

If mji is not chosen as the first chaff point, it can
be selected as second chaff point only, if the first chaff
point has not been chosen from Bd(mji). Thus, the
probability, that mji is selected as second chaff point,

given that none of the points in its d-sphere is in T , is
approximately(

1− Vd
n− tVd

)
1

n− (t+ 1)Vd
=

1

n− tVd
.

Analogously, for all m ≥ 1, the probability that mji

is selected as m-th chaff point, given that none of the
points in its d-sphere is in T , can be approximated by
(n− tVd)−1. Thus, we obtain from (11)

P(mji ∈ R |Z) ≈ r − t
n− tVd

, (12)

and with (10) and (9)

P(i−1)(mji ∈ R \ T ) '
ψi − tVd

ψi − (i− 1)Vd
· r − t
n− tVd

. (13)

Combining (7) with (8) and (13), we get

P(i−1)(mji ∈ T |mji ∈ R)

/
(t− i+ 1)(n− tVd)

(r − t)ψi + (t− i+ 1)n− t(r − i+ 1)Vd
,

and with (6) this yields the desired result. Q.E.D.

As in Theorem 6, let 1/ψ be the maximum likelihood
of a minutiae location withinM. Then, by Lemma 8, the
success probability for each individual trial of the smart
polynomial reconstruction is approximately limited by

k∏
i=1

(t−i+1)(n−tVd)
(r−t)ψ + (t−i+1)n− t(r−i+1)Vd

.

This general bound, together with the estimation of
117k log2(k) operations for a polynomial interpolation,
provides an approximate lower bound for the average
number of operations needed for the smart polynomial
reconstruction.

Theorem 9. For rVd � n, the expected number W
of operations for the smart polynomial reconstruction
is W = 117k log2(k)S, where S is approximately lower
bounded by

S '
k∏
i=1

(r−t)ψ + (t−i+1)n− t(r−i+1)Vd
(t−i+1)(n−tVd)

(14)

Note, that the estimation (14) depends on the number
f of fingers used per person, as both n and ψ scale
linearly with f . Precisely, the estimate for S decreases
with f , i.e., the estimated workload of the attack is
minimal for f = 1. This dependency may surprise at first
sight, but indeed, with increasing number of minutiae
per finger they become more distinguishable from chaff
points because less space in the area frequently assumed
by minutiae is left for chaff points.

Estimating the probability ψi of minutiae occurrence
at location mji by ψ is of course quite rough. With
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increasing K, the average of ψi for ji ≤ K will decrease
and so does the success probability. However, the rate
of this decrease depends on the specific distribution of
the minutiae locations and can only be determined on
the basis of extensive data evaluation, which would go
beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, in Section
VI-D, we will use Theorem 9 as a lower bound for work-
load of the smart polynomial reconstruction attack and
complement this estimation by using the expected run
time (5) of the conventional polynomial reconstruction
as an upper bound.

3) Discussion: As explained in Section IV-E1, we
are not able to provide a reasonably accurate run time
estimation for the fingerprint dictionary attack, because
theoretical analysis of the FAR is not possible without
very simplifying assumptions. Therefore, the FAR needs
to be determined empirically for each set of parameters
used. Unfortunately, determination of very small FAR
values is computationally very expensive: while the FAR
for the multi-finger setting can be extrapolated from the
FAR of a single-finger setting, determination of latter
one requires considerably more than FAR−1 matching
operations. Since security of the fuzzy fingerprint vault
against the fingerprint dictionary attack requires a very
low FAR, this task can be quite challenging.

A potential advantage of the fingerprint dictionary
attack over polynomial reconstruction is that it takes
optimal advantage of the actual statistical distribution of
the feature vectors in the considered population. While
the smart polynomial reconstruction attack exploits the
non-uniformity of the minutiae locations in the con-
sidered area M, the fingerprint dictionary attack can
also take advantage from statistical dependencies among
the minutiae locations. However, as discussed in Section
IV-D, the dependencies reported in the literature are
quite weak.

On the other hand, the effort Nv for each trial in
the fingerprint dictionary attack is computationally ex-
pensive, as it comprises feature extraction, minutiae set
alignment and Reed-Solomon decoding. For instance,
we have implemented a matching algorithm that aligns
the set of minutiae from the query fingerprints with
the vault by determining the rotation and translation
for optimal alignment (see [10] for details). For typical
parameters the matching using this algorithm needs
between 0.3 and 1 second on a standard PC. Of course,
the matching process could be accelerated by using more
sophisticated methods, but the alignment is definitely a
complex task, which consumes considerable time. More-
over, the extraction of minutiae from (real or artificial)
fingerprints requires extensive image pre-processing and
edge detection, which is also very time consuming. In
contrast, the run time estimations (5) and (14) of the
polynomial reconstruction attacks counts elementary op-

erations, i.e., additions, subtractions, multiplication or
division over Fq. In an implementation of the polynomial
reconstruction attack reported in [12], the number of
polynomials interpolated and tested per second of CPU
time on a standard PC was greater than 8000 for k = 14.
Based on the estimate 117k log2(k) for the number of
operations needed per polynomial interpolation, and an
optimistic estimate of 0.25 seconds of CPU time for a fea-
ture extraction and matching operation, we can roughly
estimate that a single trial in the fingerprint dictionary
attack takes 50 million times more computation time
than the finite field operations counted in (5) and (14).

In this paper, we will subsequently estimate the practi-
cal security of the fuzzy fingerprint vault by the workload
W of smart polynomial reconstruction attack, for which
we use (5) as an upper and (14) as a lower bound.
Nevertheless, we stress, that a security assessment of a
concrete implementation of the fuzzy fingerprint vault
should also comprise an empirical evaluation of the
FAR and a resulting estimation for the workload of the
fingerprint dictionary attack.

V. Optimization of Parameters

In this section we try to determine criteria for the
optimal selection of parameters for both provable secu-
rity and security against existing attacks. Furthermore,
we derive estimates on the achievable security according
to Theorems 1 and 7. We do this by estimating the
maximum of E over t, k and r for a given decoding
complexity.

A. Minimizing the fields size

In order to maximize the approximate lower bound
for the remaining entropy according to Theorem 7, we
set q = r; this minimization of the finite field has no
influence on the security against existing attacks. Fur-
thermore, since n > ψ � tVd, we have

(
n/Vd

t

)
/
(
ψ/Vd

t

)
≈

(n/ψ)t. In general, we cannot assume r � t; therefore,
we use the approximation(

r

t

)
≈ rt

(
1− t− 1

2r

)t
/(t!),

which is much tighter than
(
r
t

)
≈ rt/(t!). With Stirling’s

approximation for t!, this results in the estimate

E / k log r − t log

(
nt

eψ

(
1− t− 1

2r

))
−1

2
log(2πt)− 2. (15)

B. Selecting the minimum distance for minutiae

In (15), the remaining entropy is independent of the
minimum distance d enforced for minutiae and chaff
points. However, the parameter d limits the maximum r
to approximately 1 ≤ r ≤ 0.45n/Vdd/2e, where the factor
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0.45 represents the maximum density of a random sphere
packing [5].

On the other hand, d should not be smaller than the
tolerance parameter δ used for minutiae matching, to
limit false matchings of minutiae in the query fingerprint
with chaff points during authentication. Setting d = 2δ
will already completely prevent such false matchings
with minutiae that are also present in T , but smaller
values might already reduce their number to a minimum.
According to [10], setting δ ≈ (3/2)d is a good compro-
mise. In the following, we base our analysis on this choice
for d and will use 0.45n/Vd(3/4)δe as maximum value for
r.

C. Optimizing the degree of the polynomial

The parameter k must be set, so that with sufficient
probability the secret polynomial can be recovered effi-
ciently from a genuine query fingerprint. Subsequently
we analyze the expected complexity of this task. As in
Section IV-E1, we denote the number of correct matches,
i.e., the matches between the query fingerprint and the
genuine minutiae, with mc, and the number of false
matches, i.e., the matches between the query fingerprint
and the chaff points, with mf . From Section III-B3 we
know that decoding is only possible if mc ≥ mf + k.

It has been shown in [5] that, on average, the Reed-
Solomon decoding of the polynomial using ` points
requires

(
mc +mf

`

) min(`,mc)∑
i=max(d `+k

2 e,`−mf )

(
mf

`− i

)(
mc

i

)
−1

trials, where the parameter ` must fulfill k ≤ ` ≤
min(2mc − k,mc + mf). This expression is difficult to
analyze theoretically. Numerical evaluation shows that
for mc − k ≤ mf ≤ mc + 2mc/(mc − k), the decoding
complexity is minimized for ` = 2mc − k. In this case,
the sum collapses to the term for i = mc and hence the
minimum decoding complexity is

Cmin(mc,mf , k) =

(
mc +mf

2mc − k

)(
mf

mc − k

)−1
. (16)

In the case mf = mc − k, we have ` = 2mc − k =
mc + mf and Cmin(mc,mf , k) evaluates to 1. For mf =
mc − k + i with i = 1, 2, . . . ,mc/(mc − k) − 1 equation
(16) yields

Cmin(mc,mf , k) =
(2mc − k + 1) · · · (2mc − k + i)

(mc − k + 1) · · · (mc − k + i)
.

This equation shows that, for mc − k ≤ mf < mc −
k + mc/(mc − k), the minimum decoding complexity
increases exponentially with i = mf − mc + k <
mc/(mc − k). Numerical evaluation reveals that the
exponential growth continues (with slowing pace) for

mf −mc + k ≥ mc/(mc− k). Consequently, we find that
the decoding complexity is an exponential function in
mf −mc + k.

On the other hand, the number mc of correct matches
will typically disperse considerably between different
authentications due to variations in the fingerprint image
quality. Thus, if k is larger than the expectation of
mc − mf , the fraction of cases, in which decoding is
not feasible anymore, can become quite high. As a
consequence, we set k to the expectation of mc −mf in
order to optimize the remaining entropy while limiting
the decoding complexity.

Depending on the specific distribution of the number
of correct matches and the requirements on decoding
complexity imposed by the application scenario, it may
be appropriate to select smaller or larger values for k.
For instance, if the False Reject Rate (FRR) observed
for a certain k is too high, k must be decreased until
the FRR becomes acceptable. On the other hand, if the
FRR is very low, k could be carefully increased. We will
investigate the impact of increasing or decreasing k in
our numerical evaluation in Section VI-C.

We estimate the mean values for mc and mf as follows:

• It is reasonable to assume that the average number
of correct matches is a linear function of t, i.e., mc =
µt, where µ is the average match rate independent
of t.

• If rVδ � n, the number of points in M covered
by the tolerance areas Bδ(mi) around the chaff
points mi can be estimated as (r − t)Vδ. (Since
minutiae of the query fingerprint that lie within the
tolerance area of a chaff points can still be correctly
matched with a minutiae in T , this estimate is even
conservative.) Therefore, we can estimate the aver-
age number mf of false matches by sf(r − t)Vδ/n,
where s is the average number of surplus minutiae
per query fingerprint, i.e., the average number of
minutiae in the query fingerprints that do not match
with the stored minutiae, and f is the number of
fingers used.

Remark: As the surplus minutiae are those not match-
ing with genuine minutiae, their number depends on the
match rate. Precisely, we could estimate the number s of
surplus minutiae per finger as s ≈ w−µt, where w is the
average number of (all) minutiae per query fingerprint.
However, this would result in a term t2 in the estimation
of E, which would render analytical determination of
the maximum achievable entropy much more difficult.
Furthermore, the number w of minutiae per finger is
also not constant but depends on the feature extraction
algorithm used and quality filtering applied, and hence,
we would end up with the same number of variable
parameters in our results.
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As we set k to the expectation of mc − mf , these
estimations yield

k = tµ− (r − t)sfVδ
n

. (17)

Using approximation (15) this yields E / f(t, r) with

f(t, r) =

(
tµ− (r − t)sfVδ

n

)
log r

− t log

(
nt

eψ

(
1− t− 1

2r

))
− 1

2
log(2πt)− 2.

We also use (17) to eliminate parameter k from the
estimations (5) and (14) for the workload W of the poly-
nomial reconstruction attacks, which allows numerical
optimization of t and r with respect to practical attacks
in Section VI-D.

D. Maximizing the Bound for the Entropy

For fixed δ, n, µ, s and f , we try to estimate the
maximum remaining entropy E by finding the maximum
of the function f(t, r) over r. The maximum is assumed,

where the first derivation ∂f(t,r)
∂r is zero. It is easy to see

that this is equivalent to t2+a(r)t+b(r) = 0 with a(r) =
2µnr+sfVδr(3+ln(r)) and b(r) = −2sfVδr

2(ln(r)+1).
For r > 0, one of the two solutions is negative and can
thus be neglected. Consequently, for every r, f(t, r) takes
its maximum at

t0(r) = −a(r)/2 +
√
a(r)2/4− b(r).

Consequently, the function f(t0(r), r) upper bounds
E for a given r, and the maximum of f(t0(r), r) over
r yields a general upper bound for E. Thus, we can
estimate the best provable security bound according to
Theorems 1 and 4 that can be achieved for given δ, n,
µ, s and f , by numerically determining the maximum
of f(t0(r), r) over the relevant range of r. As argued in
Section V-A, it is reasonable to set d = d(3/2)δe; hence,
the relevant range is given by 1 ≤ r ≤ 0.45n/Vd(3/4)δe
(see Section V-B), where the factor 0.45 represents the
density of a random sphere packing [5].

Since for fixed t, r ≥ 1, the value f(t, r) is monotoni-
cally increasing with the match rate µ, we can determine
the minimum value µmin, for which the maximum of
f(t0(r), r) is greater than a certain security level S. Since
E / f(t0(r), r), this value µmin is an approximate lower
bound for the average match rate required to obtain a
scheme with security 2S according to Theorem 1 and
Theorem 7, so that in the average case the polynomial
can be recovered with one trial.

VI. Results

We evaluate whether and to what extent a (heuristi-
cally) provably secure fuzzy fingerprint vault is feasible.
In particular, for different values for δ and for typical

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of minutiae extracted with feature
extractor MINDTCT [47] from 82800 fingerprints and the ellipse E
from where minutiae are considered. The brightness of pixels cor-
responds to the frequency of minutiae occurrence at this position.

values for n, ψ and s we determine the minimum match
rates required to achieve a security of 250 according to
Theorem 1 and Theorem 7. We compare these minimum
match rates with match rates observed in practice.

A. Evaluation of Minutiae Distribution

In order to estimate n and ψ, we have empirically
determined the spatial distribution of minutiae within
the fingerprint image. We evaluated the location of
5.8 million minutiae extracted with NIST’s MINDTCT
feature extraction algorithm [47] from 82800 imprints
that were taken from 9200 fingers with 3 different sensors
having 500 DPI. The fingerprints were taken from a
non-public database set up in the course of a previous
project of the German Federal Office for Information
Security (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Information-
stechnik). For this evaluation, the fingerprints had been
pre-aligned, so that the center of mass of all minutiae
coincides with the image center and the longest distance
between two minutiae locations was vertically aligned.

It turned out that 83% of all minutiae occurred in
an area defined by an ellipse that covers approximately
87000 pixels, which roughly corresponds to 2.25 cm2.
Outside this ellipse, the density of minutiae decreases
drastically. Therefore, it is reasonable to restrict the
fuzzy vault to minutiae and chaff points inside this area.
This gives an estimate n ≈ 87000 · f , where f is the
number of fingers, from which the minutiae are gathered.
The distribution of the minutiae positions and the ellipse
are shown in Figure 2. This yields fs/n ≈ s/87000,
which makes our estimation E / f(t, r) for the max-
imum achievable entropy bound E independent of the
number f of fingers.
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Table I
Minimum match rates required to achieve a provable

security of 50 bits.

δ = 5 δ = 7 δ = 10
s = 20 82.2% 89.6% 97.0%
s = 35 87.9% 95.5% -
s = 50 91.7% 99,1% -

The maximum frequency of a minutiae location was
112, which corresponds to a maximum probability of
a minutiae location inside the ellipse of approximately
112/5800000/0.83 ≈ 2−15.4. This results in an approx-
imation n/ψ ≈ 2. This approximation is independent
from the number f of fingers used for the fuzzy vault,
as both ψ and n scale linearly with f .

We stress that our estimate is valid for minutiae
extracted with the MINDTCT algorithm. As shown in
[54], other feature extractors exhibit considerably differ-
ent minutiae placement density functions, and thus, the
maximum probability of a minutiae location may differ
as well.

B. Estimating the number of surplus minutiae

According to [4], a good-quality live-scan fingerprint
has 20–70 minutiae. Since f(t, r) decreases with an
increasing average number s of minutiae per query fin-
gerprint not matching with genuine minutiae, it might
be a good idea to use only the most reliable minutiae of
the query fingerprints, e.g., by evaluating minutiae qual-
ity indices output by the feature extraction algorithm.
However, the extent of the filtering should be carefully
balanced with the match rates achieved with the reduced
number of minutiae. We will subsequently consider the
range 20 ≤ s ≤ 50.

C. Numerical Parameter Optimization for Provable Se-
curity

In the previous sections, we found the approxima-
tions n/ψ ≈ 2 and fs/n ≈ s/87000 from empirical
data. Using these estimations and various values for
δ and s, we applied the method described in Section
V-D to determine the minimum match rate required to
achieve a security level of 250 according to Theorem 1
and Theorem 7. We numerically computed the maxi-
mum value of the function f(t0(r), r) over the range
1 ≤ r ≤ 0.45n/Vd(3/4)δe (see Section V-B) with the
maximum value n = 10 · 87000, i.e., for maximum range
of chaff points possible for 10 fingers, using the computer
algebra system PARI/GP. The minimum match rates,
at which this maximum exceeds 250, are listed in Table
I for different values of δ and s. A “−” denotes that a
remaining entropy of 50 is not achieved at all.

The security bounds are very sensitive to changes of
the match rate. For instance, for the parameters given in

Table II
Linear factor, by which the minimum match rates given in

Table I decrease with increasing k.

δ = 5 δ = 7 δ = 10
s = 20 0.67% 0.54% 0.41%
s = 35 0.54% 0.38% -
s = 50 0.45% 0.28% -

Table I, a decrease of the match rate by only 2% results
in a reduction of the achievable security of 12 to 38 bits;
a larger reduction is observed for higher match rates.

As explained in Section V-C, under specific circum-
stances it may be reasonable to select k greater than
our choice k0 := tµ − (r − t)sfVδ/n, particularly if the
dispersion of the number of correct matches is small, or if
a larger decoding complexity is acceptable. On the other
hand, if the False Reject Rate (FRR) observed for k = k0
is too high or the decoding of the polynomial takes too
much time, k must be decreased. Any decrease of k from
the assumed optimal value k0 results in an increase of
the minimum match rate required for a certain security
level, and any increase of k results in a decrease of the
minimum match rate. In particular, setting k = k0 + ε
with ε > 0 increases the entropy estimation 15 by
ε log(r). For a given match rate µ, this results in the
same amount of entropy as setting k = k0 with match
rate µ+ ε/t. Thus, for a given security level, decreasing
k by ε compensates an decrease of the match rate by ε/t.
As a consequence, the minimum match rates required for
a security level of 250 with k = k0 + ε can be estimated
by subtracting ε/tmax from the values given in Table I,
where tmax is the value of t0(r), for which f(t0(r), r) is
maximal. Analogously, the minimum match rates with
k = k0 − ε can be estimated by adding ε/tmax to the
values given in Table I. We give the respective values of
1/tmax in Table II.

We give an example how Table II can be used: Accord-
ing to Table I, for δ = 5 and s = 35, at least a match rate
µ = 87.9% is required to achieve a security of 250, given
that we set tµ− (r− t)sfVδ/n and select r and t = t0(r)
so that f(t, r) is maximized. However, if the False Reject
Rate (FRR) observed for these parameters is too high or
the decoding of the polynomial takes too much time, k
must be decreased. If setting k = tµ− (r− t)sfVδ/n− 3
results in an acceptable FRR and decoding performance,
we have ε = 3. This decrease of k implies that the match
rate has to be at least µ′ = 87.9% + 3 · 0.54% = 89.52%
to achieve the desired security of 250, where the value
0.54 is taken from Table II.

To get a feeling for the number of minutiae and thus
for the number of fingers needed for a provable secure
scheme, we evaluate the minimum value t, for which we
still obtain a remaining entropy of 250 for a given µ. For
this evaluation we apply the following method.
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First, we observe that t0(r) is continuous and un-
bounded for r > 0 and is zero for 1/e. Thus, for every
t′ > 0 there is a r′ with t′ = t0(r′); by definition of
t0(r), this pair (t′, r′) maximizes the function f(t, r′) over
t. Consequently, it suffices to search through all pairs
(t0(r), r) to find the minimal t with f(t, r) ≥ 250.

On the other hand, the approximation of the remain-
ing entropy E by the continuous function f(t, r) will
result in an artificially smooth curve for the minimal t. In
particular, in the definition of f we have replaced k by a
real number, whereas in practice, k can only take integer
values. The small deviations of the truncated integer
k from its real valued optimum imply a corresponding
deviation of the achievable security E and hence, of the
minimal t required for a certain value of E. To obtain
a more realistic estimation of the minimal t, we set
k0(r) = bt0(r)µ− (r − t0(r))sfVδ/nc and determine the
minimal t0(r) for that (15) yields at least a value of
E ≥ 250 with t = t0(r) and k = k0(r).

Figure 3 shows the minimal number t of minutiae
required for a security of 250 as a function of the average
match rate µ for various parameters δ and s.

These curves also allow estimating the impact of
selecting a larger k to the minimum value t of minutiae.
As explained above, selecting k = k0(r) + ε compensates
a decrease of the match rate by ε/t, and analogously,
choosing k = k0(r)− ε equates an increase of the match
rate by ε/t. Therefore, for small ε, the minimum value of
t yielding a security of 250 with k = k0(r)±ε and a match
rate µ can be estimated as the value of t corresponding
to µ∓ε/t0 in Figure 3, where t0 is the value of t indicated
in Figure 3 for µ.

We give an example: for δ = 5 and s = 35, a
match rate µ = 0.9 requires at least t = 68 minu-
tiae in the template. If for this t, the corresponding
optimal r (maximizing function f(t, r), i.e., the r with
t = t0(r)) and k0 = btµ − (r − t)sfVδ/nc, the False
Reject Rate (FRR) observed is too high, k must be
decreased until the FRR becomes acceptable. If setting
k = btµ−(r−t)sfVδ/nc−3 results in an acceptable FRR,
we have ε = 3 and, using Table II, obtain a minimum
match rate of µ′ = 90% + 3 · 0.54% = 91.62%. For this
value, we get from Figure 3 that only a minimum of
t = 58 minutiae are required. We have taken the exact
values from our evaluation data, from which the curves
in Figure 3 have been drawn.

D. Numerical Parameter Optimization for Practical Se-
curity

In this section, we determine the minimal number
of minutiae required for a given match rate µ and
fixed parameters δ and s, for which a security of 266

can be achieved against existing attacks. We do this
by numerically evaluating the estimates from (5) and

Theorem 9 for the expected number of operations needed
for polynomial reconstruction. Precisely, for each t we
maximize the estimates for W according to (5) and
Theorem 9, respectively, with respect to r over the
relevant range t + 1 ≤ r ≤ 0.45n/Vd(3/4)δe (see Section
V-B), and identify the minimal t, for which an r from
this range exists so that the respective security exceeds
266. Again, we deploy the computer algebra program
PARI/GP.

Figure 4 shows the dependency of the minimal number
of minutiae in the template required to achieve a security
of 266 against the polynomial non-optimized attack pro-
posed in [12] according to (5). This estimation (5) also
provides an upper bound for the workload of the smart
polynomial reconstruction attack, and hence, the mini-
mum number of minutiae indicated in Figure 4 provides
a lower bound for the minimum number of minutiae
needed to ensure the same security level of 266 with
respect to the smart polynomial reconstruction, which
we consider as the best known attack. An approximate
lower bound of the security against this attack is given
by Theorem 9, and consequently, this estimation can
be used to determine an upper bound for the number
of minutiae needed to achieve a certain security level.
Figure 5 shows the dependency of the minimal number of
minutiae in the template required to achieve a security of
266 against the smart polynomial reconstruction attack
based on the estimation of Theorem 9. Since our empir-
ical results in [10] indicates that the number of minutiae
required according to Figure 4 can only be obtained by
used f ≥ 2 fingers per person, and as the estimate of
Theorem 9 decreases with f , we will assume f = 2 (the
estimate (5) is independent of f).

For all considered parameters, the optimal value for
k is between 18 and 49. This implies that the num-
ber 117k log2 (k) of operations needed for a polynomial
interpolation (see Section IV-E2) is between 215.1 and
217.5, and thus, the 266 operations used as security
level roughly correspond to 250 trials. As a consequence,
our security bound considered for practical attacks is
comparable to the security bound used for provable
security in Section VI-C.

An interesting observation is that increasing the num-
ber of chaff points does not generally increase security:
for each t, there is an optimal value for parameter r,
for which the estimates given by (5) and Theorem 9
are maximized. If r is increased further, the estimated
workload of the polynomial reconstruction attack for
optimally chosen k, decreases. This observation can
be explained by the influence of r on the number of
false matches. Specifically, the average number of false
matches increases linearly with the number (r−t) of chaff
points. This increased number of false matches requires a
smaller value for parameter k in order to ensure efficient
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Figure 3. Dependency of the minimal number t of minutiae on the average match rate µ for a security of E ≥ 250, for (a) δ = 5 and (b)
δ = 7, respectively, and different numbers s of surplus minutiae per finger.
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Figure 4. Dependency of the minimal number t of minutiae on the average match rate µ for δ = 5 and a security of 266 against the
non-optimized polynomial reconstruction attack of [12] for (a) δ = 5 and (b) δ = 7 and for different numbers s of surplus minutiae per
finger.

decoding of the polynomial, and a smaller k reduces the
workload of the attack significantly.

Our results allow a critical review of our assumptions
r � 0.45n/Vdd/2e and r � n/Vd used in Section IV.
For all parameters µ and s considered, the optimal r
fulfills r < 408 for δ = 5 and r < 312 for δ = 5. This
implies that, for δ = 5 and f ≥ 2, the optimal r is by a
factor 4 smaller than the maximum value 0.45n/Vdd/2e
with d ≈ (3/2)δ (see Section V-B), and for δ = 7 and
f ≥ 3, it is by a factor 3.5 smaller than the maximum
value. Consequently, at least for δ = 5 and f ≥ 2,
or for δ = 7 and f ≥ 3, respectively, our assumption
that the attack method of [11] is not very efficient is
justified. Unfortunately, the validity of our assumption
rVd � n used for the proof of Lemma 8 is less clear: for
δ = 5 and f = 2 as well as for δ = 7 and f = 3, the

fraction n/(rVd) is approximately 2.2. Thus, unless r is
chosen considerably smaller than its optimum, which is
possible by increasing the number t of minutiae, we must
expect some inaccuracy in our approximation that, on
average, each selected chaff point reduces the number of
choices for the subsequent points by Vd. This inaccuracy
propagates to the estimation of Theorem 9. On the other
hand, our upper bound 1/ψ for the probability of a
minutiae occurring at location mji for all minutiae mji

processed by the smart polynomial reconstruction attack
is very conservative, because from Figure 2 we can see
that the area with the highest frequency of minutiae
occurrence, which is the bright area in the center, is quite
small. Therefore, we are very confident that Theorem 9
still underestimates the number of trials needed for the
smart polynomial reconstruction attack.
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Figure 5. Dependency of the minimal number t of minutiae on the average match rate µ for δ = 5 and a security of 266 against the smart
polynomial reconstruction attack presented in Section IV-E2 for (a) δ = 5 and (b) δ = 7 and for different numbers s of surplus minutiae
per finger.

E. Comparison with Empirical Data

The minimum match rates required for provable se-
curity are quite high. According to [4], matchings con-
ducted by a human expert results in rates of approxi-
mately 90%. Automatic matching algorithms only op-
erating on the minutiae data will yield considerably
lower rates, depending on the method, by which minu-
tiae correspondences are identified and the matching
tolerance applied. For instance, the distribution of the
distance of matching minutiae reported in literature (see
[55]) implies that a tolerance (with respect to Euclidean
distance) of δ < 10 will significantly reduce the match
rates. The presence of chaff points will further reduce
the performance of minutiae matcher algorithms.

On the other hand, the match rates can be greatly en-
hanced by using several minutiae measurements (per fin-
ger) during enrollment to minimize measurement noise.
For instance, in [10], we present an implementation of the
fuzzy fingerprint vault, which applies several minutiae
measurements per finger during enrollment and uses only
those minutiae that have been detected in all measure-
ments. Furthermore, the minutiae locations are set to
the mean value over the measurements. Empirical evalu-
ations show that this considerably increases the average
match rates, but, at the same, reduces the number of
minutiae available per finger. Hence, several fingers must
be used to achieve the minimum values for t indicated
in Figure 3. Furthermore, the dispersion found in the
match rates is large so that, in order to limit the False
Rejection Rate, is seems necessary to choose k smaller
than the expectation of mc−mf (see Section V-C), which
further increases the required minimum match rates as
shown in Table II.

We found minutiae quality filtering during authen-

tication using quality indices provided by the feature
extractor to be quite effective to reduce the number s of
surplus (non-matching) minutiae per query fingerprint
and, consequently, the number of false matches. How-
ever, the filtering should not exceed a certain extent in
order to avoid disproportional reduction of the match
rate. Furthermore, the false match rates observed were
20% to 60% higher than our estimation sf(r− t)Vδ/n in
Section V-C predicts. This effect is presumably due to
failures in the alignment of the query fingerprint to the
vault.

Based on the observed statistics on match rates and
number of reliable minutiae, and given the results in
Table I, we conclude that provable security seems out
of reach, unless the average number of surplus minutiae
per query fingerprint can be further reduced by improved
quality filtering methods. Details on the empirical data
and our interpretation are given in [10].

On the other hand, our evaluation in [10] shows that
strong security (comparable to 64 bit keys) against the
(non-optimized) polynomial reconstruction attack can
be achieved using 2 fingers per individual. Considering
our improvement by the smart polynomial reconstruc-
tion, an additional security margin should be added.
Based on the data provided in [10] we can estimate that
the same security can be achieved against our optimized
smart polynomial reconstruction attack using 3 fingers
per user. As explained in Section IV-E, the number of
chaff point should not be too close to the maximum
possible to render the attack method described in [11]
inefficient, and the FAR should be determined for the
chosen parameters to allow estimation of the effort for a
fingerprint dictionary attack.
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VII. Conclusions

Our analysis shows that a provably secure fuzzy fin-
gerprint vault can hardly be achieved in practice. The
required rate of minutiae in the vault matching with
those in the query fingerprints so high that it seems only
achievable by powerful quality filtering during enroll-
ment. However, this filtering approach conflicts with the
requirement for a large number of minutiae in the vault.
Given the empirical data on match rates in the literature,
in particular our analysis in [10], provable security seems
out of reach.

The usage of minutiae orientations as additional dis-
criminating data could surely increase the information
content of the templates. However, minutiae directions
bear strong dependencies with their spatial location and
with directions of nearby minutiae: according to [45],
“minutiae points in different regions of the fingerprint do-
main are observed to be associated with different region-
specific minutiae directions”, and “minutiae points that
are spatially close tend to have similar directions with
each other”. Consequently, a template using both spatial
location and orientation of minutiae contains consider-
able redundancy and makes an analysis of the entropy
of the feature vector very difficult. Moreover, since the
estimated entropy loss in the security bounds in Section
IV-C increases linearly with the number of bits in the
template, this decreases the percentage of entropy that
actually contributes to the provable security estimates.

On the other hand, our investigation of the most
efficient attack methods indicates that the theoretical
lower bounds for security are far from being tight. The
underlying computational problem (polynomial recon-
struction) is believed to be hard and has been repeatedly
proposed as a basis for the security of cryptographic
techniques [52]. As a consequence, the match rates and
number of minutiae required to achieve security against
the existing attacks are much lower than the numbers
for provable security. Still, the empirical data presented
in [10] show that at least two fingers per user must be
used to achieve a level of security equivalent to a 50 bit
cryptographic key. However, we stress that there is no
evidence that our optimized polynomial reconstruction
method is indeed the most efficient attack. In particular,
before an implementation of the fuzzy fingerprint vault
can be claimed to be secure, it must be verified that the
False Accept Rate (FAR) is in a range that ensures that a
fingerprint dictionary attack is inefficient. Unfortunately,
this requires a very large number of impostor matches,
precisely, in the range of 1/FAR. The numbers of fingers
used in existing investigations for the fuzzy fingerprint
vault, in particular in [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10], were far
too small to assess if an adequate security level against
the fingerprint dictionary attack can be achieved.

Summarizing, our results seem to indicate that al-
though a provable secure fuzzy fingerprint vault is out of
reach, it can provide sufficient security against practical
attacks if several fingers are used.

Finally, secure biometric template protection schemes
may also be achievable using completely different con-
structions. For instance, there exist approaches to apply
the fuzzy commitment scheme to fingerprints. As shown
in [23], the entropy loss in the fuzzy commitment is much
lower than in the fuzzy vault. However, since the fuzzy
commitment scheme only tolerates errors that are small
with respect to the Hamming metric [13], sophisticated
encoding and signal processing techniques must be ap-
plied to compensate spatial rotations and translations of
the fingerprint, as well as permutations, detections and
insertions of the detected minutiae. Several promising
techniques have been proposed, in particular, usage of
fingerprint ridge patterns as biometric feature [20][56],
transformation of the minutiae data to the frequency do-
main [57] and using the characteristic vector of minutiae
occurrence with respect to a grid [58][59]. However, we
are not aware of any comprehensive security analysis for
these approaches based on estimations for the feature
vector’s entropy and the error correction required with-
out manual alignment of the fingerprints.
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Abstract— Information security has gained tremendous 

importance for energy distribution and energy automa-

tion systems over the last years. Security for the smart 

grid is crucial to ensure reliability and continuous opera-

tion of the smart grid. However, the smart grid comes 

along with new use cases that impose new challenges on 

existing standards like IEC61850.  IEC61850 offers stan-

dardized communication services and standardized data 

models for communication in energy automation, hence it 

is beneficial for the realization of the smart grid. IEC 

61850 is flanked by the standard IEC 62351 that ad-

dresses security and specifies technical requirements, 

which have to be met by vendors. This paper provides an 

overview about the different aspects of security necessary 

to build and operate smart grid systems by describing 

current and new use cases. The focus lies on the current 

state of the standardization of IEC 62351 and its applica-

bility to the described use cases. Moreover, this work 

discusses potential enhancements of the standard to ad-

dress potential shortcomings through changed business 

and operation models leading to changed trust relations in 

new use cases like decentralized energy generation and 

load control. These shortcomings are addressed by de-

scribing potential enhancements for part 4 of IEC 62351 

allowing multiple parallel distinguishable sessions based 

on the Manufacturing Message Specification and proper 

end-to-end authentication as well as authorization.   

 
Keywords – Smart Grid; Information Security; Cyber 

Security; Authentication; Authorization; Energy 

Automation;Smart Home; IEC Standards; NERC-CIP. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Power generation and distribution systems are char-

acterized by the existence of two infrastructures in 

parallel, the electrical grid, carrying the energy, and the 

information infrastructure used to automate and control 

the electrical grid. Especially the latter is becoming 

more and more one of the critical parts of power sys-

tem operations as it is responsible not only for retriev-

ing information from field equipment but most impor-

tantly for sending control commands. A dependable 

management of these two infrastructures is crucial and 

strongly relies on the information infrastructure as 

automation continues to replace manual operations. 

Hence, the reliability of the power system strongly 

depends on the reliability of the information infrastruc-

ture. Therefore the information infrastructure must be 

managed to the level of reliability needed to provide 

the required stability of the power system infrastructure 

to prevent any type of outage. 

The current, rather centralized approach for power 

generation is evolving to a decentralized power genera-

tion involving existing power plants, power plants 

producing renewable energy (like wind parks) down to 

households having their own micro power plants (e.g., 

solar cells). Decentralized energy generation (e.g., 

solar cells) is believed to become more and more im-

portant and common in the future to fight global warm-

ing by reducing the CO2 footprint. Introducing decen-

tralized energy generators into the current energy dis-

tribution network poses great challenges for energy 

automation (EA) in the smart grid scenario, especially 

secure communication between a control station (e.g.,  

substation) and equipment of users (e.g., decentralized 

energy generators) must be addressed. Moreover, elec-

tro mobility will become more important and needs to 

be integrated into the current power system landscape. 

This increases the complexity of power systems even 

more.  In addition, there is also the trend to intercon-

nect the formerly closed and proprietary architectures 

with office environments and enterprise systems to 

provide new functionalities and increase cost effective-

ness on the move to smarter grid infrastructures. This is 

accompanied by complete restructuring of the conven-

tional roles on energy market participants.  
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The classical system architecture of the electric 

power grid defines distinct roles for energy producers, 

suppliers and consumers. With the new paradigm of 

smart grids driving towards sustainability, some of 

these roles will be redefined. The energy supplier sys-

tems have to handle an increasing amount of energy 

gained from distributed renewable energy sources and 

independent power production systems in residences. 

These forms of energy are produced in a much more 

decentralized way and also have a much more volatile 

characteristic compared to traditional forms of energy 

provided by existing power plants, often called bulk 

generation. At the same time one of the key factors for 

efficient and economic power generation is a balanced 

load level on power plants. Smart grid is the approach 

to address the mismatch between energy generation and 

consumption. Both aspects directly influence the distri-

bution process of transport and distribution system 

operators and require the adoption of advanced infor-

mation and communication technologies (ICT) in these 

processes. 

As the information infrastructure can be described as 

the backbone of the smart grid and therefore needs 

appropriate protection to ensure a stable operation of 

power systems in order to support the required system 

reliability. Information and cyber security provides the 

base for protection and resiliency against cyber attacks. 

This has also be addressed in the comprehensive do-

cument set NISTIR 7268 from the Smart Grid Interop-

erability Panel (cf. [6], [7], and [8]). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section II provides an overview about energy automa-

tion control frameworks focusing on IEC 61850 as one 

corner stone for the smart grid. Section III discusses 

security requirements in the context of smart grid. The 

following Section IV discusses the currently available 

security in terms of the standard IEC 62351. Based on 

this, Sections V to VIII discuss potential shortcomings 

of the standard that become visible through new smart 

grid use cases. Sections IX and X provide an outlook 

for potential future work and a conclusion. 

II. ENERGY AUTOMATION CONTROL FRAMEWORKS 

Typical automation systems are built in a hierarchi-

cal way. Figure 1 shows typical layers of an automation 

pyramid. On the lowest level there are sensors and 

actors like switchgear that are connected to field de-

vices. Serialized field buses as used for a long time are 

increasingly be replaced by standard communication 

technology as Ethernet and IP. These field devices are 

actuated by, e.g., substation controllers, which may be 

interconnected with other substation controllers using 

TCP/IP based protocols. On the top are interconnec-

tions to supervisory systems the so called control cen-

ters, again via TCP/IP. 

 

Human 

Supervision 

Controller 

Field devices 

Sensors / Actors 
 

Figure 1. Automation Pyramid 

IEC 61850 is a popular standard for communication 

in the domain of energy automation. It is assumed to be 

the successor of the currently used standards IEC 

60870-4-104 and DNP3 also for the North American 

region. IEC 61850 enables interoperability between 

devices used in energy automation, i.e., two IEC 61850 

enabled devices of different manufacturers can ex-

change a set of clearly defined data and the devices can 

interpret and use these data to achieve the functionality 

required by the application due to a standardized data 

model. In particular IEC 61850 enables continuous 

communication from a control station to decentralized 

energy generators by using a standardized data format. 

IEC 61850 addresses the data exchange on three 

levels: process level, field level, and station level. It 

defines the following four important aspects on these 

levels: Standardized self-describing data, standardized 

services, standardized networks, and standardized 

configuration for a complete description of a device. 

An XML-based system description language – Substa-

tion Configuration Language (SCL) – is used to de-

scribe a device. Standardized services are used to send 

standardized data over standardized communication 

systems. However, IEC 61850 defines abstract com-

munication services that are mapped on existing proto-

cols like TCP/IP, and Ethernet, using the Manufactur-

ing Message Specification (MMS). Moreover, there are 

also dedicated IEC standards mapping of the IEC 

61850 to the target application domain, like IEC 

61400-25 providing an adaptation for wind power 

plants. Here, a mapping to Web Services is targeted 

and currently under discussion. Security for IEC 61850 

is addressed in the related standard IEC 62351 that is 

described in the following section. 
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Today, IEC 61850 is mainly used for reporting stat-

us and transmitting sampled value information from 

Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) to Substation 

automation controller as well as for command transport 

from Substation automation controller to IEDs. It also 

addresses the communication directly between IEDs 

using the Generic Object Oriented Substation Event 

(GOOSE) instead of dedicated wires. Necessary tasks 

comprise also configuration of equipment as well as 

control of circuit breakers. 

The following Figure 2 gives an example of the com-

munication between multiple substations using IEC 

61850. 

  

Figure 2. Typical IEC 61850 Scenario 

III. SMART GRID SECURITY REQUIREMENTS  

Security requirements stem from regulation, techni-

cal boundary conditions, and/or direct end-customers. 

Regulative requirements are given, e.g., by the follow-

ing regulations. 

A. Regulations and Regulative requirements 

NERC-CIP: North American Electric Reliability 

Council (NERC) has established the Critical Infrastruc-

ture Protection (CIP) Cyber Security Standards CIP–

002 through CIP–009 , which are designed to provide a 

foundation of sound security practices across the bulk 

power system. These standards are not designed to 

protect the system from specific and imminent threats. 

They apply to operators of Bulk Electric Systems (see 

also [2]). The standards originate in 2006. Last updates 

have been made in May 2009, but new parts of the 

standards (CIP 010 and CIP 011) are currently under 

development. 

NERC-CIP provides a consistent framework for se-

curity control perimeters and access management with 

incident reporting and recovery for critical cyber assets 

and cover functional as well as non-functional require-

ments. TABLE I provides an overview about the differ-

ent NERC-CIP parts. 

TABLE I. NERC-CIP Overview 

CIP  Title / covers 

002 

Critical Cyber Asset Identification 

Identification and documentation of Critical Cyber 

Assets using  risk-based assessment methodologies 

003 

Security Management Controls 

Documentation and implementation of Cyber Security 

Policy reflecting 

commitment and ability to secure Critical Cyber Assets 

004 

Personnel and Training 

Maintenance and documentation of security awareness 

programs to ensure personnel knowledge on proven 

security practices 

005 

Electronic Security Protection  

Identification and protection of Electronic Security 

Perimeters and their access points surrounding Critical 

Cyber Assets 

006 

Physical Security Program 

Creation and maintenance of physical security controls, 

including processes, 

tools, and procedures to monitor perimeter access 

007 

Systems Security Management 

Definition and maintenance of methods, procedures, and 

processes to secure Cyber Assets within the Electronic 

Security Perimeter to do not adversely affect existing 

Cyber Security Controls. 

008 

Incident Reporting & Response Planning 

Development and maintenance of a Cyber Security 

Incident response plan that addresses classification, 

response actions and reporting 

009 

Recovery Plans for Critical Cyber Assets 

Creation and review of recovery plans for Critical Cyber 

Assets 

Draft 

010 

Bulk Electrical System Cyber System Categorization  

Categorization of BES systems that execute or enable 

functions essential to reliable operation of the BES into 

three different classes. 

Draft 

011 

Bulk Electrical System Cyber System Protection  

Mapping of security requirements to BES system cate-

gories defined in CIP-010 
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As already stated, NERC-CIP relates primarily to the 

operation of critical infrastructure. Nevertheless, this 

also places requirements on the product vendors to 

cope with certain security requirements. 

BDEW: The “Bundesverband  für Energie- und 

Wasserwirtschaft – BDEW was founded by the federa-

tion of four German energy related associations: Bun-

desverband der deutschen Gas- und Wasserwirtschaft 

(BGW),  Verband der Verbundunternehmen und Regi-

onalen Energieversorger in Deutschland (VRE), Ver-

band der Netzbetreiber (VDN) and Verband der Elekt-

rizitätswirtschaft (VDEW). The BDEW introduced a 

white paper defining basic security measures and re-

quirements for IT-based control, automation and tele-

communication systems, taking into account general 

technical and operational conditions. It can be seen as a 

further national approach targeting similar goals as 

NERC-CIP but less detailed. The white paper ad-

dresses requirements for vendors and manufacturers of 

power system management systems and can be used as 

an amendment to tender specification. 

B. Supportive actions 

Besides regulative actions, there are also supporting 

actions, that currently take place, e.g., by investigating 

in currently available standards and technologies, e.g., 

by the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nologies) Smart Grid Interoperability Project (see also 

[4]). There are two documents, which are mentioned 

here as they are very compulsory covering a wide range 

of existing material as well as requirements for further 

investigation, that have been accomplished by NIST: 

— NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid 

Interoperability Standards, identifying technical 

standards and specifications, which are also relate 

to smart grid security (cf. [5]).  

— NISTIR 7628 (cf. [6], [7], and [8]) originates from 

the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (Cyber Secu-

rity WG) and targets the development of a com-

prehensive set of cyber security requirements 

building on the NIST SP 1108 (cf. [5]), also stated 

above. The document consists of three subdocu-

ments targeting strategy (cf. [6]), security architec-

ture (cf. [7]), and requirements, and supportive 

analyses and references (cf. [8]). 

In addition to the NIST activities, the IEC has issued 

the IEC SG3 report (SMB/4175/R), which encom-

passes requirements, status and recommendations of 

standards relevant for the Smart Grid. Security is cov-

ered in detail in a separate section of this document. An 

overall security architecture capturing the complexity 

of the Smart Grid is requested. Beside this, the follow-

ing recommendations pertaining open items and neces-

sary enhancements are listed: 

− A specification of a dedicated set of security con-

trols (e.g., perimeter security, access control…) 

− A defined compartmentalization of Smart Grid 

applications (domains) based on clear network 

segmentation and functional zones 

− A specification comprising identity establishment 

(based on trust levels) and identity management 

− Security of the legacy components must be ad-

dressed by standardization efforts 

− The harmonization with the IEC 62443 standard to 

achieve common industrial security standards 

− Finally, it is recommended to review, adapt and 

enhance existing standards in order to support gen-

eral and ubiquitous security across wired and wire-

less connections. 

IV. SECURE ENERGY AUTOMATION BASED ON IEC62351 

Security services to be supported in energy automa-

tion comprise the usual suspects: 

− Authentication: The property that the claimed 

identity of an entity is correct. 

− Authorization: The process of giving someone 

permission to do or have something. 

− Integrity: The property that information has not 

been altered in an unauthorized manner. 

− Non-repudiation: The property that involvement in 

an action cannot be denied. 

− Confidentiality: The property that information is 

not made available or disclosed to unauthorized in-

dividuals, entities or processes. 

In contrast to office networks, automation networks 

have different requirements to security services as 

shown in the following figure. 

 

Confidentiality (Data) 

Integrity (Data) 

Availability / Reliability  

Non-Repudiation 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Low – Medium  

High 

High 

High 

Office EA-Network  

Component Lifetime Short - medium Long  

Figure 3. Comparison Office/Automation security 
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In the context of energy automation, IEC 62351 de-

fines explicit security measures for TCP-based and 

serial protocols.  It applies directly to substation auto-

mation deploying IEC 61850 and IEC 60870-x proto-

cols as well as in adjacent communication protocols 

supporting energy automation, like ICCP (TASE.2) 

used for inter-control center communication. A clear 

goal of the standardization of IEC62351 is the assur-

ance of end-to-end security. The standard comprises 

multiple parts that are in different state of completion.  

While part 1 and 2 are more general and comprise 

the explanation of threat scenarios and the definition of 

terms, part 3 to 8 are directly related to dedicated pro-

tocols like IEC 61850 (IEC 62351 Part 6) and IEC 

60870-5-x (IEC 62351 Part 5) and their mappings to 

lower layer protocols like TCP/IP (IEC 62351 Part 3) 

and MMS (IEC 62351 Part 4) as well as the mapping 

of security to the network management (part 7) and 

role-based access control (part 8). These parts utilize 

symmetric as well as asymmetric cryptographic func-

tions to secure the payload and the communication link. 

The remaining part of this section provides an over-

view about the different parts of IEC 62351 and their 

current status in standardization. 

IEC 62351 applies existing security protocols like 

Transport Layer Security (TLS, cf. [10]), which has 

been successfully used in other technical areas and 

industrial applications, in different parts of the stan-

dard. The application of TLS provides for security 

services like mutual authentication of communication 

peers and also integrity and confidentiality protection 

of the communicated data. Thanks to the mutual au-

thentication required by IEC 62351 attacks like Man-

in-the-Middle can be successfully countered. 

Part 3 of IEC 62351 defines how security services 

can be provided for TCP/IP based communication. As 

TLS is based on TCP/IP part 3 specifies cipher suites 

(the allowed combination of authentication, integrity 

protection and encryption algorithms) and also states 

requirements to the certificates to be used in conjunc-

tion with TLS. These requirements comprise for in-

stance dedicated certificate context, application of 

signatures, and the definition of certificate revocation 

procedures. For the latter, the focus lies mostly on 

Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL). The application of 

the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) is not 

considered due to limited communication links within 

the substations. In contrast to office applications, the 

connections in energy automation are relatively long 

lasting. This requires the definition of strict key update 

and CRL update intervals, to restrict the application of 

cryptographic keys not only for a dedicated number of 

packets but also for a dedicated time. Another chal-

lenge are interoperability requirements between im-

plementations of different vendor’s products.  

Part 4 of IEC 612351 specifies procedures, protocol 

enhancements, and algorithms targeting the increase of 

security messages transmitted over MMS. MMS is an 

international standard (ISO 9506) dealing with a mes-

saging system for transferring real time process data 

and supervisory control information either between 

networked devices or in communication with computer 

applications. Part 4 defines procedures on transport 

layer, basing on TLS, as well as on application layer to 

protect the communicated information. One goal of this 

paper is to analyze if the defined security is appropriate 

especially in the context of smart grid applications. 

This will be discussed in detail in Section VI. 

Besides TCP/IP, IEC 62351 Part 5 relates to the 

specialties of serial communication. Here, additional 

security measures are defined to especially protect the 

integrity of the serial connections applying keyed 

hashes. This part also specifies a separate key man-

agement necessary for the security measures. 

Part 6 of IEC 62351 describes security for IEC 

61850 Peer-to-Peer Profiles. It covers the profiles in 

IEC 61850 that are not based on TCP/IP for the com-

munication of Generic Object Oriented Substation 

Events (GOOSE), and Sample Measured Values 

(SMV) using, e.g., plain Ethernet. Specific for this type 

of communication is the usage of multicast transfer, 

where each field device decides based on the message 

type and sender if it processes the message or not. 

Security employs digital signatures on message level to 

protect the integrity of the messages sent, to also cope 

with multicast connections. 

IEC 62351 Part 7 describes security related data ob-

jects for end-to-end network and system management 

(NSM) and also security problem detection. These data 

objects support the secure control of dedicated parts of 

the energy automation network. Part 7 can help to im-

plement or extend intrusion detections systems for 

power system specific objects and devices. 

Part 8 of the standard is currently in definition and 

addresses the integration of role-based access control 

mechanisms into the whole domain of power systems. 

This is necessary as in protection systems and in con-
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trol centers authorization as well as stringent traceabil-

ity is required. One usage example is the verification of 

who has authorized and performed a dedicated switch-

ing command. Part 8 supports role-based access control 

in terms of three profiles. Each of the profiles uses an 

own type of credential as there are identity certificates 

with role enhancements, attribute certificates, and soft-

ware tokens.  

 The following table provides a short overview about 

the different IEC 62351 parts and their status in stan-

dardization: 

TABLE II. IEC 62351 Overview 

IEC 

62351  

Definition of Security 

Services for 

Standardization 

Status 

Part 3 TCP / IP (Profile) 
Technical  

Specification 

Part 4 MMS (Profile) 
Technical  

Specification 

Part 5 60870-5 and Derivates 
Technical  

Specification 

Part 6 IEC 61850 
Technical  

Specification 

Part 7 Network Management 
Technical  

Specification 

Part 8 Role-based Access Control 
Committee  

Draft 

Part 9 Credential Management 
New Work Item 

Proposal 

A first glimpse at the current IEC 62351 parts shows 

that many of the technical security requirements to be 

applied to energy automation components and systems 

can be directly derived from the standard. For instance 

part 3 and 4 explicitly require the usage of TLS. They 

define cipher suites, which are to be supported as man-

datory. These parts also define recommended cipher 

suites and also deprecate cipher suites, which shall not 

be applied from IEC 62351 point of view. Note, that 

the mandatory cipher suites do not collapse with the 

cipher suites the different TLS versions (1.0 – RFC 

2246, 1.1 – RFC 4346, 1.2 – RFC 5246) state as man-

datory. IEC 62351 always references TLS v1.0 proba-

bly to better address interoperability. 

Analyzing the standard more deeply shows that sev-

eral requirements are provided rather implicit. These 

requirements relate mostly to the overall key manage-

ment, which guarantees a smooth operation of the secu-

rity mechanisms. IEC 62351 uses heavily certificates 

and associated private keys, e.g., in the context of 

transport layer protection (using TLS) but also on ap-

plication layer as in part 6 to secure GOOSE. But to 

apply this type of credentials, the general handling and 

life-cycle management including generation, provision-

ing, revocation, and especially the initial distribution to 

all participating entities needs to be considered. This is 

currently underspecified, but has been acknowledged 

by standardization as important for the general opera-

tion but also for the interoperability of different ven-

dor’s products. As the standard is extensible a new 

part, describing credential handling in the context of 

IEC 62351 services is under development. Moreover, a 

security architecture, required for building, engineer-

ing, and operating power systems is a necessary base to 

ensure safety and reliability of these systems. Hence 

further work has been initiated to describe hands-on 

security architecture guidelines for system engineers 

and operators to implement, manage and operate power 

systems securely.  

Besides standard enhancements, which have become 

necessary through findings during the implementation 

of IEC 62351, new scenarios may also require the 

further evolvement of already existing or new parts of 

the standard, to better cope with new use cases. This is 

the focus of the next section, investigating in new sce-

narios, which slightly deviate from standard substation 

automation and thus lead to new security requirements. 

 

V. NEW USE CASES FOR IEC 61850 AND IEC 62351 

Current challenges for the power grid include the in-

tegration of fluctuating renewable energy sources, 

distributed power generation, short interval feedback 

on users on their energy usage, user indicated demand 

peaks, and the foreseeable need for the integration of 

private electronic cars, leading to an even higher en-

ergy demand of customers at peak times. A “smarter” 

grid can meet many of these challenges. With the move 

to a Smart Grid the importance of IT communication 

technologies in energy automation rises. With the 

availability of pervasive IT communication services, a 

bunch of new use cases become possible that enhance 

the service to the customer and mitigate the impact of 

the challenges mentioned above. These new use cases 

include dynamic pricing, time of use pricing, selling 

local power into the grid, smart metering, and the like. 

As IEC 61850 is an introduced standard, the trend is to 

use this standard to realize these new use cases. While 

this keeps the effort low to implement new use cases, it 

may bring new security requirements up that are not 

addressed by IEC 62351 yet. 
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A. Consumer Perspective: Smart Home 

Many use cases center around the Smart Home sce-

nario. Smart Home in combination with the Smart Grid 

will allow people to understand how their household 

uses energy, manage energy use better, sell energy 

produced by local distributed energy generation, and 

reduce their carbon footprint. IEC 61850 is a natural 

candidate to use for communication between instances 

of the Smart Grid and the gateway of a Smart Home.  

 

Market Place Value Added  

Services 

Energy 

Provider 

Meter Data 

Management Distribution 

Network Operator  

Homes, equipped with smart meters, intelligent  

household devices and energy producer  

Gateway Operator  

(Data Aggregator)  

 

Figure 4. Connection of households to the smart grid 

Figure 4 shows a typical system architecture of a smart 

grid:  

− Homes are equipped with smart meters, intelligent 

household devices, and energy producers. 

− Home gateways control the communication be-

tween the devices in a home and the Smart Grid and 

define a security perimeter. The home gateway 

hides the complexity of the in-house network from 

the Smart Grid. The home gateway may act as a 

proxy for the appliances of the home, e.g., on the 

market place. 

− A gateway operator is responsible for administra-

tion of the home gateways and provides connec-

tivity for the home gateways. 

− The distribution network operator communicated 

with the home gateways by the means of another in-

stance (in this case, the gateway operator is this in-

stance) that hides the complexity of the home gate-

way management from the distribution network op-

erator. 

− The Meter Data Management manages the metering 

data received from the smart meters. The Meter 

Data Management processes the metering data for 

the various energy providers and provides them 

with a summary for accounting. 

− At the energy market, consumers (resp. their home 

gateways) buy energy, and energy generators sell 

energy; hence the market offers a demand regulated 

price. An energy market alleviates the integration of 

distributed energy generators (e.g., solar cells). 

− The smart grid communication infrastructure and 

the energy market are the enabler for other value 

added services. 

Having a communication and IT infrastructure like 

this at hand, the following use cases are possible in a 

Smart Home scenario: 

1) Energy-aware home appliances 

Nowadays, the price of energy for private consumers 

is mostly constant. From the perspective of a utility it 

would be beneficial to have dynamic pricing to influ-

ence the energy usage of customers. On the customer 

side, new intelligent, energy-aware home appliances 

can optimize the costs for energy usage by starting and 

stopping energy extensive tasks (e.g., cloth or dish 

washing) at appropriate times (e.g., start when energy 

is cheap). This requires that the current price of energy 

is known and there is some way to determine the price 

of energy for the duration of an operation (e.g., wash-

ing a load of wash). One way to implement such a 

system is an energy market, where energy-aware home 

appliances buy a certain amount of energy before they 

start an operation. Especially charging a private electri-

cal car during the night is an extremely flexible opera-

tion that requires much energy but has a large time 

window for execution, hence benefits from a good deal. 

To implement this use case with the architecture pre-

sented above, the home gateway trades energy at the 

energy market. Accounting for any contract on the 

energy market includes the energy provider as well as 

the meter data management. 

2) Distributed power generation 

If energy is produced in a home, e.g., by solar cells, 
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the energy is traded on an energy market to achieve the 

best possible price. Especially if the energy market is 

on a large scale, selling the energy may be more attrac-

tive than a fixed pricing.  

To implement this use case with the architecture pre-

sented above, the home gateway trades energy at the 

energy market. Accounting for contracts includes the 

distribution network provider as well as the smart me-

ter management. 

3) Energy Management and User Awareness 

An application with integrated user interface in the 

home is used for communication with the utility, e.g., 

to get a diagram of current energy usage, to get current 

energy pricing, to get the personal energy usage his-

tory, to get energy saving tips and the like. The user 

interface may also be used to receive energy outage 

forecasts, for troubleshooting, or to dynamically select 

a desired energy mix. 

Even energy-aware home appliances may offer a 

user interface that states the current price for one op-

eration execution. E.g., a coffee machine may state the 

price per coffee pot. 

To implement this use case with the architecture pre-

sented above, the home gateway informs appliances 

about current energy prices, which it either gets at the 

energy market or directly from the energy provider 

(price signals as special incentive for special behavior). 

B. Utility Perspective 

Other use cases are focused on keeping the distribu-

tion network stable and keeping costs for utilities low 

(e.g., because it is not necessary to buy additional en-

ergy at short notice). As IEC 61850 is already wide-

spread in use in the distribution network, it is a natural 

candidate for the following use cases: 

1) Reactive shutoff of home appliances 

A utility has the ability to shut down certain home 

appliances in the household of users on short notice to 

react on certain situations in the network (e.g., if too 

many consumers are active). Such switch-off com-

mands can be based on special contracts between user 

and utility operator. 

To implement this use case with the architecture pre-

sented above, the utility must have a list of home appli-

ances that can be shut off as well as the communication 

addresses of the associated home gateways. In the 

architecture above, home gateways may be addressed 

by the gateway operator that also ensures the connec-

tivity of the home gateways. The utility sends a shutoff 

message via the gateway operator to a set of home 

gateways. Sending this shutoff message to many house-

holds must be finished in a short time to allow fast 

reactions. The shutoff message must be protected to 

avoid being misused by attackers. The home gateway 

takes the appropriate actions to meet the request of the 

utility, especially, it communicates with proper appli-

ances to be shut off. 

2) Shutoff of power generator 

The utility may not only turn off certain home appli-

ances, it may also instruct distributed power generators 

not to feed energy to the distribution network to fight 

situations when there is a low demand for energy. The 

signaling process is the same as in the last use case. 

3) Demand Response 

Another use case from a utility prospect is demand 

response: A utility can send price signals (either a 

rather high price if energy demand is too high or a low 

price if the energy demand is too low) to influence 

energy usage of intelligent home appliances without 

using the energy market. Price signals are especially 

interesting for the loading of electric cars. Price signals 

can be sent for future time periods or as real time pric-

ing information. The utility sends price signals via the 

gateway operator that knows to address the home gate-

ways. The home gateways distribute the pricing infor-

mation in the home to the appropriate home appliances. 

4) Asset Management 

Yet another use case from the utility perspective is 

asset management. Given a rising number of equipment 

for decentralized energy generation in the households 

of the users, managing the network gets more complex. 

An automated asset management helps to reduce costs 

and gives a good view on the state of the distribution 

network. IEC 61850 includes self-describing configura-

tions of device and all kind of tracking data; hence it is 

a natural candidate for the following use cases: 

− Utilities collect data about the state of the network 

and about the equipment in a user’s home. 

− Utility gathers circuit and/or transformer load pro-

files, makes decisions on asset replacement based 

on a range of inputs including comprehensive off 

line and on line condition data and analysis  

− Utility performs localized load reduction to relieve 

circuit and/or transformer overloads 
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− Utility system operator determines level of severity 

for an impending asset failure and takes corrective 

action 

C. New Requirements 

One requirement arising from these new use cases is 

scalability. Security solutions for the Smart Grid must 

scale with millions of devices - Germany for example 

has more than 39 million households and each house-

hold may have more than one device. Multiple levels of 

hierarchy from a control station to a device in a house-

hold are a common solution to address scalability.  

This includes communication other than the point to 

point communication used today.  

As shown in Figure 4, in smart grid scenario’s new 

roles and/or components may be introduced in terms of 

a home energy gateway operator. This gateway opera-

tor is in charge of concentrating the communication 

from the home energy gateways up to the control center 

as well as providing an easy way to the control center 

to reach a high number of energy gateways at once. 

Moreover, a gateway operator may also offer additional 

services like remote management of the home energy 

gateways, e.g., to provide enhanced functionality or 

path and updates for installed software. This new com-

ponent changes the trust assumptions for the substation 

communication as it may be seen new intermediate 

component, which belongs to a different security do-

main. This component most likely terminates the trans-

port connection between a control center and the home 

energy gateway, which is used synonym here for a field 

device. 

Today’s security solutions assume trusted intermedi-

ate nodes if one application connection is realized over 

multiple transport connections. This assumption may 

not hold in the future and new security concepts may 

only assume intermediate nodes that forward traffic but 

may or may not be trusted. 

The following section targets the analysis of apply-

ing IEC 62351 in the context of the smart grid scenario 

just described to discuss, if the standardized security 

provides sufficient counter measures. 

VI. MISSING PIECES IN IEC62351 

As stated in Section II above, part 4 of IEC 62351 

specifies procedures, protocol enhancements, and algo-

rithms targeting the increase of security of applications 

utilizing the MMS. MMS is an international standard 

(ISO 9506) dealing with a messaging system for trans-

ferring real time process data and supervisory control 

information either between networked devices or in 

communication with computer applications. Within 

IEC 61850 there exists a mapping to MMS to transport 

commands and data between the different energy auto-

mation components. Thus IEC 61850 can directly lev-

erage the security enhancements defined in part 4 of 

IEC 62351.  

The security, as defined in IEC 62351 part 4, is de-

scribed by two profiles targeting transport security as 

T-Profile on one hand and application security as A-

Profile. The T-Profile describes the protection of in-

formation, which is exchanged over TCP/IP using TLS. 

This is mainly being done by referring part 3 for TLS 

application and the definition of additional mandatory 

cipher suites.  The A-Profile defines security services 

on application layer, targeting mainly authentication. 

Note that the authentication in the A-Profile is per-

formed only during connection establishment on appli-

cation layer using the MMS initiate command. More-

over this authentication is defined in a way that it does 

not provide application layer message integrity. Fur-

thermore the authentication phase is not used to form a 

session. A session in this context cryptographically 

binds the authentication performed during the connec-

tion setup with subsequent messages exchanged be-

tween the communicating peers. Thus, in the current 

stage of the standard, messages on application layer are 

not protected regarding their integrity. To achieve 

integrity protection, the application of the T-Profile is 

being referred.  

Combining A-Profile and T-Profile provides a con-

nection allowing for authentication, integrity protection 

and confidentiality on transport level and authentica-

tion on application level. This approach works fine in 

scenarios, where the transport connection spans the 

same entities as the application connections as shown 

in Figure 5.  

 

Control Center Substation Controller Field Device 

Switching command 
issued by control center 

TLS Connection 2  
according to T-Profile 

TLS Connection 1 
according to T-Profile 

Switching command issued  
by substation controller 

 

Figure 5. Direct switching action 
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While this approach may be sufficient for many en-

ergy automation scenarios, it may not cope with new 

use cases, for instance the ones described in Section V. 

As soon as there is a difference in transport connec-

tion hops and application connection hops, security 

problems may arise. An example may be a scenario in 

which a proxy is used, e.g., to combine different con-

nections or to multicast a single command to several 

other connections as described in Figure 4 by the gate-

way operator. From the standard energy automation 

architecture – Control Center, Substation Controller, 

Field Device – this gateway operator resembles the 

substation controller and operates as a communication 

proxy as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, the T-Profile is 

terminated by the substation controller, while the appli-

cation connection may be established end-to-end, di-

rectly with the actual entity to be reached. Since IEC 

62351 part 4 does not provide application level integ-

rity, no end-to-end application level security is pro-

vided. 

 Such a scenario can be described as multi-hop con-

nection from a transport level view and would require 

that the proxy is a trusted intermediate host, which 

cannot be guaranteed in many scenarios. For example 

in one of the new use cases addressed in the last sec-

tion, a utility may use a number of proxy that multicasts 

a single “switch off” command issued by the control 

station to multiple households. This approach allows 

multiple hierarchy level for issuing the “switch off” 

commands to achieve scalability and fast reaction. 

 

Control Center Substation Controller Field Device 

Switching command issued  
by control center 

TLS Connection 1  
according to T-Profile 

TLS Connection 2 
according to T-Profile 

Switching command is 
forwarded from substation 
controller 

 
 

Figure 6. Proxied switching action 

To provide also end-to-end integrity in multi-hop use 

cases with intermediate nodes additional measures have 

to be defined. Ideally, these will enhance the standard 

IEC 62351 to foster both, security and interoperability. 

The approach to find appropriate security enhance-

ments taken here involves the investigation into exist-

ing protocols, which already provide a secure session 

concept on application layer. The following section 

analyzes different approaches to enhance part 4 based 

on existing security measures. 

VII. CANDIDATES FOR ADAPTATION 

This section discusses three potential candidates, 

which are already defined and widely used in commu-

nication technology and their suitability for IEC 62351 

part 4 to better cope with multi-hop scenarios. As 

stated in the previous section, the additional security 

requirements to be met comprise peer authentication 

and message integrity on application layer between 

end-to-end communicating peers. The three candidates 

are: 

− HTTP Digest Authentication as typically used in 

web based communication 

− H.235 based security as used to protect multimedia 

communication  

− XML security as applied in web service frame-

works 

The goal is the enhancement of MMS communica-

tion to allow cryptographically based sessions to pro-

vide end-to-end security on application layer. More-

over, being able to associate MMS commands with a 

dedicated session, also allows running multiple parallel 

distinguishable sessions over the same T-Profile pro-

tected link(s). 

A. Candidate 1 HTTP Digest Authentication 

RFC2617 (cf. [9]) describes authentication options 

in the context of HTTP (Hypertext Transport Protocol), 

which is used in many web-based applications. While 

basic authentication is deprecated because of its worst 

security, digest authentication is being widely used.  In 

digest authentication a shared secret needs to be avail-

able on both ends of the communication, which is used 

to calculate an MD5 checksum over either a certain 

part of the message or the complete message as part of 

a challenge response mechanism to provide integrity 

protection. Typically each HTTP request can be chal-

lenged to authenticate the requestor. In the worst case 

this would mean that each communication action is 

doubled. The general approach is depicted in Figure 7. 
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Client Server 

Request 

401 (unauthorized) 
WWW-Authenticate: Digest 
            realm = “x@y.com” 
            nonce = “12AB….” 

Request 
Authorization:  
Digest username=“alice” 
            realm = “x@y.com” 
            nonce = “12AB….” 
            nc = 1 
            cnonce = “123…” 
            response = “98FE….” 

200 OK 
Authentication-Info: 
nextnonce="4732…" 
response-auth=”4711…”   

Figure 7. HTTP Digest Authentication 

To avoid the doubling of all message exchanges the 

challenge for the next exchange can be transmitted as 

part of the response message to the initial request as 

optimization f this method. The next nonce mechanism 

in combination with the initial application of username 

and password can be used to form a (weak) crypto-

graphic session.  

B. Candidate 2 H.235 based security 

H.323 is an umbrella recommendation defined by the 

ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union) to 

address call control, multimedia management, and 

bandwidth management in telecommunication envi-

ronments. H.235 is also an ITU-T based standard de-

scribing security functions for the multimedia commu-

nication standard H.323. H.235 features in summary 

nine different profiles, were only some of them are 

interesting to be discussed in the context of leveraging 

them for the securing of MMS: 

− H.235.1 provides signaling integrity and authentica-

tion using mutually shared secrets and keyed 

hashes, based on HMAC-SHA1-96. This profile is 

widely implemented in available H.323 solutions. 

− H.235.2 provides signaling integrity and authentica-

tion using digital signatures on every message in 

gatekeeper-routed scenarios. Since signature gen-

eration and verification is costly in terms of per-

formance, this profile may not gain momentum and 

is stated here rather for completeness. 

− H.235.3 is a hybrid approach using both, H.235.1 

and H.235.2. During the first handshake a shared 

secret establishment is performed, protected by 

digital signatures. Afterwards keyed hashes are used 

for message integrity protection, based on the estab-

lished shared secret. 

The syntax of the H.323 messages is depicted in 

Figure 8. As it can be seen, security is provided based 

on an included crypto token in the message, which 

transports all necessary data to integrity protect the 

message. 

 

Q.931  
Payload 

Authentication and Integrity 

TCP 
Header 

IP  
Header 

H.225 CS  
Payload 

Crypto 
token 

Q.931 only used for Call signaling 
and call control, transmitted via TCP  

Crypto Token  
for Message Integrity 
and Authentication 

  

Figure 8. H.235 protected message 

As H.235.3 allows for a hybrid security approach, 

utilizing asymmetric and symmetric cryptography, the 

crypto token is defined to serve for both approaches at 

once and carries all necessary information for both 

phases. 

C. Candidate 3 XML Security 

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a sim-

ple, very flexible text format, which is defined by the 

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). It specifies a set 

of rules for encoding documents in machine-readable 

form and is meanwhile used in a variety of applications 

and builds the base for message structures in several 

protocols and language derivations.  

The W3C also provides recommendations for secu-

rity of XML data. XML security comes in two flavors, 

XML Encryption and XML Signature. Both can be 

used on XML encoded data in so-called XML elements 

and provide privacy and integrity protection. XML 

encryption allows the encryption of any type of data 

with symmetric and asymmetric methods. The key to 

be used can be selected by key names. XML signature 

on the other side applies asymmetric methods to 

achieve integrity protection and non-repudiation and 

can be included in the XML document directly or pro-

vided in a detached fashion (see also [18]).    

VIII. PROPOSED ENHANCEMENTS OF IEC62351 

Based on the discussion of candidates in the previ-

ous section and the fact that integrity protection is the 

first protection goal in energy automation networks, the 

approach of candidate 1 and 2 and their application to 
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MMS is discussed here further, as they allow the integ-

rity protection of application layer messages based on 

an cryptographic authenticated and integrity protected 

session. The application of a hybrid approach as in 

candidate 2 in this context, using asymmetric key mate-

rial for the authentication and protection of a session 

key establishment and symmetric key material for the 

remaining session provides for a high flexibility while 

keeping the load on the system low during the applica-

tion of the symmetric key. This cannot be achieved 

with candidate 1.  

Candidate 3 is not discussed further here as directly 

it maps to web services instead of MMS. IEC 61400-25 

(for wind power plants) describes a mapping of IEC 

61850 services to web services. Moreover, other ap-

proaches like OPC-UA (Object Linking and Embed-

ding for Process Control – Unified Architecture) also 

apply web service technology and may also be used in 

this context. As for web services own security measures 

are defined (e.g., XML security), these security meas-

ures may be applied straight forward. Nevertheless, 

these possibilities should be kept in mind, to provide an 

adequate security level for MMS, operating at the same 

level as web-services. This is especially important for 

the protocol interworking when different transport 

mappings are used.  

Again, the goal is the enhancement of MMS-based 

communication to allow multiple parallel distinguish-

able integrity protected sessions started with the MMS 

Initiate command and proper authentication (and au-

thorization).  

Providing this security session approach can gener-

ally be done in different ways: 

1. Enhancement of commands transported via MMS 

with security tokens to allow authentication and 

authorization to be bound to the messages directly. 

This approach would be independent of MMS se-

curity and thus may be applied over other trans-

ports as well. 

2. Enhancement of MMS itself to allow security 

services on the layer transporting IEC 61850 

commands. This approach requires fewer changes 

in the current message structure and better interop-

erates with other approaches, like security options 

for web services. 

 

The enhancement of the MMS messages itself re-

quires changes in IEC62351 Part 4 for security of 

MMS communication as currently only the MMS initi-

ate command has the appropriate ASN.1 structures to 

transport the security information. It also requires 

changes in the IEC 61850 standard to provide the nec-

essary integrity field carrying the security parameters as 

a base for the introduction of a cryptographic session 

concept. 

Therefore, the current approach of MMS must also 

be enhanced to provide not only authentication, but 

also integrity protection. This means the current de-

scription of the signature calculation in IEC62351 Part 

4 needs to be revised.  

The following discussion relates to candidate 1 and 2 

explained in the previous section: 

The basic idea for both approaches, the enhance-

ments of the syntax of the commands send via MMS 

(case 1 above) or of the MMS message syntax (case 2 

above), is the enhancement of the datagram with a 

substructure to transport all necessary security informa-

tion. This change may be done as Figure 9 suggests, 

based on the investigation into the realization of candi-

date 2 in the previous section.  

 

 

UDP/TCP 
Header 

IP  
Header 

Integrity 

Command Payload Crypto 

token 

MAC 

Application Layer Payload  

 

Figure 9. Message protection using a crypto token 

The application of a crypto token provides a dedi-

cated security container to transport message authenti-

cation codes and additional information, e.g., necessary 

to setup a session key. 

An alternative addressing only message integrity on 

application layer without enabling the transport of key 

establishment values for the integrity protection is 

depicted in Figure 10. This approach would be suitable, 

when focusing on candidate 1. 

 

 

UDP/TCP 
Header 

IP  
Header 

Integrity 

Command Payload 
MAC 

Application Layer Payload  

 

Figure 10. Message integrity protection 

For the following discussion, the approach using a 

crypto token, as depicted in Figure 9 is favored as it 

offers most flexibility. The command payload may be 

seen either on MMS level (Layer 6) or on application 

level (Layer 7). In any case, the crypto token to be 

included in the payload carries at least (necessary pa-
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rameter should be discussed, depending on the solution 

approach; the following list may not be complete): 

− tokenOID Object identifier 

− certificate certificate information  

− timestamp Timestamp  

− sequence Sequence number 

− random nonce value  

− dhkey Diffie Hellman set (to negotiate a 

session key) 

− receiverID     Receiver Identifier  

− sendersID      sender Identifier 

− hashed  message authentication code based on 

keyed hash (HMAC) 

− signed message authentication code based on 

signatures  

The inclusion of the crypto token in the messages 

enables the following functionality:  

1. Authentication of connected to and connecting 

peer during first message exchange, here during 

the MMS Initiate. Based on the chosen credentials, 

this may be done using either symmetric or asym-

metric long term keys (hashed or signed). 

2. Negotiation of a session key during the first hand-

shake to be used for all subsequent messages in 

this session. This may be done by using for in-

stance the Diffie Hellman Key Agreement, were 

both, the client and the server provide to the ses-

sion key. The session enables the distinction of 

messages sources in terms of applications or users. 

3. Integrity protection of messages on application 

layer. In scenarios, were multiple hosts are trav-

ersed this approach does not require to trust an in-

termediate hosts to not alter messages contents. 

The intermediate hosts needs only to be trusted to 

deliver the message. 

4. Replay protection through the use of timestamps 

and sequence numbers or nonce’s alternatively. 

A potential call flow between a control center and a 

field device via a substation controller using the de-

scribed approach of candidate 2 using the MMS layer 

is shown in Figure 11. This figure also merges the 

existing energy automation systems with roles and 

systems of smart grid scenarios with residential integra-

tion as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 11. Security enhanced call flow 
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The following description explains this call flow: 

− At first a TLS connection is established on both 

hops. Here, TLS negotiates session keys on trans-

port level on both hops: SKTLS1 and SKTLS2.  

− Afterwards an application/user A1 on the control 

center issues a command to the field device. As this 

is the first command for this application/user, the 

command is authenticated using the long term cre-

dential (e.g., digitally signed). The acknowledge-

ment in turn is secured using the long term creden-

tial of the field device. During the handshake a ses-

sion key may be established SKA1 using a Diffie 

Hellman key agreement. This session key may then 

be used to secure all subsequent traffic between A1 

and the field device. The command is send via the 

TLS protected hops via the substation controller to 

the field device. 

− A second application/user A2 on the control center 

issues a further command to the field device. As 

both communication parties possess a shared secret 

SSA2, it is used to secure the message exchange ap-

plying a keyed hash (e.g., HMAC-SHA1). The 

command is send via the same TLS protected hops 

via the substation controller to the field device. 

− Then an application/user B1 on the substation con-

troller issues a command to the field device. As this 

is the first command for this application/user, the 

command is authenticated using the long term cre-

dential (e.g., digitally signed). The acknowledge-

ment in turn is secured using the long term creden-

tial of the field device. During the handshake a ses-

sion key may be established SKB1. This session key 

may then be used to secure all subsequent traffic 

between B1 and the field device. The command is 

send via the TLS protected hop to the field device. 

− A second application/user B2 on the substation 

controller issues a further command to the field de-

vice. As both communication parties possess a 

shared secret SSB2, it is used to secure the message 

exchange applying a keyed hash (e.g., HMAC-

SHA1). The command is send via the same TLS 

protected hops via the substation controller to the 

field device. 

The advantage of this approach is that single TLS 

connections can be used on the hops to secure the 

transport between all involved peers, while multiple 

applications or users may use these TLS connections to 

transport specific commands to the field devices. 

Moreover, due to the session concept, the long term 

credentials need only to be used during the first hand-

shake, while all other communication can rely on the 

negotiated session keys. If digital signatures are per-

formed during the first handshake, performance can be 

saved on all further messages of this application con-

nection, as the keyed hash operation is less consuming 

compared to a signature generation or verification. The 

approach as shown in Figure 11 is suitable for both, 

MMS or direct command integration. 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

As already stated in chapter VI, Web Services are 

gaining more momentum. They have already been 

addressed as part of the wind power craft related stan-

dard IEC 61400-25 and it is expected that there will be 

a mapping for IEC 61850 in the near future. Web ser-

vices are also one building block in the OPC-UA 

framework initially mentioned were security functions 

already being considered on transport and application 

layer.  

Web services enable the application of Web security 

mechanisms like XML Security to provide encryption 

and integrity protection. Moreover authorization can 

also be addressed utilizing the Security Assertion 

Markup Language (SAML). SAML allows the defini-

tion of secured tokens, to be issued by a trusted com-

ponent. Currently, security is also not being addressed 

in the wind power standard. Nevertheless, as web ser-

vice security is already defined (by the W3C), the stan-

dard only needs to be enhanced with a mapping to the 

available web security, without the necessity to defined 

own security mechanisms.  

To ensure security interworking between installa-

tions utilizing different mappings of IEC 61850 like 

MMS or Web Service secure services transition func-

tions need to be defined. Therefore, from the inter-

working perspective, the integration of security en-

hancements in MMS may provide a better base for 

secure interworking as it operates on the same level as 

web services and already provides an end-to-end appli-

cation layer connection.  

X. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides an overview of smart grid envi-

ronment focusing especially on the security of dedi-

cated new scenarios, which become more likely 

through the integration of renewable energy sources not 

only on substation level, but also on end-user level. 

Additional security requirements will be the result of 

these new use cases. The energy automation security 

standard IEC 62351, which is used to secure communi-
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cation according to the standards IEC 61850 and IEC 

60870-x and to provide End-to-End Security plays a 

major role here. Because of the manifold Smart Grid 

activities and the standardization efforts driven by 

NIST, new parts of IEC 62351 can be expected soon. 

Motivated by the analysis of new use cases for Smart 

Grids, some shortcomings of IEC 62351 are presented. 

Especially, IEC 62351 can currently not offer applica-

tion layer end-to-end security if multiple transport layer 

connections are used. Such multi-hop connections are 

important for new use cases. Currently, often a trusted 

intermediate is assumed for application layer end-to-

end security. This assumption may be a weakness in the 

overall system design depending on the use case and 

may not hold in the future. 

An extension of IEC 62351 is proposed to overcome 

the identified weaknesses by introducing security ses-

sions for MMS connections in IEC 62351. The exten-

sion enables cryptographic sessions on application 

layer providing application layer end-to-end security 

for new use cases in Smart Grid scenarios. 
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Abstract—As online collaboration between businesses in-
creases, securing these interactions becomes of utmost im-
portance. Not only must entities protect themselves and their
electronic collaborations, but they must also ensure compliance
to a plethora of security-related laws and industry standards.
Our research has focused in detail on the cross-enterprise
security problems faced by collaborating businesses. Apart
from our most recent work which investigates a novel model
and tool to support e-businesses’ security negotiations, we
previously defined a comprehensive development methodology
to aid companies in creating secure and trusted interactions.
This paper aims to advance those proposals by presenting
and discussing a key stage of their evaluation. This stage uses
interviews with industry-based security professionals from the
field, to gather critical, objective feedback on the use and
suitability of the proposals in fulfilling their aims.

Keywords-Business-oriented framework, e-business collabo-
rations, security negotiations, security ontology, XML security
language, interview evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

Inter-organizational e-business, endorsed by a wide suite
of enabling technologies (e.g., Web services, ebXML, Roset-
taNet), is now one of the most promising and lucrative
business paradigms. To sustain these online interactions,
security researchers and professionals have investigated nu-
merous technologies, processes and best practices. Apart
from our most recent research in [1], in previous other
work we have also contributed to this area by defining the
Business-Oriented Framework for enhancing Web Services
Security for e-business (BOF4WSS) [2], [3]. BOF4WSS’
uniqueness stems from its emphasis on a detailed cross-
enterprise development methodology, to aid collaborating e-
businesses in jointly creating secure and trusted interactions.
This particularly refers to the creation of a multilayered se-
curity solution, which encompasses technologies, processes,
policies and strategies, and spans the interacting companies.

Further to the comprehensive guidance supplied by
BOF4WSS, our research has explored the provision of
a range of useful support systems. These would assist
in the framework’s application to business scenarios, and
seek to streamline various essential, but often arduous or
problematic development tasks. One such support model and
resulting system, which we recently developed can be seen
in [1]; formally, this paper extends that work. That proposal

specifically targeted the difficulties incurred during compa-
nies’ negotiations on security actions and requirements; a
prerequisite activity before the joint systems are developed.
Here, a security action is defined as any high-level way in
which a company handles a risk it faces (e.g., ‘the risk
of ensuring the security of a server is to be outsourced’),
whereas a security requirement is a high-to-medium level
desire, expressed to mitigate a risk (e.g., ‘the integrity of
personal data must be maintained’). Security actions thus
encompassing security requirements.

The problem area highlighted above and discussed in
subsequent sections, relates to the organizational, practical
and physical hardships incurred when transitioning from
the individually completed Requirements Elicitation stage,
to the subsequent Negotiations stage in BOF4WSS. In
this latter stage is where interacting companies meet to
present, negotiate and reconcile their security actions and
requirements. Attempting to address these hardships, the
Solution Model and resulting tool for security negotiations
support in [1] were created. These proposals specially aimed
at streamlining various negotiations tasks and significantly
easing framework phase transition for parties. Initial evalua-
tion results in [1] and to a larger extent in [4] have provided
a good start in demonstrating Model and tool compatibility
with existing security approaches used in businesses.

Having defined the framework and outlined a key support
tool in previous works, this paper aims to report on the
findings from one of the more substantial, initial evaluation
stages. This stage used in-depth interviews with industry-
based security professionals from the field, to gather critical,
objective feedback on the use and suitability of the proposals
in fulfilling their aims. Another prime goal of this evalua-
tion was to gain further insight into industry and business
scenario realities before planning and conducting the final
evaluation of BOF4WSS and the supporting tools. This final
evaluation would constitute a thorough case study analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II recaps
BOF4WSS inclusive of its aims and the goals of its phases.
This review was seen necessary in the interest of complete-
ness considering the detailed analysis of the framework in
the forthcoming evaluation. Work in [2], [3] form the main
references for the framework’s review. Next, Section III
assesses the difficulties incurred in cross-enterprise security
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negotiations, and discusses the Model and tool proposed to
tackle them. With the main proposals outlined, Section IV
reports on the interview-based evaluation of both the frame-
work and the Model and tool. The feedback gathered will
be an important finding regarding the use and suitability of
the proposals. Conclusions and future work are presented in
Section V.

II. THE FRAMEWORK

BOF4WSS [2], [3] is an approach for cross-enterprise
security and trust within e-businesses that employ Web ser-
vices (WS) technology. The prime novelty of this framework
is found in its emphasis on providing an expanded formaliza-
tion of a development methodology that focuses on security
and trust. This methodology also accommodates multiple
autonomous businesses working together. There are two
main shortcomings of existing approaches targeted by the
framework. These stem from: (i) an overly reliant emphasis
on technology, alluding to standards and systems as the
complete solution to WS security in e-business; and (ii) an
overly isolated security stance, focusing on the process one
company should follow to secure itself internally, therefore
ignoring the cross-enterprise security issue (discussed in
Hartman et al. [5]) introduced by WS use.

To address these outstanding issues, BOF4WSS aims at
three aspects. First, to consider the full nature of WS and its
security implications within e-business. Second, appreciating
that security, irrespective of the context, is a multilayered
phenomenon encompassing aspects such as practices, pro-
cesses and methodologies, in addition to technologies. And
finally, to promote the use of a collaborative approach
to provide enhanced levels of security and trust across
partnering companies.

As seen in [3] and depicted in brief below, the framework
and its phases give detailed guidance on what should occur
and how, and its pertinence in attaining desired levels of
holistic security for these cross-enterprise interactions. This
will involve defining the expected inputs to stages, along
with their required outputs/outcomes, but especially the rec-
ommended low-level goals, activities, and steps within those
stages that can help achieve the outcomes. Where suitable,
this guidance aims to reuse existing methods and practices—
both from industry and academia—thus concentrating on the
compilation of these into a coherent, well-defined process.

With the framework’s background discussed, Figure 1
displays a pictorial representation of its nine phases. These
are then described.

The first phase is Requirements Elicitation and within it
each business works largely by itself. The tasks conducted
include analyzing internal business objectives, constraints,
relevant laws, security polices and so on, to determine their
high-level needs for the foreseen WS business scenario. Ex-
isting methods such as those proposed by Demirörs [6] are
used to aid in this task. This technique (that is, [6]) focuses

Agreements (for QoS)

Requirements Elicitation

Negotiations

Agreements

Analysis/Architectural

Systems Design

Development & Testing

Agreements

Maintenance

Figure 1. BOF4WSS Overview

on the definition and analysis of business process models
to elicit requirements. This type of approach is preferred
mainly due to its innate emphasis on business processes—
the culmination of the expected service interactions.

In the Negotiations phase next, teams consisting of
project managers, business and systems analysts, domain
experts, and IT security professionals from the companies
meet, bringing together their requirements from the previous
phase for discussions. The purpose is to use the stage
inputs as a basis to chart an agreed path forward especially
considering the varying expectations each company is likely
to have towards security. Expectations (and requirements)
could vary with regards to whether a process (or set of
service interactions) needs to be secured, to what level is it
to be secured, how will security be applied, and so on. Work
in [7] clearly highlights that in forming these partnerships of
companies, this integration task is formidable. Nonetheless,
this is a pivotal step in engaging in interactions.

The Agreements phase which follows, uses the com-
pleted negotiations to clearly define agreements thus far. The
first task suggested by the framework is a legal contract
to cement the understanding of the requirements between
companies. This legal document is followed by a novel
construct called the Interaction Security Strategy (ISS). The
ISS as opposed to the contract, is a less rigid management
structure that defines high-level, cross-enterprise security
directives to guide the interactions. This would form the
basis for all the scenario’s security decisions instead of in-
dividual company’s policies or requirements. Another prime
goal of the strategy is fostering trust amongst business
partners through predictability and transparency in security
approaches, by outlining a structure that all entities agreed to
adopt and follow. This trust aim is discussed in more detail
in [3].

Within the Analysis/Architectural phase, the aim is
to enable businesses to draw upon the previously agreed
requirements and jointly define conceptual business pro-
cess models for the expected interactions. The directives
(policies, best practices, and so on) from the ISS are also
then applied to create secure process models. This stage’s
expected output is a blueprint for the high-to-medium level
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process flow and respective security architecture.
Following formal process definition, BOF4WSS advises

the use of another Agreements phase. This time the goal
is towards a more thorough legal contract reflecting detailed
requirements and expectations of the companies involved. At
this point, contracts are used primarily as a safety net, and
should leave the role of governing day-to-day interactions
to the ISS.

The aim of the Design phase is aiding businesses in
defining a logical, low-level systems view of exactly how
the conceptual model from the Architectural phase will be
achieved. Examples of objectives that constitute this aim are
the identification of relevant WS standards, trade-off analysis
of their use, and the actual standards application where
appropriate. In addition to standards agreement, harmonizing
process and data semantics is also an issue worthy of
consideration when discussing inter-company interactions as
stressed in Papazoglou [8]. A semantics framework includ-
ing shared vocabularies are therefore to be specified in this
framework phase. On the completion of these tasks, the stage
is complete. A specification document is therefore output
that is appropriate for systems and software developers to
implement.

With the low-level processes and functional services spec-
ified, the subsequent phase focuses on the Agreements at the
lower, quality-of-service (QoS) level. The goal is to specify
the mutual understanding of the priorities, responsibilities,
and guarantees expected by each company regarding the
actual Web services. QoS elements typically emphasized en-
compass performance requirements (e.g., average response
time of 30 milliseconds),service availability needs (e.g.,
uptime of 99.96%), and so on. Apart from formal natural
language statements which form what is commonly known
as a Service-Level Agreement (SLA), this specification is
done using relevant policy and service agreements WS
standards such as WS-Policy.

The penultimate stage in the framework is the Devel-
opment & Testing phase. This phase is largely carried
out by companies individually, however occasional joint
interactions are appreciated for testing, and system veri-
fication to previously established requirements. The input
to this stage is the agreed systems design specifications
(natural language and standards-based) and the service-level
agreements. These documents are intended to be used by
each individual company (and their personnel) to steer their
internal systems implementation.

In the interest of supporting this internal process, the
framework builds on current research and suggests the use
of guidelines from more detailed and tested approaches such
as [9], [8]. In the former work the goal is towards the devel-
opment process for secure WS. Whereas, the latter article
presents a lifecycle methodology that focuses on critical
aspects such as application integration, migration from old to
new Web services-based processes, and the ‘best-fit’ ways of

implementation which appreciate company constraints, risks,
costs and returns on investment. Another benefit to using
these particular approaches is that information gathered and
produced earlier in BOF4WSS can be reused to quickly
complete their initial stages. Such data includes functional,
security and QoS requirements, risk assessment data, and
business process models. The last step in this phase is to
verify that developed systems have achieved the requisite
amounts of application-level security. To aid in this, an
evaluation is advocated through the use of penetration testing
and WS-specific approaches such as those presented in Yu
et al. [10].

With the development of this multilayered security solu-
tion complete, its upkeep is the next crucial undertaking.
BOF4WSS addresses this and other typical monitoring and
preservation tasks in the Maintenance phase. This stage
will involve functional system enhancements, but addition-
ally will stress the continued updating and enforcement of
security measures, both in developed systems and the ISS.
Cross-enterprise teams both in terms of functional and secu-
rity aspects are essential to this process. Regarding security
specially however, they would be entrusted with monitoring
the internal and external environments, and considering new
threats, laws, and business requirements, and how these will
be included in solution updates.

Having recapped the framework, the next section moves
on to consider supporting the transition between two of
BOF4WSS’ stages, namely Requirements Elicitation and
Negotiations phases. Specifically, the section assesses the
difficulties incurred in cross-enterprise security negotiations
during these stages, and discusses the Model and tool pro-
posed to tackle them, and thereby support phase transition.

III. SUPPORTING BOF4WSS AND THE TRANSITION
BETWEEN ITS PHASES

A. The Stage Transition Problem

Sharing, comparing and negotiating on security actions
and requirements across companies, even at a high-level,
has always been a complex matter. Tiller’s work ([7]) gives
insight into this issue as he labels the related process,
“security mayhem”, because of the variety of security as-
pects (e.g., specific polices, service-level agreements, legal
obligations, unique access requirements) to be considered in
forming business collaborations. The reality of this problem
is underlined by Dynes et al. [11] who set out a research
agenda with a core question being: how can a shared vision
on risks and security for interacting companies be achieved
which appreciates their range of differences?

To investigate the specific issues surrounding stage transi-
tion and the negotiation of security actions as they pertain to
BOF4WSS, a case scenario was used. This scenario featured
companies using the framework during the Requirements
Elicitation and Negotiations phases, and especially focused
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on how security actions were determined, how these actions
were documented/expressed, and how parties compared and
negotiated on them. To strengthen the practicality of the
scenario, security professionals knowledgeable in external
company interactions were interviewed and their input used
to guide case development. After defining the case scenario,
it was analyzed to identify areas which proved difficult,
problematic, or overly tedious for companies. Some of the
most prominent areas are discussed below.
• Understanding the security actions documents of the

other companies “as is”: In the Negotiations phase,
companies supply their security actions to their business
partners for perusal and discussion. A major difficulty
even at this early stage was gaining an appreciation of
what exactly companies meant (i.e., a semantic issue)
when they outlined a security action or requirement in
a few brief, informal statements, often with little justifi-
cation. Included in this, is the reality that companies may
use different terminologies for security actions, associated
risks, threats, and vulnerabilities. These problems were
further compounded by the variety of techniques (e.g.,
requirement listings, generic checklists, graphical repre-
sentations) used by businesses to document their security
actions. The core issues at this point therefore link to the
semantic gap likely to be prevalent across companies, and
the disparity in formats used to document actions. Both of
these aspects resulted in the need for companies to spend
considerable time and effort understanding actions and
requirements before any negotiations could take place.

• Understanding the motivation behind other compa-
nies’ security actions and requirements: From the sum-
mary documentation which constituted companies’ secu-
rity actions and requirements, it was often somewhat chal-
lenging for other businesses to determine exactly why that
security desire existed. Even if the security situation/risk
which the security action intended to address was included
in the description, there might have been a plethora of
other aspects (e.g., laws and regulations, security policies)
considered in the preceding risk assessment that were
not specified in the action description. These aspects
are important because they provide insight into security
actions that form the basis for companies negotiations. As
a result of this incomplete information, companies usually
had to enter further discussions to determine these aspects
before making decisions on individual security actions.

• Comparison of companies’ security actions and re-
quirements: This task entailed parsing through other
companies’ actions and requirements documents to note
and question any existing conflicts across businesses.
Included in this task was the implicit or explicit matching
of security actions from companies which targeted the
same situation or risk. Even in the cases where security
actions were classified into groups beforehand, the task
of parsing through documents, and the various back-and-

forth communications necessary to match and compare
actions even at a basic level, resulted in the consumption
of a vast amount of man-hours. An additional issue at this
point was ensuring that all aspects motivating security ac-
tions (e.g., laws, security policies, contractual obligations)
were gathered, documented and readily available for con-
sideration, to support actual comparison and negotiations.
Any streamlining of the aforementioned processes would
save time, money, and effort for parties.

Having presented some of the core problems discovered
from the case analysis, Section III-B outlines the conceptual
Solution Model for the system to support stage transition.

B. Solution Model

The Solution Model, shown in Figure 2, contains four
components: Security Actions Analysis, Ontology Design,
Language Definition and Risk Catalogue Creation. The
prime aim of this model is to outline a notional base on
which a tool that would actually support the negotiation of
security actions across companies, could be implemented. A
description of the components is given below.

Security Actions Analysis leads to..

forms
basis for..

Ontology Design

Language DefinitionRisk Catalogue Creation
(provides listing of risks, which are
 later used as base for comparison)

(formally specifies security actions
& factors motivating them, inclu-
sive of risks, laws, policies, etc.)

informed
creation of..

Figure 2. Solution Model

Security Actions Analysis: As a first step to addressing
the problems related to the semantic gap and the disparity
in formats used to document actions (identified in Sec-
tion III-A), an in-depth analysis of the security actions
and requirements domain was required. This assessment
focused on security literature particularly in the security
risk management field (as this area was viewed as key to
determining security actions), and critically examined how
security actions and requirements were derived. From that
analysis, common critical factors, especially those that con-
stituted and motivated their derivation were then identified.
This component stage’s findings allowed for a thorough
understanding of that domain, and furnished the foundation
for following stages.

Ontology Design: Ontologies are widely known for their
ability to specify a shared understanding about a particular
domain. In this case, an ontology was used to provide a
common understanding of the security actions (and gener-
ally, security risk management) domain, based on findings
from the Security Actions Analysis stage. Establishing this
common semantic bridge was a critical prerequisite in cre-
ating the overall solution, when considering how different
the terminologies, methods, and influential factors internal
to each business were likely to be. It was also important
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that the ontology was encompassing, and therefore allowed
for an easy semantic mapping of concepts onto it from
typical security action determination (or simply, security risk
management) methods used by companies. Readers should
note that the ontology designed here is high-level and mainly
diagrammatic (i.e., there is no formal ontology language). As
such, it is more of a communications tool, which can also
be built on in future components. An ontology draft, and the
Analysis component were previously presented in [12].

Language Definition: Two of the core issues identified
in Section III-A center around the numerous formats used
for security actions, and the incomplete information initially
presented regarding the motivation for those actions. The
Language Definition stage addressed these issues by defining
a formal language to be used by companies at the end of
Requirements Elicitation. The benefit of a formal language
as opposed to a shared text-based template, or graphical
representation is the automation it would allow; encoded
data could now be processed by a machine. This language
would enable the formal expression of parties’ security
actions, and the factors that motivated them (e.g., risks, laws,
security policies and so on) in a common format. By having
these motivational factors initially included and specified,
this negates the need to enter lengthy discussions to de-
termine these aspects later. An XML-based language was
preferred to facilitate encoding due to its wide acceptance,
XML’s platform independence, and the variety of systems
support options (numerous APIs for parsing and validation)
available. To define the language’s syntax, the ontology was
an invaluable asset. Aiding in language definition was one
of the original purposes of the ontology, as its use ensured
that the language was grounded in accepted literature and
supported by some common semantics across companies.

Risk Catalogue Creation: To address the problem of
matching and comparing security actions across enterprises,
emphasis was placed on identifying an aspect which was
common to the actions and could be held constant. There-
fore, regardless of the divergent security actions for a
situation defined by businesses, a common underlying aspect
could be used to quickly (or automatically) match these
actions. After reviewing the Security Actions Analysis, it
was apparent that in a majority of cases, security actions
were established to handle or treat some inherent risk. The
range of security action determination methods used by com-
panies enforced this reality (see work in [12]). To provide
the constant base therefore, a shared risks listing/catalogue
was instituted and developed. This catalogue contained an
updatable, extensive listing of security risks, and was used
by companies as a common input to their risk manage-
ment processes (i.e., the process that identifies, analyzes,
evaluates, and decides treatment for the risks). Although
businesses used different processes and derived possibly
disparate security actions, they maintained a common base
in terms of what risks were addressed by a particular

action. Once implemented in a system, this common base
would allow for the automated matching of security actions
from companies, and thus ease the task of matching and
comparing actions.

A general idea of how the implemented Solution Model
worked towards significantly easing stage transition, is illus-
trated in Figure 3. In this diagram Supplier and Buyer
are using BOF4WSS for an online business scenario.

risks (assets,
threats, vulnerabilities)

all security actions & factors
motivating them, inclusive

of risks, laws, policies,  etc.

Supplier’s encoded
security actions & factors

motivating them

(i)  User-friendly interface where security actions and the related
     security risks, are automatically matched and displayed
(ii) Inconsistencies flagged that represent exceptional situations
     and thus should be discussed by personnel

Supplier’s risk mana-
gement methodology

...

Encoding system
(based on language)

Encoding system
(based on language)

...

Risks (assets, threats,
vulnerabilities) catalogue

New risks
exchanged Buyer’s risk mana-

gement methodology

Comparison system
(matching based on risk)

...

R
equirem

ents
E

licitation stage
N

egotiations
S
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Data entry & data
storage system

Data entry & data
storage system

security data entered/stored ...

Figure 3. Solution Model in action

A briefly outline is now given on the conceptually im-
plemented model in Figure 3. To begin, risks from the
risk catalogue are selected by companies to form input
to each entity’s risk management methodology (i.e., pro-
cess to determine security actions and requirements). Once
companies determine their individual security actions, these
actions and the factors motivating them are transferred into
an Encoding system and marked up into the XML-based
language defined. When businesses meet in BOF4WSS’
Negotiations stage, the encoded documents are then passed
to a Comparison system that matches companies’ security
actions based on the underlying risks they address. Currently,
the output of the Comparison system focuses on (i) a
user-friendly interface where security actions (supported by
related risks, and motivational factors) are automatically
matched and displayed, and (ii) flagging of any inconsis-
tencies identified for follow-up by personnel. A noteworthy
point is that the Solution Model and resulting tool are
especially geared towards shared risks faced by entities.
Therefore in some regards, emphasis is placed on the shared
risks where companies have to agree on how they will be
treated i.e., the type of security action (e.g., mitigation,
transference, acceptance, avoidance), and actual action to
apply. Section III-C formally introduces the tool which
embodies the Encoding and Comparison systems above.
This is the Security Actions Specification and Comparison
System, hereafter SASaCS.

C. SASaCS Tool
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1) Overview: The SASaCS tool represents the culmina-
tion of this work, in that, it is the software implementa-
tion of the Solution Model. SASaCS consists of all the
practical components necessary to support the presentation,
sharing, comparison and negotiation of security actions
across companies. As a result of its tight coupling with the
Solution Model, the general process outlined at the end of
Section III-B applies to the tool as well. In Section III-C
therefore, we provide more detail on the tool by discussing
three of its features, the Data Entry interface, Comparison
System report output, and the Encoding system (XML lan-
guage). These aspects were chosen because they allow novel
parts of SASaCS to be highlighted, and set the platform for
evaluation in Section IV.

Once companies have conducted their risk management
activities (which are informed initially to some degree, by
the shared risk catalogue) and produced their individual
security actions, the next task is transferring them into (their
locally installed copy of) the SASaCS tool. This is handled
by the Data entry and storage system. This system, shown
in Figure 3, provides a set of simple, intuitive screens
for users to input their security related data (e.g., risks,
security actions and factors motivating them) and have it
stored to a back-end tool database. To ease usability, the
tool also allows the direct referencing and selection of
risks from the risk catalogue, that initially factored into the
company’s risk management activities. Therefore, users can
look-up risks from the catalogue, apply them to the current
project/collaboration, and then annotate them, or otherwise
use them as they see fit (e.g., input‘ risk priority levels,
associate them with a security action, and so on).

As SASaCS is based on the ontology designed, its data
entry screens benefit from the unambiguous definition of
concepts (such as risk, risk level, and so on) prevalent with
the ontology. The ontology diagram itself and its docu-
mentation also are useful in assisting users understanding
of concepts, and linking data entry fields to output from
their risk management methodologies. In addition to having
data fields mirroring the basic concepts from the ontology,
the Data entry interface defines a number of other fields to
allow companies to add more detail on relevant aspects such
as company-specific risk descriptions, justifications of risk
levels, annotations regarding treatments of risks, treatment
coverage levels, and security requirements. Figure 4 shows
a screenshot of the security action (or in other terms, risk
treatment action) data entry screen in SASaCS.

After each enterprise has saved their security- and risk-
related data to the tool, the following step is encoding
that data in preparation for inter-company negotiations. The
Encoding system (also installed locally) facilitates this by
pulling data from the tool database, marking it up in the
XML-based language discussed previously, and outputting
a document with the encoded data. When companies meet
for negotiations therefore, (i) they use the same format to ex-

Figure 4. Security action data entry screenshot

press security actions/requirements, which is also machine-
processable; (ii) there is a shared understanding of the
security- and risk-related concepts, promoted by the com-
mon ontology and highly supportive tool data entry screens;
(iii) information is more complete as factors motivating
security actions should initially have been supplied; and (iv)
because encoded data (particularly security actions) includes
references to risks in the risk catalogue, there are commonal-
ities across companies’ documents. The Comparison system
uses these commonalities to automatically match security
actions/requirements that treat the same shared risks.

As an example of the process mentioned above, let us
assume two companies, Supplier and Buyer. Further-
more assume Figure 4 is a screenshot taken of SASaCS
running at Supplier. There therefore exists a mitigation
action formulated by Supplier to handle three risks, GR1,
GR2 and GR3. Reasons for their decision are listed in
the treatment factors subscreen. At Buyer, assume that
personnel only consider risk GR1 and GR3; GR1 they opt
to mitigate, and GR3 they choose to accept due to limited
a security budget. By having all this information supplied
in the system initially, when parties meet for negotiations,
SASaCS can be used to quickly assist in various impor-
tant tasks. One such task is automatically matching the
disparate security actions of Supplier and Buyer based
on underlying risks. Figure 5, which displays output from
the Comparison system based on data above, exemplifies
this. Here, companies are immediately notified of conflicting
security actions (for example, in the treatment GR3), and
situations where some entities do not address risks at all
(in the case of GR2, by company Buyer). Additionally,
businesses are instantly shown key reasons which motivated
each company’s particular security action decision (by way
of treatment factors).

Streamlining these, at times simple tasks, can significantly
reduce the time and effort needed by companies during the
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Figure 5. Security action report output screenshot

initial stages of BOF4WSS negotiations. In the next section,
we examine the encoding aspect more by presenting the
XML-based language defined. For ease of reference, this
language is called SADML, or Security Actions Definition
Markup Language.

2) The Language: The structure of SADML was con-
ceived to mirror the knowledge captured in the ontology
(largely defined in [12]). As such, various ontology’s con-
cepts are represented as XML elements/tags. To comply with
XML’s hierarchical nature, it was necessary to define a sensi-
ble hierarchy of elements. Furthermore, this structure would
need to accommodate one-to-many relationships across ele-
ments (for example, if a single law motivates/supports multi-
ple security actions, this should be appreciated). Considering
these and a few other salient aspects, SADML’s syntax was
defined. A snippet of the SADML format representing the
information in Figure 4 is presented below; the + sign
indicates additional data which is not displayed here for
space reasons. The core language is described in the schema,
indicated by urn:risksx-schema in the snippet.

<needsBase xmlns="urn:risksx-schema" ... >
<mitigationActions>
<mitigationAction>
<name>Risk action for auditing/logging...</name>

<details>Auditing/logging of interactions...</details>
<risks>

+ <risk id="GR1">
+ <risk id="GR2">
+ <risk id="GR3">

</risks>
<lawAndRegRefs><lawAndRegRef idref="LR22">
<relationToRiskAction>SOX Act was key to this miti-
gation decision based on...</relationToRiskAction>

</lawAndRegRef></lawAndRegRefs>
+ <securityPolicyRefs>
+ <securityRequirementRefs>

</mitigationAction>
</mitigationActions>

+ <acceptanceActions>
<transferenceActions /> <!-- No actions defined -->
<avoidanceActions /> <!-- No actions defined -->

+ <lawsAndRegs>
+ <securityPolicies>
+ <securityRequirements>
</needsBase>

As can be seen above, needsBase is the root element
and its sub-elements encompass the four general types of
security action, and the main factors identified which moti-
vate them. In practice, SADML groups risks by the type of
security action (e.g., mitigation, or <mitigationActions>)
which addresses them, and then the exact written action
(e.g., <mitigationAction>) defined by a company. Because
one security action can address many risks, each action
has a <risks> element that lists the risks addressed. The
elements suffixed with ‘Refs’ are used to indicate that
existing motivational factors, for example laws and regu-
lations (<lawsAndRegs>), influenced the treatment of a risk.
<securityRequirementRefs> is the exception, in that it ref-
erences security requirements (<securityRequirements>)
that detail security actions. SADML’s structure proposes one
way to define security actions, risks and motivational factors,
and does not intend to be a panacea in itself.

The novelty of SADML is rooted in the unique business
perspective it takes on risks and security actions, which
aims to (i) maintain a strong practical foundation (by
mirroring the ontology designed) and (ii) place security,
at least initially, at a level that understandable to security
professionals and business-based decision makers (often the
budget holders) alike. Next we cover existing work related
to the Model and tool.

D. Related Work

In [13], authors assessed similar disparity problems to
the Solution Model, particularly in communicating security
requirements. They proposed a framework for formally
specifying requirements and detecting conflicts amongst
collaborating parties. The difference between that research
and our work is in the layers which are targeted; the
Solution Model supports high-level security negotiations
for businesses, whereas Yau and Chen [13] consider low-
level security requirements (and by extension, only risk
mitigation), and formal rules and algorithms for require-
ments refinement. Their approach therefore is not actually
concentrated on the problem which our work emphasises.
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Apart from the related literature on the ontology previ-
ously presented in [12], the only other area with similar
work is the XML-based language defined. In research and
industry there have been a plethora of security languages
covering from access control (e.g., XACML), to identity
management (e.g., SAML). The most relevant to our work
is the Enterprise Security Requirement Markup Language
(ESRML) [14]. This language is comparable to SADML
because it emphasizes the higher layers of security, and the
sharing and exchanging the enterprise security information
across companies for business purposes. The shortcomings
of ESRML in terms of this work however are its lack
of emphasis on factors which significantly influence or
drive security actions (e.g., regulations, constraints), and its
concentration on risk mitigation as opposed to explicitly
appreciating other ways to treat risks.

Having now covered the framework and the Solution
Model and tool, Section IV reports on the interview-based
evaluation conducted on these proposals. This evaluation and
its findings form the key novel contributions of this paper.

IV. EVALUATION AND FINDINGS

A. Evaluation Method

To evaluate BOF4WSS and the Solution Model and tool,
a standard structure of research was followed. This included
the definition of areas of interest and then the collection
and analysis of relevant data to assess these areas. Rigid
hypotheses were not preferred because this evaluation does
not seek to thoroughly prove or disprove formal theory.
Instead, the aim is to establish whether the information
gathered supports the areas and proposals assessed, and if
so, the degrees of support arising from the data gathered.

There were two core areas to be investigated for support
in this evaluation. First was to investigate whether the
framework proposed is an applicable, practical proposal
which would aid businesses in reaching requisite levels
of enhanced inter-organizational security and trust. And
secondly, to examine if the Solution Model and tool provide
a viable process to greatly support transition between the
Requirements Elicitation and Negotiation phases of the
proposed framework.

To study these areas, a qualitative research strategy was
chosen in which digitally-recorded, semi-structured inter-
views were employed. The interview data gathering tech-
nique was preferred as it allowed for a detailed study into
the field and the gathering of descriptive, insightful data
for analysis [15]. Semi-structured interviews enhanced this
process because they allowed for a mixture of structure
and flexibility in questions asked. Therefore, in addition to
asking planned questions which directly related to the areas
above, other interesting and associated observations could
be explored.

To ensure the interview questions were clear and appro-
priate, pilots were used to refine them initially. Also, in the
interest of gaining the highest quality feedback, interviewees
were sent general documentation on the models at least a
week before the interview. This allowed them time to review
the proposals and gather their thoughts before the meeting.

As was mentioned, the target group for interviewees
consisted of industry-based security professionals. To narrow
this further, purposive sampling [16] (which is the use
of special knowledge to select appropriate subjects) was
applied. Within this general group therefore, individuals
were selected that showed a good experience (demonstrated
by job roles, certifications, qualifications, and past project
involvements) in the following pertinent fields: Web ser-
vices technology, e-business and online business paradigms,
security risk management, information assurance, security
architectures, and cross-enterprise interactions.

Specifically, the interviewee selection process consisted
of directly contacting persons with demonstrated experi-
ence (identified from company Web sites and/or articles
published), and also using the author’s contacts within
companies to help identify other relevant professionals. It
should be noted that no special incentives for participation
were offered and interviewees participated based on their
own free will. This targeted selection technique was adopted
as opposed to more statistically random or quasi-random
techniques, to ensure that persons selected had a good degree
of requisite experience and specialized knowledge.

Additionally, because the emphasis was on gathering in-
depth information rather than surface-level data from as
many persons possible, only five professionals were in-
terviewed. These professionals however had a total of 48
years experience in the security field. This small sample
size allowed for a manageable, yet very detailed amount
of expert feedback to be gathered in the, on average, two-
hour long interviews. Small sample sizes, greater depth of
information, and a focus on narrative data all are key char-
acteristics of purposive sampling [17]. Known limitations
of this sampling technique however include possible bias in
interviewee selection, and lack of wide generalizability of
findings [16]. As there was no relation between subjects and
the interviewer and as subjects were selected based only on
demonstrated experience and no knowledge of their personal
opinions, bias was not viewed as a serious limitation here.
Furthermore, wide and conclusive generalizations are not the
goals of this evaluation but rather to gain some insight into
the use of research proposals. This wisdom might also then
be applied in the next stage of evaluation, i.e., the case study.

Therefore, although there are noteworthy limitations of
purposive sampling, the benefits possible with the technique
were seen to outweigh the drawbacks in this case. This
is especially considering the resource and time constraints
on this project, and great amount of time taken even to
set up interviews with the five subjects chosen. (Common
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issues faced were the busyness and hectic schedules of
professionals, coupled with the need for companies’ legal
departments to be involved to consider and approve the
interviewee’s participation.) Finally, to encourage honest
and detailed feedback, the interviewees were told that their
identities would be kept anonymous. This also avoided any
more possible legal complications with their companies.

The overall goal of the interview process therefore, was
to present BOF4WSS and the Solution Model (particularly,
core characteristics, possible areas/scenarios of contention,
novel aspects of them), and attain a real-life, expert opinion
and in-depth insights. This feedback would delve into the
applicability (how suitable are the models for the situations
and problems they target, what might the response from
companies be) and strength (how well, if at all, are the
problems addressed by models, what are their benefits and
shortcomings) of the proposals based on security profession-
als’ real-world experiences.

Having conducted the interviews, recordings were then
transcribed. To analyze the data collected, the content anal-
ysis [16] data analysis technique was then applied. This
provided a standard method to code, organize, and index
the transcribed interviews. Furthermore, it allowed for easy
data retrieval, pattern identification and review, and basic
counting to note any relevant quantitative observations [16].
A blend of deductive and inductive approaches to identifying
themes in the data was favoured. This enabled themes to be
identified which focused on the investigating of the areas
for support (deductive) but also common themes that arose
from data that were not conceived prior (inductive).

With the research process outlined, the next section con-
centrates on the presentation and analysis of the research
findings. This research interweaves the findings and analysis
stages because it was felt that this would allow for a rich
but also concise discussion. Berg [16] supports the viability
of this combined option especially when compiling reports
based on qualitative data.

B. BOF4WSS

The first area to be investigated centres around whether
the framework proposed is an applicable, practical proposal
which would aid collaborating businesses in achieving de-
sired levels of enhanced inter-organizational security and
trust. To examine this, questions to interviewees concen-
trated on core principles and novel aspects of the framework
which specifically aimed at addressing the outstanding re-
search problems. Four themes have been identified in which
to present and analyze the data gathered.

The themes consider: (i) the framework’s emphasis on
a highly collaborative approach to inter-organizational se-
curity, particularly where WS is concerned; (ii) the reality
that BOF4WSS is detailed and at times prescriptive; (iii) the
merit of the framework’s focus on higher layers (business-
level for example) of security in WS-based cross-enterprise

interactions; and (iv) the use of the Interaction Security
Strategy (ISS) as a comprehensive security management
structure, that could also foster trust across partners.

Using interviewees’ feedback, the themes are assessed in
terms of their use and/or strength, and application. After
theme analysis, an additional section is presented including
interviewees general comments on the framework, before
briefly summarizing the assessment thus far. In the presen-
tation below, fictitious names are used for interviewees. This
respects their anonymity while also allowing for a more vivid
presentation of findings.

1) BOF4WSS and its highly collaborative approach:
BOF4WSS emphasizes a highly collaborative approach to
cross-enterprise security. This high degree of collaboration
(manifested in dedication to working together, a good degree
of information sharing, various meetings, and other time
and investment commitments) was conceived specifically to
address the shortcomings stemming from the isolated and
individualistic approaches to securing e-businesses which
use WS. Noting the amount of stress the framework places
on this topic, it was chosen as one of the areas to evaluate
within the interviews. The aim being to determine whether
highly collaborative approaches such as the framework,
might provide more adequate solutions for WS-based e-
business interactions, as opposed to more individualistic
approaches. The subsequent aim would be to then identify
how applicable and practical such approaches are.

In response to questions posed regarding high degrees
of collaboration as opposed to individual approaches to
security, all professionals expressed that these types of
approaches were preferred and yielded better security so-
lutions. Interviewees indicated that solutions were likely to
be more appropriate, skills and knowledge could be pooled,
and finally systems could be designed and integrated more
securely. This favourable opinion was upheld by profession-
als when questioned about BOF4WSS and its collaborative
efforts towards security as well. An interesting point put for-
ward by one professional was that collaboration (especially
initial meetings and willingness to work together) enabled
him to be able to determine whether or not other companies
were really committed to interactions and security or not.
Collaboration was therefore being used as a tool to learn
about potential partners and even their security postures
before entering fully into business interactions with them.

Considering collaboration in the context of WS and
BOF4WSS, John, a security professional of 10 years work-
ing for a leading international IT and consultancy services
company, noted that collaboration is essential and needed
at all levels (business, legal, and technical agreements).
Continuing the Security Architect said, “... particularly with
Web services, it has great promise but it’s only going to
work with that sort of collaboration”. This view hints to an
importance of an increased amount of collaboration, even
within the technology-driven WS world. Detailed feedback
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from other interviewees supported the importance of collab-
oration between companies in achieving inter-organizational
security. Existing case study data (see Todd et al. [18])
can also be referenced to see a glimpse of benefits of
collaboration.

Even though supporters of collaboration, two profession-
als warned that it was important for businesses to maintain
some degree of individuality (in terms of self-defense ca-
pabilities), or at least some safety net features (contract- or
technical-based) within collaborations. These would protect
individual companies if their partners inadvertently or in-
tentionally became rogue. This point acts as a reminder that
collaborative security approaches should not only focus on
protecting the group of entities, but also protecting individual
enterprises from risks of being in the collaboration (for
example, see those raised by Baker et al. [19]).

Having looked at the use of highly collaborative ap-
proaches in building cross-enterprise security solutions, the
next step was to assess the application and practicality of
such approaches, and the framework in particular. From the
feedback received, two opposing views were apparent. Three
professionals regarded high degrees of collaboration across
companies as difficult to attain, whereas the others saw it
as “quite practical”, and not “too big a barrier”. The main
proponent for the former perspective was Mark, an Infor-
mation Assurance manager in a global telecommunications
and consultancy firm.

Drawing upon his 20 years in the security field, Mark
stressed that collaboration was beneficial to have, but very
difficult to attain. Additionally, making persons communi-
cate, work together, and readily share information (which are
key activities in a collaborative process such as BOF4WSS)
were not easy tasks. Prime reasons cited centred around
stakeholder-related issues, particularly the likely problems
incurred when meshing teams from different companies with
possibly different perspectives, processes, systems, and orga-
nizational cultures. These issues are supported by literature
in [20], [21].

Interestingly, John also showed an appreciation for the
collaboration difficulties mentioned above but did not view
them as too much of a barrier. Instead he noted, “yes it
is intensive and costly to some extent and I think that’s
the only way to be really successful”. In spite of these
difficulties therefore, in his opinion, these approaches were
not only practical but a necessity for success with security.
Literature could be seen to support this ‘security success
via collaboration’ perspective but primarily in closely knit
business partnerships such as the extended enterprise (see
Dynes et al. [11]).

Considering BOF4WSS in more detail, additional no-
table difficulties were identified by subjects relating to
complexities in stakeholder arrangement and management
(getting the right people together at the right time from
across companies) and cross-border collaboration issues (in

essence, normal collaboration issues exacerbated by ranges
of cultures and perspectives) if/when the framework was
applied internationally.

Speaking objectively, the aspects mentioned were some-
what overlooked in our creation of BOF4WSS due to the
assumption that shared business aims, and goals for security
would drive and support collaboration. When this assump-
tion was put to subjects, some respondents agreed that shared
aims would help. However, they also expressed that there
would need to be strong, mutually understood benefits for
all companies, degrees of fairness (“Nobody wants to be the
weak partner”, Mark stated), and executive sponsorship from
businesses. High-value projects and situations where there
was positive history (and existing trust) between companies
were also cited as scenarios in which high degrees of
collaboration would be more practical. All of these driving
factors would have implications for BOF4WSS and indicate
situations in which it might be best used.

As a brief summary to the information above, there
was some consensus that the high degree of collaboration
advocated by BOF4WSS would lead to a more adequate
security solution for cross-enterprise interactions. According
to the data however, its applicability may be limited (or at
least, best suited) to business scenarios where either there
is a strong commitment to businesses goals (and security
is seen as an enabler to those), a substantial degree of
executive sponsorship, they are high-value projects (amount
stood to be gained or loss, motivated need to do whatever
necessary to get job done), or there is existing trust between
companies. The first two of these were previously mentioned
in [2], [3] as criteria for businesses adopting BOF4WSS.
Conversely, the need for positive history and some degree of
existing trust between companies was not envisaged before
as a prerequisite to adoption. This was a significant finding
as it suggested that even though the framework was aimed
at building trust across partners, some history or trust should
already exist.

2) Detailed and at times prescriptive framework: In
seeking to create a comprehensive security-focused method-
ology (which supported companies from the planning to
maintenance of cross-enterprise interactions using WS), a
central objective of BOF4WSS was to provide detailed, and
occasionally prescriptive guidance. This guidance included
the activities that might and should be conducted, possible
ways in which they could be conducted, and their pertinence
to attaining desired levels of layered security within the
foreseen cross-enterprise interactions. With appreciation of
the detailed level of guidance and the possibility that it
might not be well received by companies, it was chosen for
assessment in the interviews. The objective was to ascertain
its usefulness and applicability in aiding the creation of a
security solution.

From an analysis of the data, it was seen that a majority
of professionals found the detail in BOF4WSS (exemplified
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through the presentation of the framework’s phases) of
benefit to companies, and felt that enterprises would and
should be open to it. Some of the benefits they quoted
included the fact that detail would force people to consider
all the factors, and give structured ways—especially for
inexperienced persons—to solve security problems. Another
benefit seen in the framework was the visibility and ability
to audit, it would bring to all aspects of the cross-enterprise
scenario. According to Matthew, head of Information Secu-
rity and Risk Management at a higher educational institution,
“An audit department would absolutely love this”. This was
stated because the framework would define a structure that
audit departments, even though not security specialist, could
follow and use to track and compare projects and other
company interactions. It should be noted that Matthew has
worked in other businesses in IT security roles previously.
He also expressed that issues in core business and education
(at his institution’s level) were very similar.

The main warning placed on the framework by profes-
sionals was that it should be wary of being detailed and
prescriptive to the extent that companies were not allowed
to adapt parts to the nature/culture of their enterprise. This
could relate to tools, specific techniques, or constituent
methodologies. As is seen to some extent in Section II
and largely in [3] however, the framework appreciates these
issues and either provides a set of options (such as a listing
of risk management methods to determine security needs),
or relies on industry standards and best practices (including
use of ISO/IEC 27000 for security or UML for modelling).

From the findings above therefore, it can be concluded
that the detail provided by BOF4WSS should be useful to
businesses and more of an advantage than a hindrance. This
would not only apply to persons and businesses that lack
experience in dealing with security issues in WS interactions
within an e-business context, but also to entities seeking
to have a framework to maintain structure, consistency and
visibility in the overall process.

3) Appreciation of higher layers of security in cross-
enterprise interactions: Another main aim of BOF4WSS
is to emphasize holistic security solutions. Holism is used
to refer to an all-encompassing approach that considers
technologies, policies, processes, methodologies and best
practices for security. This aim specially attempts to combat
the overly reliant focus on technical mechanisms for security
discussed in Section II. The purpose of this section therefore
is to evaluate that aim and its merit in the context of cross-
enterprise WS interactions.

Commenting on the data gathered, all interviewees dis-
played an appreciation of high levels of security and echoed
the sentiment that technical approaches alone were insuf-
ficient. This finding therefore supported the framework’s
charter and literature in Singhal et al. [22] which highlighted
the need for the higher layer of security with WS.

Speaking on this topic, John remarked that the challenge

found in business today was achieving this higher level of
engagement in projects, specially business ownership, and
business and ICT alignment. Technology-level integration
was not a problem but rather getting the engagement,
involvement, and buy-in for projects at the higher business
levels, security-related and otherwise. Lack of these higher
level aspects, he noted, were the reasons many projects
failed or stalled. Considering this challenge in terms of
BOF4WSS, there is a focus on the higher layer, however
no special mechanisms of encouragement to achieve it are
provided. In the framework design it was envisaged that
there would be a top-down drive for projects and therefore
efforts were concentrated on supplying guidance for the
necessary processes.

An additional concern lodged by two professionals was
that even though the higher layer of security was important,
the translation and implementation of these higher aspects to
lower levels were equally important and not to be neglected.
Paul, a Senior Security Researcher at another well-known
global IT company, warned that various things get lost in
translation and imperfect implementations. This can be to
some extent supported by difficulties highlighted in [23],
[24]. Furthermore, Paul stated that, “you cannot solve prob-
lems at the highest level, that’s the thing, you do have to
come down to the lowest level”. As a result of these factors,
he highlighted that it was key that security go through
the entire process and the framework should maintain a
balance between higher and lower layers to security, and not
overly emphasis either. This was an accepted perspective in
BOF4WSS as it aims for holistic security.

Continuing the assessment on the merit of higher layers
of security, the next question to interviewees centred on
trust, and whether this layer (and the activities therein
such as jointly defining policies, agreeing on process for
security, meetings and so on) in BOF4WSS might lead
to increased trust across entities and their personnel. In
response to this, a majority of professionals agreed on the
likelihood of increased trust resulting. Common rationales
presented linked to time spent together and commitment
towards security that, once present, would be demonstrated
to partners. Both of these could lead to relationship building,
which then may lead to trust. Todd et al. [18] is one
documented real-world scenario where high-level activities
such as joint risk assessments, “proved to be the foundation
upon which mutual trust between the security communities
... has been built” [18].

Mark was the least enthusiastic about the higher layer
naturally achieving trust as he felt that trust was a very
complex and difficult thing to attain—a view supported by
Van Slyke and Bélanger [25]. This he attributed to human
factors and the difficulty in predicting human behaviour.
Aside from this however, respondents’ feedback supported
the possibility of increased trust across business partners.
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4) Use of the Interaction Security Strategy (ISS): The
Interaction Security Strategy (ISS) is one of the more novel
parts of BOF4WSS, in that it seeks to create and apply a
cross-enterprise management structure not found to be used
in practice. The first question to interviewees therefore was
to gather their opinion on this strategy in terms of security
and trust. Another point of interest was how the strategy
compared to existing approaches, particularly contracts, as
these seemed to be the main agreements structure used today
by companies.

The feedback gathered indicated that a majority of se-
curity professionals felt that the ISS was a valid and use-
ful approach for cross-enterprise security and trust. Only
Luke, a Senior Security Researcher with 4 years experience,
disagreed as he was not sure about ISS positioning in the
framework’s process flow, or the level of security present in
the ISS; he regarded it as too detailed.

One intriguing finding was that even though legal con-
tracts formed the main agreements mechanism across com-
panies, they were reported to cover security only very
generally. For example, if in the UK or EU, they might only
very briefly reference the Data Protection Act. Drawing on
his 10 years experience, Matthew highlighted that contracts
are not likely to cover security policies, continuity planning,
or even ISO/IEC 27000 best practices. He emphasized that
it was therefore important to have an extra layer of security
(similar to the ISS) in place. Generally supporting this point,
a 2010 survey [26] has highlighted that roughly 40% of large
business respondents do not ensure that their contracts with
third party providers include security provisions. This is a
telling aspect in terms of contracts and their lack of focus
on security.

Additional advantages of the ISS identified by some
interviewees linked to the flexibility it would allow, and the
pragmatic, actionable structure it provided over contracts.
Contracts were seen to be very specific, hard to follow, and
often expressed in legal jargon. The key stipulation made
by subjects however, was that the ISS was always in line
with the contracts. This, they stated, would ensure synergy
in agreements. In general therefore, professionals’ feedback
above is seen to support the ISS as a key tool in creating
and instilling a cross-enterprise security solution. This would
enhance the practical security provided today and support
agreements in contracts.

The second question related to the ISS concentrated on its
use as a mechanism to foster trust across businesses. Trust
was hoped to be achieved by making security approaches
(pertaining to the scenario) more predictable and transparent
(these being two key attributes of trust [27], [25], [28]).
From the resulting interview data, a consensus was apparent
as professionals all regarded the ISS as likely to foster trust.
Reasons supplied included the clear guidance to companies,
and the ownership and understanding it supplied personnel
with, considering that they aided in its creation. Both of

these aspects link with intended goals of ISS. John’s support
for the ISS in this regard was motivated by its charter
towards a joint security posture, something that he felt was
more conducive to trust, rather than the “us and them”
mentality he saw in some businesses today. This opinion
can be related to collaboration in general and the reality
that some entities might not be willing to collaborate to this
extent.

The other salient view on the ISS and trust was held by
Mark. He expressed the view that,“[the ISS] probably fosters
trust in that it takes away distrust ... What you’d certainly
find is that one of the major hurdles is getting over the
distrust, doesn’t mean that you’ve actually got trust once
you’ve got over that”. This view, albeit a solitary one in the
context of respondents, highlights the precarious nature of
trust and possible difficulty in gaining it across persons and
enterprises. In general however, the ISS is seen to positively
aid in this venture and provide a structure that could enhance
currently used mechanisms.

5) General thoughts on the framework: With the frame-
work’s core principles and novel aspects assessed, the next
three paragraphs highlight other noteworthy feedback (based
on consensus, ideas related to research literature, or simply
practicality) given by interviewees.

One view that arose with respect to security frameworks
and methodologies generally, was the inherent difficulty they
faced in balancing complexity and being comprehensive,
with making them useful and consumable by businesses.
John aptly summarizes this opinion in his remark, “getting
the balance right is so important where it’s rigorous enough
to add value and to make sense, make the process more
structured, and at the right level but not so verbose that it’s
not useful”. He further stated that even though the real proof
would be in the adoption of the BOF4WSS, to him, it looked
okay and seemed “light enough ... to be useful”.

Another intriguing point which surfaced was that
BOF4WSS did not appear to be specially suited to medium-
to-high security or trust industries or business scenarios.
Instead interviewees felt that it was generic and according to
Matthew, “would be good across the board”. This perspec-
tive was of interest because the framework was originally
targeted at businesses and scenarios that emphasize trust and
medium-to-high levels of security (see [2], [3]). These cases
were chosen as they were seen to justify the significant effort
and resources needed to adopt and use BOF4WSS. Based
on the data collected however, the framework might have
wider scenario applications, subject to limitations from other
findings.

The final significant point relates to framework applicabil-
ity again, but more from a higher perspective. In considering
the application of BOF4WSS to scenarios, Paul expressed
that asymmetries (whether due to size or bargaining power)
in the market might limit the framework’s use. This was
because asymmetries lead to some enterprises looking to
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develop solutions (usually individually) to service as many
generic customers as possible. This was as opposed to
focusing on one-to-one collaborations and individual partner
requirements (such as purported by the framework). Albeit a
notion only mentioned by one professional, the collaborative
nature of BOF4WSS might suggest that it is better suited for
symmetric-type interactions. These are interactions where
each party has an influence, and party-to-party negotiations,
design, and development is expected.

6) Summarizing framework analysis: Having presented
and analyzed the main findings related to the framework,
below these are briefly summarized and used to investigate
the degree of support for the area highlighted at the begin-
ning of Section IV-B.

The first area was the most debatable and investigated
the high degree of collaboration desired by the framework.
Based on the analysis in that section, collaboration was
likely to lead to more adequate and thereby enhanced
solutions than those possible with individual or isolated
approaches to security. Additionally, it was also concluded
that BOF4WSS (and to some extent, highly collaborative
approaches in general) may be better suited to certain
business situations and scenarios because of their nature
(see the collaboration theme discussion for details). These
findings strongly support the area being investigated, but
limit the target scenarios of the framework.

Considering the level of detail provided by BOF4WSS, a
majority of interviewers saw this as a benefit to companies
which would, and should be welcomed. This was assuming
that it allowed some degree of flexibility, which it can be
said that BOF4WSS does (through the provision of various
tool/technique options). Cited benefits of the framework
included forcing companies to consider all the factors, aiding
inexperienced persons (in what is arguably still a relatively
immature field in terms of WS use for supporting com-
plex business processes), and creating a level of visibility
and ability to audit, for cross-enterprise development and
subsequent interactions. These aspects can all be seen to
enhance current security approaches and therefore provide
good support for the area studied.

Reflecting on the appreciation for higher layers of security
in the context of WS in e-business, data showed a consensus
in their merit and value within the overall security approach
and solution. The main concern identified at this stage
related to getting the necessary level of engagement, at what
is essentially the business layer within companies. This is a
problem not covered by the framework as it was assumed the
necessary top-down drive for projects already existed. This
top-down drive would be present in the applicable scenarios
suited for BOF4WSS, highlighted in the sections above.

On the topic of trust, a majority of positive interviewee
feedback acted to further support the framework’s appreci-
ation of, and concentration on this higher layer. To recap,
this layer involved getting companies together to interact,

collaborate, and discuss and plan interactions security. Gen-
erally, these findings are therefore considered to provide a
noteworthy degree of support for the area being investigated,
both in terms of security and trust.

The ISS is in many ways a specialization of the higher
layer security approach covered above, and interviewees also
saw it as a useful approach in terms of cross-enterprise
security. Its importance was accentuated particularly because
there seemed to be no standard overarching management
or guidance structure for businesses which pertained to
security. Contracts were referenced, but it is known that
these documents do not contain detail on security nor do they
place it in an actionable language and context. Furthermore,
findings indicated that trust between companies was likely to
be fostered by the ISS. Interviewees linked this to the trans-
parency and clear guidance for companies, and ownership
and understanding implied as companies would have aided
in the creation of the ISS. In terms of the area for support,
the novelty in the ISS was seen to add to current approaches
both in terms of security, and possibly also regarding trust.

Based on the preceding paragraphs and sections, it can
be concluded that in the context of this evaluation, there is
significant support for the framework. This support is with
respect to providing an applicable and practical approach to
enable businesses to reach requisite levels of enhanced cross-
enterprise security and trust. Critically speaking, the majority
of support for the use and viability of the framework,
relates to business scenarios where there is either: a strong
commitment to businesses goals; a great degree of executive
sponsorship; they are high-value projects (and this value
drives the need to do whatever necessary to complete the
task properly); there is history and existing trust between
companies; and there is symmetry in business interactions.
Based on these characteristics and predefined target areas
for the framework as defined in [2], [3], specific candidate
companies that should benefit most from BOF4WSS adop-
tion are:

– Large companies with smaller units (or subsidiaries)
seeking to streamline online interactions using WS
between these smaller units — As part of the same
company, executive sponsorship and strong commitment
from parent units would be a strong driver for smaller
units to collaborate and bring interactions to fruition.
These units would be focused towards symmetric col-
laboration therefore there would be the need for both
parties to engage in context-specific negotiations, design,
customization, and development. Also, assuming history
between these units (given that it is the same company)
there will already be a foundation of trust that can be
exploited and built on.

– Partners in an extended enterprise setting, for example
e-supply chains — Research in extended enterprises
aided in the construction of this framework and a
number of the criteria listed above meshes with needs
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in these types of business networks. As trust is al-
ready a key prerequisite in extended enterprises [27],
if a group of businesses in such a network desired
to switch from proprietary integration formats to WS
for cross-enterprise interactions, BOF4WSS would be
very useful. The long-term nature of these networks and
strong commitment towards a shared goal and mutual
benefits also support the framework’s use. Furthermore,
because these businesses tend to already be collaborators
at the strategic and business level, collaborations in
security using BOF4WSS would be a natural next step
to protect inter-organizational interactions and individual
enterprises. Symmetric interaction would also apply.

– Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) seeking to
build long-term partnerships — This relates in particular
to small and medium-sized companies with past history,
a strong commitment to partnerships, sustained symmet-
ric interactions, and the desire to achieve shared business
goals realized using WS. BOF4WSS would be of great
applicability to these type of companies for two reasons.
First, because there might be a lack of expertise and
experience, the framework’s detailed guidance would
be very useful. Second, as there are less stakeholders,
stakeholder arrangement and management should be less
of a problem. To justify the time and resources necessary
by BOF4WSS, long-term alliances are likely to be the
most practical scenarios. In such situations companies
can see their investment yielding returns in the long-
term.

The next section presents the findings and analysis con-
ducted regarding the Solution Model and tool.

C. The Solution Model and Tool

In this section, the second core area is examined to
determine whether the findings support it, and if so, to
what extent. Specifically, this involves an investigation into
whether the Solution Model and resulting tool provide a
viable process to support transition between the Require-
ments Elicitation and Negotiation phases of the framework.
Similar to the evaluation of BOF4WSS above, questions to
interviewees assessed novel characteristics and core precepts
of the Model and tool.

For the presentation and analysis of data, four themes
have been chosen. These include: (i) opinions on transition
problems highlighted; (ii) the premise that risks drive secu-
rity actions and requirements; (iii) the likelihood of business
partners sharing detailed information on common risks and
their intended treatments; and (iv) the ultimate use of the
Model and tool. Data within these themes is analyzed with
respect to its application and scope. As with Section IV-B,
there is a final section that summarizes the conclusions from
the analysis completed.

1) Opinions on transition problems highlighted: The
charter of the Solution Model was to address the transition

problems that companies were likely to encounter in moving
from the Requirements Elicitation to Negotiation phases in
the framework. These problems were identified based on
an informed case scenario and relevant research literature.
Considering their importance as a driving factor for the
Model however, this theme assesses the issues again with
the goal of determining exactly how serious they might be
from professionals’ perspectives.

Commenting on the feedback received, all but one security
professional—i.e., Luke—agreed with the transition issues
highlighted. In response, Luke said he was unsure whether
security would be considered at what he considered, an early
stage in negotiations. In cases where there was agreement,
professionals concurred with all of the transitional prob-
lems (such as semantics issues, difficulties understanding
motivation for actions, and the arduous task of comparing
and negotiating actions), and substantiated their opinions by
drawing on past experiences.

In terms of semantics issues during phase transition, John
stressed the importance of spending time initially agreeing
on terminology in projects, as words in the security domain
are often misused. Paul and Matthew were two of the main
proponents supporting the reality of disparity in formats of
security actions and requirements. Relating to this, Matthew
stated, “there are companies that might have a basic state-
ment, they might have a graphical representation, they might
have a few bits and pieces and in my experience actually
getting those to marry together initially, is one of the hurdles
you do have to get over”. These aspects can be compared
to the security mayhem discussed by Tiller [7].

One of the most interesting findings in the data related
to the motivation behind security actions and requirements.
On this topic, John noted that in addition to partners not
supplying (or supplying little) motivational information ini-
tially, if they were asked to justify actions at a subsequent
stage, they did not always have good reasons to support
their security actions. He explained that in some situations
where standard security actions (such as reused action lists,
or generic security checklists) were provided by companies,
the original meaning might have be lost, or the security
landscape might have changed. Therefore in addition to the
problems associated with businesses not communicating the
motivation behind security actions, the reality exists that
companies themselves might not be clear about reasons for
their actions. This adds an extra level of complexity and
discussions as companies meet in the Negotiations phase.

Another noteworthy observation from the data was that
personnel involved in cross-enterprise negotiations may not
always have a security background—they may be business-
oriented persons for example. Matthew felt that some per-
sonnel have basic knowledge of security aspects but because
they lacked core knowledge and experience in security, this
tended to prolong the negotiations process. This is important
because it highlights that even though it may be desirable
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for security experts to be involved in negotiation, that might
not always be the case. This lack of involvement however
can affect the negotiations process negatively.

The findings presented and analyzed in the previous
paragraphs all help to support the reality of the problems
faced as companies transition between BOF4WSS phases
(or any general cross-enterprise negotiations task really).
Mark’s statement in response to the question about transition
problems sums it up aptly as he expressed, “Oh, I’ve seen
that, and you’re exactly right, that is the way it happens, it
takes months, possibly years in some circumstances”. This
quote captures the seriousness of the transition problems
highlighted in this research.

2) Risks drive security actions and requirements: To ease
difficulties in the initial matching and comparison of security
actions and requirements across enterprises, the Solution
Model proposed the use of a shared risks catalogue. A
common risks base would be key to allowing for automated
matching using a tool. Central to this proposal was the
idea that risks are the core drivers for security actions. This
notion was supported by literature surveyed in [12] and thus
embodied in the resulting ontology. With appreciation of the
importance of this notion to the Model and resulting software
tool (that is, SASaCS), it was chosen for assessment in the
interviews.

Reporting on the data gathered, a majority of professionals
supported the ‘risk-driven’ notion. Feedback ranged from,
“it always stems from risks and understanding risks, risk
management, risk evaluation, it really drives everything to
be honest”, to “driving security, a risk-based approach some-
thing I firmly believe in”. Cost factors were also mentioned
by one interviewee but these still related to underlying
risks and their mitigation cost/benefit savings. Interviewee
feedback therefore can be seen to give support to findings
in our previous work in [12].

While accepting the role of risks as a driver for security,
one interviewee expressed that a number of companies
do not actually operate on a risk basis. Unfortunately, no
examples were given as to what companies might do instead
to define their actions. This reality is nonetheless a thought-
provoking one in terms of the Solution Model because
even though it is not ideal (interviewees and research
from [12] point to a risk-based approach being best), if it
is widespread, it might limit the adoption of the Model and
tool.

The last important finding related to the communications
benefit likely to result in using risks as a base for security-
related discussions. Interviewee feedback highlighted that
in using a risks base, security professionals and business
persons (involved in negotiations) alike could understand
what was at stake (impact to organization and so on). From
this research’s perspective, this is beneficial for two reasons.
Firstly, if business-level personnel do engage in security
negotiations (as alluded to in the theme above), using a

language they will understand would give them the necessary
insight into the process. And secondly, business persons are
typically the budget holders (John and Mark emphasize this)
therefore again, they have to understand the need for security
for funds to be released to implement security actions.

3) Likelihood of sharing detailed information on risks
and risks’ treatments: The Solution Model and BOF4WSS
requires that business partners share a great amount of
information on common risks faced, factors (including, laws,
organizational policies, and so on) that influence/motivate
security actions, and security actions themselves (whether
they are geared towards risk mitigation or otherwise). With
appreciation of the possible inherent difficulties accompany-
ing this task (such as companies not wanting to share such
information), this evaluation theme focuses on how realistic
is it an expectation.

The conclusions from the data analysis in this segment
were less clear, and even in cases where professionals felt
that information sharing was realistic, they still placed a
number of conditions on sharing. For example, some stated
that once the data requested was at a relatively high level
and did not go into specific vulnerabilities or impacts to the
organization, it would be feasible. This was an intriguing
finding because the structure of the risks catalogue and data
in SASaCS does to some extent ask companies to define
specific vulnerabilities that constitute a risk. This might
therefore require the catalogue structure to be modified
slightly to show less detail, or finding scenarios where
parties were likely to be open and the structure could be
accepted as is.

Supporting the opposite view, the feedback did observe
that in some situations, companies might refuse to give much
information to partners and cite confidentiality reasons.
Overall however they were two prerequisites identified that
would increase likelihood of information sharing. These
were, trust and an existing relationship between companies.
Mark states, “a lot of companies, particularly in private
sector are unlikely to do that unless you’ve got that trust”.
This shows a significance of existing relationships and trust
to the Solution Model, similar to that necessary for the
framework.

4) The ultimate use of the Model and tool: The SASaCS
tool is a software implementation of the Solution Model. As
such, it aims to streamline a number of tedious, repetitive
and long-winded tasks, and thus, significantly ease transition
between framework phases. The evaluation of the Model,
largely by way of the tool, was therefore imperative in these
interviews. To conduct this evaluation, the tool prototype
was demonstrated to interviewees and then questions were
asked. Below the feedback and analysis results are presented.

In response to questions regarding the tool’s usefulness
in supporting phase transition, interviewees felt that it was
a very useful approach and system. John stated, “I think it
would be really useful. Having seen it, I think the penny
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has dropped for me, I think this could be very powerful,
very useful. I think this would help a lot”. Furthermore
he expressed, “And it would accelerate the adoption of
technology solutions and this framework”. John made this
statement because he felt that in business today, collabo-
rations are somewhat technology-focused and what inhibits
projects is the discussion and agreement difficulties arising
from the business and legal sides. The tool to him, was
seen to help these sides by considering security at a higher
level, communicable to people at this layer (business or legal
professionals for example).

Mark was another professional who strongly supported
the tool’s usefulness. He commented, “a tool that helps
bring that [core negotiation aspects] directly onto the table,
it makes that time together far more productive”. Such
opinions as those mentioned here and above give evidence
to support the increased productivity achievable by using the
tool (and the underlying Solution Model proposed). Matthew
reinforces these point as he states, “I can think of projects
that it probably would have shaved off months, in terms of
the initial stages of that project, had they thought to do this
earlier on”.

When questioned about whether they (interviewees)
would use the tool in such a negotiations scenario, a majority
of subjects said that they would consider it—increased
productivity being cited as the prime factor. Proponents also
stated that the novel benefit with the Model and tool was
that they laid out companies’ security positions in a clear
and direct format, and forced them to agree or disagree on
positions/postures. Regarding the automated identification
of conflicting security actions for risks, John stated, “you
almost know straight away that the collaboration is not
going to work unless someone changes their posture or they
agree to something”. The tool can therefore save time for
companies in this regard (a feasibility level) also.

From a usability perspective, generally positive feedback
was recorded. Perceived benefits related to good accessibil-
ity due to the use of a browser-based report format, and
the ease at which security actions from companies could
be compared. Shortcomings mentioned included the need
for increased flexibility in tool output (such as, additional
buttons and more options on screen). These are accepted
as areas for improvement in moving from a prototype to
construct a full version of SASaCS.

Even though interviewees affirmed the tool’s usefulness in
significantly supporting the phase transition, some notewor-
thy shortcomings were identified. Critiquing on the higher
level data present in the tool, Luke states, “it seems useful
with the caveat that it might hide stuff away from the
decision makers”. To remedy this, he suggests a drill-down
functionality to allow more detail to be seen on treatments
or risks. This feature would be used by security profes-
sionals involved in negotiations, whereas business-oriented
decision makers might be happy with the current higher

level information. Speaking objectively, this is a useful
suggestion but if implemented it would have to be optional.
This is because, as was identified in the previous discussion
theme, all companies might not be willing to share detailed
information. Trust, to some extent, again becomes a factor.

Another observation mentioned was the dependence of
the tool on the quality of the input data. “It is the input
data’s quality that is going to impact on the influence [of
the tool]”, Luke stresses. Matthew also supported this fact.
To reply to this point, we accept it as an issue, however
little can be done beyond giving guides and on screen
tooltips to companies and users. It is assumed that companies
would appreciate the productivity benefits when quality
data is provided, and therefore use the Model and tool
as suggested. Inadequate provision of information by some
partners in a collaboration might even act as an indicator
to other companies as to how serious partners are regarding
collaboration and collaboration security.

5) Summarizing Solution Model analysis: In the follow-
ing paragraphs, the findings presented and analyzed above
are summarized in a theme-by-theme fashion. The conclu-
sions drawn are then used to determine the degree of support
for the area highlighted at the beginning of Section IV-C.

The first theme of analysis related to determining the
severity of the transition problems that motivated the So-
lution Model’s design. From the data, it was clear that a
majority of professionals appreciated the problems (largely
drawing on their own experiences), and viewed them as quite
serious issues within projects. Additional issues were even
highlighted relating to companies themselves not being clear
on the exact motivation for security actions, and inexperi-
enced personnel being involved in negotiations. Considering
these points in light of the area under analysis, they can
therefore be seen to support the seriousness of transition
problems, especially relating to the great deal of time
consumed, and lack of productivity.

The Solution Model operates on the premise that security
risks drive security actions and security requirements. The
validity of this premise therefore directly affects the viability
of the Model and resulting system/tool. Based on the data,
most professionals supported this premise and viewed it as
the best way forward. Furthermore, it was seen to have
additional uses because the notion of a risk was viewed as
a key communications tool that could give business persons
the necessary insight into security. One contrary point to
risks as a driver was that a number of companies actually
do not operate on this basis. Without any clear indication of a
standard, well-justified process to identify actions however,
little could be done to address this issue. With respect to
supporting the viability of the Solution Model therefore, the
data was seen to strongly support a risks base to security
actions.

For the Solution Model to work, companies are required
to share detailed information on risks related to the scenario,
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influential factors in risk treatment, and defined security
actions. On assessing the likelihood of that occurring, the
analysis conclusions were not clear. Some professionals
regarded it as realistic, whilst others did not. Possibly the
most noteworthy finding here however was that trust and
an existing relationship were cited as factors that might
increase the likelihood of this information being shared. This
is an acceptable prerequisite as it largely fits in with the
updated target scenarios of BOF4WSS outlined at the end
of Section IV-B. Assuming an atmosphere with trust and an
existing relationship therefore, the interview findings can be
seen to support an enhanced level of information sharing,
and thus to some extent, the viability of the Model.

In investigating the Solution Model by way of the tool,
the most significant question would have to be centred
around the ultimate strength of the process and tool it-
self. In response to this question, professionals gave very
positive feedback and affirmed the usefulness of the tool
in significantly easing cross-enterprise security negotiations.
The Model and tool were especially seen to accelerate
adoption of technology solutions, and increase productivity
and reduce time spent in negotiations. Furthermore, one pro-
fessional saw it as beneficial to the overarching framework
such that it would accelerate its adoption. This formed a
critical point because it highlighted that research into support
systems (such as the Solution Model and tool) could impact
on the adoption of BOF4WSS.

Another important advantage is the fact that by requesting
information on motivational/influential factors before com-
panies meet, entities will have to find clear justifications to
support their security actions. This directly helps to address
the issues related to incomplete information and weakly
justified motivational factors identified in the transition prob-
lems theme. Reflecting on the analysis area therefore, the
findings and conclusions from this theme strongly support
the viability of the Model and tool in supporting phase
transition. There might be some slight improvements that
can be made (including, drill down functionality, modifying
structure of risks data in the catalogue and SASaCS) but
these were not seen to seriously affect the use of the tool or
viability of the Model.

In summary, the findings gathered provided a solid degree
of support for the viability of the Solution Model in greatly
aiding the transition between Requirements Elicitation and
Negotiation phases of BOF4WSS. Trust and existing re-
lationships between parties also played an important role,
however this is acceptable as it coincides with the updated
target scenarios of the framework.

Lastly, as this section represents the second evaluation of
the Solution Model and tool (the first was the compatibility
assessment in [4]), the findings and conclusions of the
two evaluations were compared for any points of interest.
One important observation was found. This was based on
the fact that constraints (laws, obligations, policies, and so

on) were seen as an additional driver of security actions
in [4], whereas in this evaluation security professionals only
mentioned risks. Although this leads to no clear conclusion,
because the Model and tool by nature should be com-
prehensive, they should arguably accommodate both cases.
Critically speaking therefore, the viability of the Model and
tool can be regarded as negatively affected because currently
they only use a risks base (and thus will only automate
handling of risk-based security actions). Possible ways that
constraints could be included in automated handling were
previously discussed in [4].

Even though the negative feedback mentioned above
harms viability, the strong support for the risks base and the
tool in general supplied by industry-based professionals was
felt to outweigh this aspect. Future work towards automated
handling of constraints will be pursued only to ensure
that the Solution Model and tool are as comprehensive as
possible. This would allow them to handle a greater number
of situations in which they are required to support cross-
enterprise negotiations.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we reported on the results from an evalua-
tion conducted on two of our previous research proposals;
namely, BOF4WSS and the security negotiations Solution
Model and Tool used to support it. Generally, findings were
seen to support the framework and Model/tool as useful,
viable and practical approaches in addressing the issues they
target. There were however some limitations, particularly
related to applicable scenarios for the framework, and con-
tentions regarding security actions and their core driving
factors. These were important but not viewed as factors that
seriously undermined these research proposals.

The next step of this research is to build on the in-
sights and favourable findings of the initial assessments, and
conduct the final evaluation process. This evaluation would
constitute a thorough case study analysis where real-world
companies would be observed using BOF4WSS and its
supporting tools. This study would complement preliminary
evaluations and allow for a much more comprehensive analy-
sis. Furthermore, it would enable for clear, well substantiated
conclusions to be drawn from this research.
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